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Viral infections significantly influence the outcome of solid
organ and hematopoietic stem cell transplant recipients.

Induction, maintenance, and intensification of immuno-
suppression in the context of antirejection treatment are key
factors for viral replication and progression toward disease.
This complex interaction of patient, virus, and graft determi-
nants is modulated by the net balance of immunosuppression
and its impact on virus-specific immune control.

The clinical development of immunosuppressive agents
is facilitated by the understanding of the mechanisms of
T-cell activation, thus allowing for the identification of
potential new targets and protocols. Recently developed
immunosuppressive agents are able to mediate profound and
prolonged immunosuppression. Their use is associated both
with a reduced incidence of rejection and with an increased
susceptibility to infections.

The immunologic control of viral replication in a host
requires both innate and adaptive immune responses. In the
past decade, virological monitoring of transplant patients has
beenwidely established both for screening transplant patients
at risk for virus replication as well as monitoring antiviral
treatment responses. More recently, however, viroimmuno-
logical evaluation has been explored as a potentially useful
tool for better clinical and therapeutic management.

This special issue encompasses original research and
review articles that aim to stimulate the continuing efforts
to understand the interplay between host and viruses in the

transplant setting. This knowledge may help to define strate-
gies for improved diagnostics, monitoring, and therapeutic
management through antiviral prophylaxis and preemptive
therapy approach. The papers explore aspects of antiviral
immunity, methods and significance of viroimmunological
monitoring, and relation between antirejection therapies and
viral reactivation in both solid organ and hematopoietic stem
cell transplant recipients.

Aparticular role in the transplant setting is represented by
persistently infecting viruses that are characterized by latency,
such as herpesviruses and polyomaviruses. The members of
these two families are associated with relevant complications
in terms of morbidity and morbidity in transplant recipients.

Among the members of the Herpesviridae family, human
cytomegalovirus (HCMV) is clearly recognized as the major
opportunistic agent complicating the outcome of the graft
as it may reactivate from latency sites due to antirejection
immunosuppressive treatment or be responsible for primary
infection in seronegative recipients. Virus-specific cellular
immune response is fundamental in controlling HCMV
replication in transplant patients; in fact, the recovery of
HCMV-specific CD4+ and CD8+ T-cell response has been
related to protection and control of viral replication and
reduced rates of infections and disease, both systemic and
organ-specific. In recent years, the evaluation of immuno-
logical response to HCMV has been recommended, besides
virological monitoring of viral load by molecular methods,
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in the management of transplant recipients. As described in
the International Consensus Guidelines on the Management
of Cytomegalovirus in Solid Organ transplantation (Kotton
et al., 2013), different methods have been developed for
evaluating HCMV-specific immune response.

In the paper by E. V. Ravkov et al., different basic
parameters for validation of HCMV-specific tetramer stain-
ing and peptide stimulation assays have been examined, thus
providing measures of test performance for HCMV immune
competence assays for the characterization of CD8+ T-cell
response; the method has been validated by evaluating the
potential use of HCMV-specific CD8+ cells numbers and
functional and cytolytic responses in hematopoietic stem cell
transplant recipients.

In the paper by I. Gayoso et al., the phenotype and
interferon-gamma production ofHCMV-specific T cells have
been characterized using the Quantiferon-HCVM assay in a
group of hematopoietic stem cell transplant recipients, and
the association with clinical variables has been studied. The
authors found the occurrence of a differentiated phenotype
in HCMV-specific CD8+ T-cells in recipients from older
donors, whereas HCMV replication after transplantation,
recipient age, and stem cell source were associated with
the production of interferon-gamma in response to HCMV
epitopes.

Among herpesviruses, also Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) is
associated with potentially life-threatening conditions: in
particular, EBV-driven posttransplant lymphoproliferative
disorders (PTLD), with early identification of aberrant EBV
activity being associated with prevention of progression
to B-cell lymphoma. In the study by A. E. Greijer et al.,
the authors evaluated EBV-DNA load and RNA profiles in
plasma and cellular blood specimens from stem cell trans-
plant recipients, solid organ transplant patients, including a
subgroup of patients with chronically elevated viral load.The
study evidenced that EBV-DNA was differently distributed
betweenwhite cells and plasma in solid organ transplantation
versus hematopoietic stem cell transplantation; EBV-RNA
profiling in blood resulted in additional value in terms of
understanding viral activity in patients with elevated EBV-
DNA load.

Polyomaviruses BK and JC have been increasingly rec-
ognized as a cause of transplant complication, particularly
in kidney transplant recipients. BKV has been associated
with a severe nephropathy potentially leading to the loss of
the graft. A relevant burden of the literature has evidenced
that the main determinants related to the development of
nephropathy are the overall level of immunosuppression and
the failure of immune surveillance in the presence of viral
reactivation, with the most important role played by the
cellular immune response.

In the study by E. Girmanova and coauthors, the gene
expression profiles of 90 target genes associated with immune
response have been evaluated in kidney graft biopsy mate-
rial by comparing three different groups, including control
patients with no evidence of BK reactivation, infected asymp-
tomatic patients, and patients with BK nephropathy. The
analysis revealed several biological networks associated with
BK virus immune control.

In the study byM. Cioni and coauthors, the potential role
of BKV agnoprotein in immune evasion by downregulating
HLA expression was explored based on the fact that it
is abundantly expressed later in the viral life cycle, but
specific cellular and humoral immune responses are low or
absent. The study evidenced that unlike a similar protein in
Herpes simplex called ICP47, the BKV agnoprotein does not
contribute to viral immune evasion by downregulating HLA-
ABC expression or interfering with HLA-DR expression or
peptide-dependent T-cell cytotoxicity.

The role of polyomavirus JC replication and impact on
graft function and survival in kidney transplantation has been
reviewed in the paper by S. Delbue et al., particularly focusing
on the biology of JCV and its pathological features, with a
wide review of the literature on JCV in the transplant setting.

Considering liver transplant recipients, a relevant issue is
represented by hepatitis C virus (HCV) in terms of both lead-
ing indication for liver transplantation and posttransplant
reinfection of the graft.This has been reported to be universal
and often results in accelerated progression to liver failure;
moreover, treatment of recurrence after liver transplantation
is often compromised by enhanced adverse effects and limited
efficacy of interferon-based therapy. S. H. Hsu and coauthors
present a review on the specific biological and clinical
aspects regarding HCV-reinfection posttransplantation and
suggest potential lines of intervention in terms of therapeutic
strategies.

Besides persistently infecting viruses, also pathogens
responsible of community-acquired acute infections such
as respiratory viruses may account for complications in
the transplant setting. For example, human rhinoviruses
generally cause mild infections of the upper respiratory tract;
however, in immunocompromised subjects, rhinoviruses can
reach the lower airways causing serious illness. In the study
by F. Canducci and coauthors, the occurrence and persistence
and the pathogenic potential of human rhinoviruses (and
the novel human enterovirus 109) have been retrospectively
evaluated by molecular techniques and phylogenetic analysis
in specimens from hematopoietic stem cell transplant adult
recipients. The authors reported not only sequential infec-
tions by different rhinoviruses subtypes but also prolonged
viral shedding not constantly associated with symptom.

In conclusion, viral agents may be associated with rele-
vant morbidity and mortality in the transplant setting. The
role of immune surveillance and factors influencing immune
response are being extensively studied. This issue specifically
reports some of the more updated researches and review
considerations on the topic.

Rossana Cavallo
Guido Antonelli
Hans H. Hirsch
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Hepatitis C virus (HCV) is a small-enveloped RNA virus belonging to the Flaviviridae family. Since first identified in 1989, HCV
has been estimated to infect 170 million people worldwide. Mostly chronic hepatitis C virus has a uniform natural history, from
liver cirrhosis to the development of hepatocellular carcinoma. The current therapy for HCV infection consists of a combination
of Pegylated interferon and ribavirin. On the other hand, HCV-related liver disease is also the leading indication for liver
transplantation. However, posttransplant HCV re-infection of the graft has been reported to be universal. Furthermore, the graft
after HCV re-infection often results in accelerated progression to liver failure. In addition, treatment of recurrent HCV infection
after liver transplantation is often compromised by enhanced adverse effects and limited efficacy of interferon-based therapies.
Taken together, poor outcome after HCV re-infection, regardless of grafts or recipients, poses a major issue for the hepatologists
and transplant surgeons.The aim of this paper is to review several specific aspects regarding HCV re-infection after transplant: risk
factors, current therapeutics for HCV in different stages of liver transplantation, cellular function of HCV proteins, and molecular
mechanisms of HCV entry. Hopefully, this paper will inspire new strategies and novel inhibitors against recurrent HCV infection
after liver transplantation and greatly improve its overall outcome.

1. Introduction

Hepatitis C virus (HCV) was amember of Flaviviridae family
virus, and sevenmajor genotypes (Genotype 1∼7a) have been
identified with distinct regional distribution patterns. HCV is
a major cause of chronic hepatitis worldwide, and end-stage
liver disease caused by HCV has increasingly become the
leading indication for liver transplantation (LT). It has been
well known that HCV reinfection following LT examined by
HCV RNA detection using the polymerase chain reaction
occurs almost universally [1]. The natural history of HCV
reinfection is substantially changed after LT with accelerated
rate of cirrhosis recurrence of 8–44% in 5–7 years [2]. It
has been pointed out that HCV reinfects the liver graft at
time of reperfusion intraoperatively [3]. The virus source
is attributed to the blood itself with a high probability [4].

The viral load can return to the pretransplant values within
4 days after transplantation and may be influenced by the
usage of corticosteroids [5]. Acute hepatitis occurs between
2–5 months after transplant, and it is characterized by acute
lobular hepatitis [4]. In the early reinfection stage, the graft
injury occurs only after 3 weeks. Chronic hepatitis is estab-
lished about 6–12 months after transplantation. The stage of
chronic hepatitis is characterized by a decrease of viral load
and a pattern of immune-mediated injury. A variant form of
posttransplant HCV infection is cholestatic hepatitis C that
occurs in <10% of patients, frequently associated with high
viral load and immunosuppression. Usually, it occurs within
1–6months after transplant and canprogress to hepatic failure
in 3–6 months [6]. This form is characterized by very high
viral load, cellular ballooning, low inflammation, and a Th2
intrahepatic immunological response. These features suggest
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that the liver lesion is due to a direct cytopathic injury caused
by HCV.

To date, the absence of preventive strategy for HCV
reinfection after transplant is a major challenge for the HCV
recipients undergoing LT. Asmentioned above, reinfection of
the liver graft is universal and characterized by accelerated
progression of liver disease. Furthermore, treatment of recur-
rent HCV infection after LT is compromised by enhanced
adverse effects and limited efficacy of interferon-based ther-
apies. In addition, poor outcome after graft reinfection of
HCV has increasingly become a major problem faced by the
hepatologists and transplant surgeons.Thus, novel preventive
and therapeutic strategies of HCV reinfection are urgently
needed.

2. Risk Factors for HCV Recurrence following
Liver Transplantation (LT)

Recurrence of HCV infection in the liver allograft is universal
after LT, and its natural history is variable. It has been esti-
mated that approximately 20% of recipients will progress to
graft cirrhosis within 5 years of transplant [7]. Overall, HCV
disease is more aggressive in the posttransplant recipients
than in patients whose immunity is intact [8]. Accelerated
disease progression is multifactorial and probably depends
on a number of variables, including host, donor, viral, and
external factors. However, the definite interactions between
these factors and recurrent HCV infection in the liver
allograft still remain controversial and poorly defined. Thus,
to identify recipients at risk for rapid HCV recurrence after
LTwill be helpful especially when considering treatment with
the currently available antiviral agents either as prophylaxis
or therapy. To date, a number of risk factors have been
mentioned regarding this clinical issue.

2.1. Nonviral Factors. One study, reviewing 307 patients who
underwent LT for HCV over a 10-year period, suggested
that advanced donor age, prolonged donor hospitalization,
increasing recipient age, and elevated recipient MELD scores
were found to increase the relative risk of HCV recurrence
[9]. Moreover, earlier studies have advocated that HCV
recurrence may be more severe when older donors are used
[10, 11]. In addition, the type of donor used may have
an impact on HCV reinfection of the graft after LT. One
clinical observation suggested that HCV recurrence is more
severe in living donor LT compared to cadaveric LT [12].
However, another study reported that there are no differences
observed in hepatitis C recurrence rate, severity of intrahep-
atic pathology, or graft and patient survival between living
donor LT and cadaveric LT recipients [13]. As to the source
of HCV reinfection in the allograft, it may occur at time of
reperfusion intraoperatively [3]. The blood itself has a high
probability to be the origin of this allograft reinfection [4]. It
is indeed valuable that identifying these risk factors before LT,
particularly when matching donors to HCV recipients, may
decrease the incidence of HCV recurrence after LT.

2.2. Viral Load. HCV infection of the allograft is believed to
be an extremely dynamic process. HCV virus binds to the

new allograft at the time of reperfusion, and viral replication
occurs within hours after LT. The impact of recipients’ viral
load on HCV recurrence following LT is still uncertain, but a
clear understanding of HCV kinetics after LT will contribute
to the development of strategies to prevent HCV infection of
the allograft. An earlier study, which analyzed HCV kinetics
during and immediately after LT, found a sharp decrease in
HCV viral load during the anhepatic phase and immediately
after graft reperfusion [3]. This decrease was presumably
attributed to massive binding of HCV to the hepatocytes.
In other words, reinfection is immediate after reperfusion.
Powers et al. also reported that HCV RNA levels dropped
with an average half-life of 0.8 hours during the anhepatic
phase [14]. The authors also mentioned that viral loads
then continued to drop up to 23 hours after implantation,
and began to rise as soon as 15 hours after the anhepatic
phase. Moreover, the viral load reached a plateau before
rising, suggesting that a nonhepatic source supplied virions
and balanced their intrinsic clearance. It was estimated that
nonhepatic sources were at most responsible for 4% of total
viral production and the remaining 96% occurred in the liver.
Other similar studies pointed out that viral loads in serum
returned to pretransplant levels within 24 to 48 hours after the
procedure. Within weeks after transplant, viral loads would
be approximately 1 log higher than pretransplant levels [4, 15].

However, studies investigating the impact of pretrans-
plant viral load on the likelihood of HCV recurrence have
produced controversial results. Several reports indicated that
pretransplant viral load did not correlate with either the
likelihood or timing of HCV recurrence following LT [16].
By contrast, one study including 166 HCV-infected recip-
ients demonstrated that before transplant, HCV viral load
greater than 1 million viral equivalents/mL was associated
with decreased graft and patient survival [17]. Given the
hypothesis that pretransplant treatment of HCV will reduce
or prevent HCV posttransplant recurrence, it has been advo-
cated that patients with HCV infection on the transplant list
should be considered for therapy with the goal of obtaining
sustained virological response (SVR) prior to LT [18].

2.3. HCV Genotype. The influence of HCV genotypes on
HCV recurrence after LT had been assessed, but the results
were still controversial. Some studies demonstrated that the
severity of recurrence and levels of viral replication for HCV
hepatitis after LT were higher in patients with genotype 1b
HCV infection than other genotypes [7, 19–21]. Another
study by Gayowski et al. reported in their results that the rate
of recurrent HCV hepatitis, timing to recurrence, severity of
recurrence and response to IFN therapy did not differ among
genotypes and suggested that HCV genotype may not be a
significant factor influencing post-LT HCV hepatitis [22].

2.4. IL28B Polymorphism. Recently, genetic variation in the
region of the IL28B gene on chromosome 19, coding for IFN-
𝜆3, has been demonstrated to be strongly associatedwith SVR
in patients with genotype 1 chronic HCV infection who are
treated with pEG-IFN plus RBV in the nontransplant setting
[23, 24]. IL28B polymorphism has also been associated
with spontaneous HCV clearance [25]. One cohort study,
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which included 189 consecutiveHCVpatients undergoing LT,
aimed to determine the prevalence and impact on clinical
outcomes of donor and recipient IL28B genotypes among
liver transplant recipients [26]. The authors suggested that
recipient IL28B TT genotype is associated with more severe
histological recurrence of HCV after LT and CC donor grafts
might be preferentially allocated to recipients with HCV
infection.

2.5. CMVandHHV-6 Infection. Reactivation of herpes group
viruses may also be one of the factors associated with HCV
recurrence after LT. Cytomegalovirus (CMV) and human
herpes virus-6 (HHV-6) are herpes viruses that commonly
reactivate after transplantation. They are proposed to have
an immunomodulatory effect in transplant recipients and
may play a role in promoting HCV replication [27, 28].
Recently, a retrospective study of 347 first LT recipients
(donor or recipient CMV seropositive) transplanted for HCV
was performed to evaluate the associations of CMV infection
and disease with recurrent hepatitis C after LT. It was found
that CMV infection was associated with increased risk of
fibrosis stage ≧2 and inflammation grade ≧2 [29]. However,
their effects on posttransplant HCV recurrence still remain
questionable. Data showed that short-term CMV viremia
does not enhance the replication of HCV after LT [30].

2.6. Immunosuppression. Early data, examining the patho-
genesis of graft injury in liver transplant recipients with HCV
infection, first reported that methylprednisolone treatment
for acute rejection led to a 4-100-fold increase in serum
HCV RNA [31]. Since then, an aggravated course of HCV
reinfection after LT and increased resistance to antiviral
therapy have been attributed to the application of specific
immunosuppressive medication [32, 33]. Herein, various
immunosuppression strategies have been evaluated for their
influence on HCV recurrence.

Glucocorticoids. Glucocorticoids are often given as an induc-
tion protocol during LT, and low doses combined with other
immunosuppressants are used as maintenance immunosup-
pression after operation. In case of acute rejection, recipients
receive pulse methylprednisolone to reverse the rejection.
There are convincing data that bolus doses of glucocorticoids
given for rejection treatment have a negative impact on
HCV recurrence. It is estimated that cumulative exposure
to corticosteroids is associated with increased mortality,
higher levels of HCV viremia, and more severe histolog-
ical recurrence [34]. One recent study demonstrated that
glucocorticosteroids specifically increased HCV entry by
upregulating the cell entry factors occludin and scavenger
receptor class B type I. The data suggested that the potential
effects of high-dose glucocorticosteroids on HCV infection
in vivo may be due to increased HCV dissemination [35].
Previous studies have indicated that the specific CD4 T
cell response to HCV is important in viral clearance of
acute HCV infection after liver transplantation. Moreover,
plasmacytoid dendritic cells are capable of producing large
amounts of IFN𝛼 against HCV infection in this specific

CD4 T cell response [36, 37]. Experimental data have shown
that prednisolone suppressed the functions of plasmacytoid
dendritic cells by promoting their apoptosis [38]. Thus, in
a transplant setting, the consensus is that steroid avoidance
or slow tapering of the dose is associated with reduced
HCV recurrence [39, 40], whereas boluses for treating acute
rejection can increase the viral load [31].

Calcineurin Inhibitors (CNIs). Cyclosporine is a lipophilic
cyclic peptide of 11 amino acids, while tacrolimus is a
macrolide antibiotic. Both drugs bind with high affinity to
a family of cytoplasmic proteins (also called immunophilin),
which present in a variety of immune cells. Immunophilin-
dependent signal transduction via calcineurin represents a
key event in the activation of T cell proliferation by regulating
expression of the gene that encodes IL2. Cyclosporine A
(CyA) binds to cyclophilin, while tacrolimus (Tac) binds
to FK binding proteins (FKBPs). The binding blocks the
phosphatase activity of calcineurin and subsequently inhibits
TCR/CD3-induced T cell proliferation by the blockage of
IL2 production. Intriguingly, in addition to their promoting
role in calcineurin signalling, immunophilins are catalysts
of protein folding and contribute to the invasion ability of
several coronaviruses [41]. As to HCV, it is well established
that cyclophilins have an important role in viral replication
and de novo virus production. Recent data suggest that
HCV replication is dependent on the interaction between
cyclophilin B and nonstructural protein 5B (NS5B, HCV
RNA polymerase) to stimulate its RNA binding activity and
thereby promote the de novo synthesis of positive and nega-
tive stranded RNA [42]. Given the fact that immunophilins
can work as a supportive role in viral infection, it is rational
to find out that CyA is capable of the anti-HCV activity
through mediating a specific blockade of cyclophilins to
NS5B RNA [43]. As CyA interacts with both cyclophilin A
and cyclophilin B, it is conceivable that CyA affects multiple
steps in the life cycle of HCV. However, there is controversy
about the anti-HCV effects of cyclosporine A in vivo. By
contrast, Tac does not have any anti-HCV activity [44].

MMF and MPA. Mycophenolate mofetil (MMF) belongs to
the class of antimetabolite immunosuppressive agents.Myco-
phenolic acid (MPA), the active metabolite of MMF, is a
selective noncompetitive inhibitor of inosine monophos-
phate dehydrogenase (IMPDH). In addition to its potent
immunosuppressive capacity, the in vitro assay has indicated
that MPA has antiviral effect against HCV [45]. In HCV
cell culture models, MPA could induce the expression of
important antiviral interferon-stimulated genes, including
interferon regulatory factor (IRF) 1, IRF 9, and interferon-
induced transmembrane protein 3 (IFITM3) [46]. Among
these proteins, data showed that IRF1 was directly involved
in the anti-HCV activity of MPA. Moreover, MPA could
have effects in synergy with IFN-𝛼 on HCV replication in
the same HCV experiments. In addition, when combined
with IFN-𝛼, MPA augmented the transcription of multiple
interferon-stimulated genes.With themolecular basis of how
MPAworks in synergywith IFN𝛼, proper prospective clinical
studies are warranted to confirm their synergistic effects
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against HCV in vivo. On the other hand, although the safety
and efficacy of MMF as an immunosuppressive medication
in HCV patients undergoing LT have been demonstrated,
the exact effects on HCV recurrence have not been clearly
studied.

Rapamycin.With lownephrotoxicity andpotential anticancer
properties, rapamycin has been increasingly used in the
transplantation context [47]. It has been well known that
rapamycin engages the cytosolic protein FKBP12 to form
a complex. This complex inhibits the mTOR pathway by
directly binding to the mTOR complex 1, resulting in block-
age of cell cycle progression from the G1 to S phase and
thereby causing inhibition of T cell proliferation. Intriguingly,
rapamycin induces autophagy through inhibiting mTOR.
Autophagy is a process for catabolizing organelles and other
intracellular components to balance cellular metabolism and
to promote cell survival during stressful conditions. In fact,
autophagy is also an important event in the regulation of the
cellular response against viral infections [48]. It is noteworthy
that HCV infection induces autophagy in the hepatocytes via
the unfolded protein response, and the autophagy induced
by HCV is incomplete through blocking the maturation
of autophagosomes to autolysosomes [49]. The autophago-
somes will not be degraded but instead support viral repli-
cation. Recent study demonstrated that NS5B could directly
interact with the host proteins to induce the autophagy
[50]. In addition, the HCV-induced autophagy may promote
infection by reducing the innate immunity [51]. Based on
these findings, it is conceivable that rapamycin could affect
HCV recurrence and antiviral interferon therapy. However,
clinical evidence is needed to make sure of its in vivo effect.

3. Updated Strategy to Recurrent HCV
Infection after LT

HCV reinfection of the graft is almost universal among
recipients with active infections at the time of transplantation
[52]. An accelerated progression of fibrosis is noted in those
recipients with recurrent HCV after transplant, and at least
25 to 30% of patients will eventually develop liver cirrhosis
within 5 to 10 years [53, 54].Once liver cirrhosis is established,
the first episode of decompensation may occur in as high
as 40% of patients within 1 year. Apart from the rapid
progression of fibrosis, recipients with recurrent hepatitis C
may also develop severe fibrosing cholestatic hepatitis, char-
acterized by jaundice, rapidly after organ transplantation in
the absence of biliary obstruction causing a very high risk of
graft failure [55]. For the reason,HCV-related recipients show
a worse posttransplant outcome compared to HCV-negative
recipients. A previous study which retrospectively analyzed
11036 patients with 11791 liver transplants confirmed that
the HCV infection significantly impaired patient and graft
survival after LT [56]. Focusing on the strategy to recurrent
HCV infection after LT, three approaches have been identified
according to the timing of treatment: pretransplantation
antiviral therapy, posttransplantation prevention and pre-
emptive treatment, and treatment for established reinfection.

3.1. PretransplantationAntiviralTherapy. Pretransplant treat-
ment to suppress HCV viraemia in patients on the waiting
list may reduce the risk of graft reinfection. However, the
aim of pretransplant antiviral therapy should be to achieve
negative serum HCV RNA at transplantation, not to reduce
the viral load only. Currently, Pegylated interferon (IFN) plus
ribavirin (RBV) combination therapy is the standard of care
for chronic hepatitis C. However, the treatment has shown to
be limited in patients with decompensated cirrhosis because
of the frequent and severe treatment-related complication,
and only a few studies investigated the role of the current
SOC in this patient group. Recently, Carrion et al. reported
the results of Pegylated IFN plus RBV therapy in 51 patients
awaiting LT in comparison to 51 untreated controls [57].
Most of the patients were HCV genotype 1, and the median
duration of therapy was 15 weeks until LT. Over 80% of
patients were Child-Pugh A/B. As a result, 29% of patients
achieved negative-HCV RNA at transplantation, and 20%
had an SVR after LT. Another study using conventional
IFN plus RBV for a longer duration (6–12 months) showed
a similar SVR rate of 26% after LT [58]. It is noteworthy
that none of the patients who achieved SVR before LT
developed graft reinfection in the study. In addition to the
relative poor efficacy, safety of pegylated IFN is another
concern in patients with decompensated cirrhosis. Carrion et
al. reported that 43%, 29%, and 8% of patients suffered
from discontinuation, decompensation, and death during
therapy [57]. Although the incidence of decompensation and
death is similar in comparison to control group, treated
patients suffered from a significantly higher rate of bacterial
infection than control group. Child-Pugh B/C is the only
independent factor associated with bacterial infection. These
data suggested that patients with decompensated cirrhosis
should be closely monitored during Pegylated IFN therapy
and followed by experts with considerable experience. Direct
acting antivirals (DAAs), including protease, polymerase
or other nonstructural protein inhibitors, are the newly
developed agents for HCV treatment. Current data on HCV
treatment usingDAA are limited in patients with cirrhosis. In
the phase III trials with telaprevir and boceprevir, there were
only a few patients with advanced fibrosis or compensated
cirrhosis included [59–61]. Although the results from the
phase III trials of telaprevir and boceprevir triple therapy
showed a higher SVR rates compared to Pegylated IFN/RBV
therapy in advanced fibrosis and cirrhotic patients, the
severe advanced events rates were also increased in patients
receiving triple therapy. The data from compassionate use
of protease inhibitors in viral C cirrhosis (CUPIC) cohort
also demonstrated an increased serious adverse events rates
(from 30% to 51%) and discontinuation rates (from 7% to
12%) in cirrhotic nonresponders compared to the phase III
trials. Another study in 20 cirrhotic patients awaiting LT
demonstrated that 71% of patients achieved undetectable
HCV RNA at 12 weeks with DAA triple therapy. However,
25% of patients suffered from early discontinuation, and 10%
of patients had decompensation during therapy. The results
suggest that triple therapy must be administered cautiously
with intensive safety monitoring in cirrhotic patients.
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3.2. Posttransplantation Prevention and Preemptive Treat-
ment. Because of the accelerated clinical course of recurrent
hepatitis C after LT, strategy to prevent reinfection of the
graft is needed. Antihepatitis B immunoglobulin had been
approved to successfully prevent HBV recurrence after LT.
It is used in antibody therapy for HCV-infected recipients.
However, recent studies using hepatitis C immunoglobulin
or monoclonal antibody show only transient decrease of liver
HCV RNA levels in liver transplant recipients [62, 63]. Pre-
emptive or early posttransplant antiviral therapy aims to pre-
vent the rapid development of chronic hepatitis before there
is evidence of recurrent HCV infection. It is usually initiated
within one month after LT. Compared to immunocompetent
subjects, antiviral therapy response decreases during this
period because of the high level of immunosuppression. A
pilot study by Mazzaferro collected 36 HCV-RNA+ cirrhotic
patients who started a 12-month IFN plus RBV combination
therapy within 3 weeks after LT [64]. The sustained virologi-
cal response (SVR) was achieved in 33% of patients. None of
the patients developed graft rejection, and normal histology
was also noted in patients with SVR after a median followup
of 52 months. However, higher than 26% of graft rejection
was noted in another study using IFN and RBV combination
therapy for more than 12 months [65]. Moreover, four other
studies using different regiments, two IFN monotherapy and
two pegylated—IFN monotherapy, showed a poor effect of
less than 20%of SVRand a higher rate of treatment discontin-
uation and graft rejection [66–69]. Therefore, more prospec-
tive and large-scaled studies are still needed to investigate the
most appropriate regimen for Preemptive treatment.

3.3. Treatment for Established Reinfection. Owing to relatively
poor efficacy and high adverse effect, most experts now delay
antiviral therapy till a histological evidence of recurrent HCV
infection is established after LT. However, for patients diag-
nosed with fibrosing cholestatic hepatitis, antiviral therapy
must be given as early as possible after LT because of the poor
short-term prognosis and rapid fibrosis progression. Initially,
conventional IFN-based therapy was used to treat recurrent
HCV infection after LT. A systematic review, consisted of 27
studies with a total of 689 patients, demonstrated amean SVR
rate of 24% with conventional IFN-based therapy [70]. Com-
pared to conventional IFN-based therapy, pegylated IFN-
based therapy showed a significant improvement of SVR rate.
Three recent systematic reviews demonstrated 20–40% of
SVR rate in genotype 1 and 50–100% in genotype 2/3 subjects
using Pegylated IFN-based therapy for recurrent hepatitis C
after LT [71–73]. The same result is also found in the his-
tological improvement, regardless of necroinflammation or
fibrosis. The factors to predict a better SVR are also the same
as in nontransplant patients. Genotype non-1, low pretreat-
ment HCV RNA, rapid virological response, and adherence
to therapy have been identified as the positive predictors [70–
72]. The association between response and recipient/donor
liver IL-28B genotype is also reported recently [26, 74].
Charlton et al. reported that recipient and donor liver IL-28B
polymorphism were independent predictors of SVR. Patients
with donor and recipient liver IL-28B CC genotype have
highest SVR rates, whereas patients with donor and recipient

liver IL-28B non-CC genotype have minimal SVR rates [26].
Fibrosing cholestatic hepatitis is another poor predictor, and
it is almost incurable with IFN treatment when fibrosing
cholestatic hepatitis develops [75]. Safety and tolerance for
therapy are also among the major concern in LT recipients
with HCV recurrence. Dose reduction, discontinuation, and
acute rejection were noted in 44% (38–50%), 24% (21–27%),
and 2% (1–3%) of patients treated with conventional IFN-
based therapy [70]. For the patients treated with Pegylated
IFN therapy, a better SVR rate was noted in comparison to
the IFN-based group. Meanwhile, the rejection rate was also
found to be elevatedwith amean rate of 5–10% (highest 25%).
In addition, dose reductionwas noted in over 50%of patients,
and treatment discontinuation was found in around 30% of
patients [70–72].

In treatment of genotype 1 HCV infection, the first
generation of DAAs, telaprevir and boceprevir were recently
used to enhance the efficacy of the standard regiment,
Pegylated IFN plus RBV [76]. Although DAAs significantly
increase the SVR rate in näıve patients, relapsers, and
nonresponders [59–61], evidence is still limited about their
efficacy in recurrent HCV infection after LT. In addition,
there are some limitations for safety and tolerance. One
critical limitation is the potential interaction with CNI. One
recent study in healthy volunteers showed that boceprevir
increased the area under the curve of CsA and Tac by 2.7
and of 17, respectively, [77]. Another study reported that the
concomitant administration of immunosuppressive therapy
with telaprevir in healthy volunteers increased CsA and Tac
exposures by approximately 4.6-fold and 70-fold, respectively
[78]. In 2012, several teams have communicated preliminary
results of DAAs use after LT, which are summarized by Coilly
et al. [79]. Overall, at 12 weeks of triple therapy, a complete
early virological response (EVR) was obtained in 71% of
patients treatedwith boceprevir and in 73%of patients treated
with telaprevir. Notably, the CsA dose should be reduced
by 1.3-fold with boceprevir and fourfold with telaprevir. The
Tac dose should be reduced by fivefold with boceprevir and
35-fold with telaprevir. It was concluded that DAAs could
completely change the prognosis of patients with severe HCV
recurrence and offer new perspectives for the treatment of
HCV recurrence in liver transplant patients.

4. Current Knowledge on HCV Entry
into Hepatocytes

The current therapy against HCV infection, consisting of
a combination of pegylated interferon (IFN) and ribavirin
(RBV), is limited by resistance, adverse effects, and high costs.
The absence of preventive regiment is a major limitation
for patients undergoing LT for HCV-related liver failure.
Moreover, accelerated progression to liver cirrhosis after
graft reinfection and limited efficacy of IFN-based therapies
for recurrent HCV are two major clinical issues leading to
poor posttransplant outcome of the HCV recipients [80].
Thus, novel preventive and therapeutic antivirals are urgently
needed. Viral entry is required for initiation, spread, and
maintenance of infection. HCV entry is a multistep process
orchestrated by a number of viral and host cell factors.
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These factors include the viral envelope glycoproteins E1
and E2, CD81, scavenger receptor B1, and tight junction
proteins claudin-1 and occluding. A clear understanding of
the detailed mechanisms of HCV entry may shed light in the
ways to prevent the liver graft from HCV recurrence.

4.1. HCV Evades Host Immune Responses and Enters Target
Cells through E2. Humoral responses are often thought to
play a key role in controlling HCV infection [81]. In clinical
setting, patients spontaneously resolving from acute HCV
infection tend to have an early induction of neutralizing
antibody response. In contrast, chronic infection patients
have a delayed initiation of neutralizing antibody response.
Moreover, the variety of strategies the virus evolves to escape
antibodies-mediated neutralization, including the acceler-
ated evolution and the diversity of HCV [82]. Overall, the
capacity of HCV to mutate continuously allows a high
plasticity and an ability of the virus to adapt to variable
environmental conditions and escape the host’s immune
responses leading to HCV persistene.

HCV entry to the hepatocytes requires interaction of its
viral envelope glycoproteins (E1 and E2) and the cell mem-
brane [83]. Both E1 and E2 contain putative fusion domains
[84]. While little is known about the role of E1 in HCV entry,
several domains in E2 have been defined to bind to CD 81 and
scavenger receptor class B type I (SR-BI), two important host
factors (described in the next paragraph). These interactions
through E2 glycoprotein help HCV evade host immune
responses and enter the hepatocytes. For example, hypervari-
ate region 1 (HVR1), the first 27 amino acids of E2, plays
an important role in viral fitness. It has been demonstrated
that HVR1 was involved in SR-BI-mediated HCV entry [85].
Therefore,HVR1 has been suggested to be a target for neutral-
izing antibodies, but its high variability results in poor cross-
neutralization potency of antibodies across different HCV
isolates [86]. It is well known that host humoral responses are
thought to play a critical role in controlling HCV infection.
Several studies reported that broadly neutralizing antibodies
might be directed against conserved conformational epitopes
within E2 and mostly inhibit E2-CD81 interaction [87, 88].
Currently, new conformational and conserved epitopes have
been identified in the N-terminal part of E2 [89]. The
conserved nature of these epitopes holds great promise for
the development of potent inhibitors for HCV entry.

4.2. Host Factors Adopted by HCV Entry. Several cell surface
molecules of the target cells have been identified to interact
with HCV, including CD81, the LDL receptor, highly sul-
fated heparan sulfate (HS), SR-BI, and claudin-1 (CLDN1),
occludin (OCLN).

Cd81, a ubiquitously expressed 25 kDa tetraspanin, has
been demonstrated to interact with the soluble truncated
form of HCV E2 [89]. Its large extracellular loop (LEL) seems
to play a critical role in this interaction process. Moreover,
studies have identified several amino acid residues through-
out the CD81 LEL and HCV E2, which might be crucial for
E2-CD81 binding [90, 91]. SR-BI, an 82 kDa glycoproteinwith
a large extracellular loop, is highly expressed in the liver [92].

Physiologically, SR-BI binds a variety of lipoproteins (e.g.,
HDL and LDL) and is involved in bidirectional cholesterol
transport at the cell membrane. The LEL of SR-BI has
been demonstrated to interact with E2 HVR1 [93]. Recent
studies suggest that the interplay between lipoproteins, SR-
BI, and HCV envelope glycoproteins is required for HCV
entry [94, 95]. CLDNs are critical components of tight junc-
tions, which regulate paracellular permeability and polarity.
CLDN1, a 23 kDa four-transmembrane protein, is predomi-
nantly expressed in the liver [96]. Intriguingly, CLDN1 may
localize to the tight junction and the basolateral surfaces of
hepatocytes [97]. Recent studies suggest that nonjunctional
CLDN1may be also involved inHCV entry [48, 98]. OCLN is
a 65 kDa four transmembrane protein expressed in the tight
junction of polarized cells. Several studies have shown that
OCLN is probably involved in the late postbinding event of
HCV entry [99, 100]. As HCV circulates in the blood in asso-
ciation with LDL and VLDL, the LDL receptor has also been
proposed as an attachment and/or entry factor forHCV [100].
The LDLR has been shown to mediate the internalization
of serum-derived HCV into CD81-deficient HepG2 cells by
binding virus-LDL particles [101]. Since cholesterol has been
shown to be necessary for HCV cell entry, it is rational that
other cholesterol-uptake receptors might also have a role in
this process. More recently, Niemann-Pick C1-like 1 choles-
terol absorption receptor (NPC1L1), a 13-transmembrane-
domain cell surface cholesterol- sensing receptor, has been
demonstrated as a new HCV entry factor [102].

Using a functional RNAi kinase screen, recent study
identified epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) and
ephrin receptor A2 (EPHA2), two receptor tyrosine kinases
(RTKs) which regulate a number of key cellular functions, as
host factors for HCV entry [103]. The results showed that the
identified RTKs mediated HCV entry by regulating CD81—
claudin-1 coreceptor associations and viral glycoprotein-
dependent membrane fusion, implying that inhibition of
RTK function may constitute a new approach for the preven-
tion and treatment of HCV infection.

4.3. Molecular Mechanisms of HCV Entry. HCV attachment
and entry into the host cells is a complex and multistep
process. This process is tightly orchestrated by several viral
and host factors. In brief,HCV is believed to first interactwith
HS and LDLR on the membrane surface of hepatocytes to
allow concentration of the virion. Subsequently, interaction
with other host factors such as SR-BI, CD81, CLDN1, and
OCLN ultimately leads to viral internalization via the so-
called clathrin-mediated endocytosis. Fusion between viral
and endosomal membranes is followed by release of the viral
genome into the cytosol, where translation and replication
take place. Finally, HCV particles are assembled and released
from the hepatocytes.

Recently, accumulated data have tried to unravel the
potential molecular mechanisms of HCV entry. Some fluo-
rescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) studies described
the critical role of the association between CD81 and CLDN1
coreceptors in HCV entry [104, 105]. Next, a rate-limiting
role for SR-BI in HCV infection has been reported [106]. The
in vitro study demonstrated that increased SR-BI expression
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would enhance entry and internalization of HCV. Several
studies investigating the postbinding cellular mechanisms
found that the ability of HCV penetration into the hepa-
tocytes may depend on clathrin-mediated endocytosis [107,
108]. After internalization, fusion occurs between viral and
endosomal membranes. Recent assay further showed that the
fusion may be low of pH and temperature dependent and
facilitated by cholesterol [109, 110]. Although the detailed
molecular mechanism of HCV entry still needs more investi-
gations, it is conceivable that HCV internalization and fusion
may offer many targets for the development of HCV entry
inhibitors.

4.4. Promising Inhibitors against HCV Entry. Interfering with
HCV entry into the hepatocytes holds great promises for
the development of novel drugs. Several potential targets are
suggested: (1) blocking virus-target cell interaction during
attachment and binding; (2) interfering with postbinding
events and (3) interfering with viral fusion. Various modal-
ities may be adopted as HCV entry inhibitors: neutraliz-
ing antibodies for HCV envelope glycoproteins, blocking
antibodies specific for host factors, and small molecular
compounds against host factors or viral proteins.

CD81 is one of these potential targets. Imidazole-based
compounds mimicking an alpha helix in the LEL of CD81
compete for HCV E2-CD81 binding [111]. These drugs bind
E2 in a reversible manner and block E2-CD81 interaction
while having no effect neither on CD81 expression nor on
CD81 interaction with physiological partner molecules. In
addition, recent study demonstrated that anti-CD81 anti-
bodies completely protected human liver-uPA-SCID mice
from a subsequent challenge with HCV consensus strains
of different genotypes [112]. However, administration of
anti-CD81 antibodies after viral challenge had no effect.
Anti-SR-BI antibodies, which block the interaction of SR-
BI with HCV, are another interesting strategy to prevent
HCV entry. Anti-SR-BI antibodies have been demonstrated
to inhibit HCVcc infection in vitro [113]. Moreover, small
molecule inhibitors of SR-BI have recently been developed.
For example, ITX5061 is a compound that inhibits entry
of HCVpp from all major genotypes and HCVcc infection
without affecting viral replication [114]. In addition, recent
study demonstrated that a human monoclonal antibody
targeting SR-BI efficiently precluded HCV infection and viral
spread after LT in vitro and in vivo [115]. Kinetic studies
suggest that this small molecule inhibitor targets HCV entry
during an early postbinding stage. CLDN1 has been suggested
to play an important role in cell-cell transmission. Recently,
anti-CLDN1 antibodies inhibiting HCV infection in vitro
have been developed [116]. The results have shown that
anti-CLDN1 antibodies efficiently block cell entry of highly
infectious escape variants of HCV that are resistant to host
neutralizing antibodies. As mentioned above, EGFR and
EphA2 are two newly established host factors for HCV entry.
Thus, their respective inhibitors, erlotinib and dasatinib, are
also regarded as promising HCV inhibitors in preventing
HCV reinfection after LT [103].

In addition to cell surface expressed host factors, HCV
internalization and fusion are complex processes that also

offer several targets for antivirals. A recent study demon-
strated that long phosphorothioate oligonucleotides (PS-
ON) inhibited HCV internalization without affecting viral
binding and replication [117].The human liver-chimeric Alb-
uPA/SCID mouse model also showed that PS-ON block de
novoHCV infection. These data shed light on the promise of
PS-ON as future clinical solution.

5. Conclusions

Recurrent HCV infection after liver transplantation has
increasingly become a major clinical issue that the hepatol-
ogist and transplant surgeons should face. During the past
decade, numerous therapeutic approaches based on both
basic research and clinical evidences have been reported,
but the effective strategy still needs more efforts to be
approved. Meanwhile, many critical questions remain in
several aspects of HCV, including the viral infection cycle
activities, the detailed structure, composition, and function
of the HCV virion in host cells. In addition, current standard
of therapeutic formula consisting of Pegylated IFN combined
with ribavirin and an NS3/4A inhibitor is ineffective or
only partially effective. In fact, as reviewed in this paper,
many novel inhibitors or neutralizing antibodies targeting
HCV proteins and host factors hold promise to effectively
prevent or treat HCV. Hopefully, these future strategies will
improve the overall outcome of HCV recipients after liver
transplantation [101].
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Background. Among human polyomaviruses, only BK virus (BKV) and JC virus (JCV) encode an agnoprotein upstream of
VP1 on the viral late transcript. BKV agnoprotein is abundantly expressed late in the viral life cycle, but specific cellular and
humoral immune responses are low or absent. We hypothesized that agnoprotein might contribute to BKV immune evasion by
downregulating HLA expression, similar to Herpes simplex virus-1 ICP47. Methods UTA-6 or primary human renal proximal
tubular epithelial cells (RPTEC) were co-transfected with plasmids constitutively expressing agnoprotein, or ICP47, and enhanced
green-fluorescent protein (EGFP). EGFP-gated cells were analyzed for HLA-ABC and HLA-DR expression by flow cytometry.
HLA-ABC and HLA-DR expression was also analyzed on UTA-6 bearing tetracycline-regulated agnoprotein or ICP47. Effects of
agnoprotein on viral peptide-dependent T-cell killing were investigated using 51Cr release. Results. ICP47 downregulated HLA-
ABC without affecting HLA-DR, whereas agnoprotein did not affect HLA-ABC or HLA-DR expression. Interferon-𝛾 treatment
increased HLA-ABC in a dose-dependent manner, which was antagonized by ICP47, but not by agnoprotein. In UTA-6 cells,
agnoprotein expression did neither impair HLA-ABC or -DR expression nor peptide-specific killing impaired by HLA-matched
T-cells. Conclusion. Unlike the HSV-1 ICP47, BKV agnoprotein does not contribute to viral immune evasion by down-regulating
HLA-ABC, or interfere with HLA-DR expression or peptide-dependent T-cell cytotoxicity.

1. Introduction

Human polyomavirus (HPyV) species comprise currently at
least 9 members that infect 30 to 90 percent of the gen-
eral population without severe clinical manifestations [1–6].
In immunocompromised individuals, however, significant
pathologies have been linked to HPyVs, for example, neph-
ropathy and haemorrhagic cystitis to BKV, progressive mul-
tifocal leukoencephalopathy to JCV, trichodysplasia spinulosa
to TSPyV and Merkel cell carcinoma to MCPyV [7, 8].
The general architecture of the approximately 5.1 kb circular
dsDNA genome is shared among all HPyVs consisting of the
noncoding control region separating the early nonstructural
genes encoding small and large T antigen and late capsid VP1,
-2, and -3 genes [6]. So far, however, only BKV and JCV
contain an additional small conserved open reading frame

(ORF) in the late gene transcript upstreamof themajor capsid
protein VP1 [9, 10], a feature shared by the simian virus
SV40, but not by other HPyVs [11]. The encoded protein of
60–70 amino acids (aa) has been termed agnoprotein, and,
despite multiple studies, its major function in the biology of
BKV or JCV has not been identified [12–14]. Agnoprotein is
abundantly expressed late in the viral life cycle, and localizes
predominantly to the cytoplasm both in vitro [9, 15] and also
in vivo as shown in biopsies of BKV-associated nephropathy
[16]. In the cytoplasm, BKV agnoprotein shows a reticular
distribution but also colocalizes with lipid droplets, the latter
beingmediated by an amphipathic helix of 20 aa in the central
part of the 66 aa BKV agnoprotein [15].

Despite its abundant expression of BKV agnoprotein
in vivo, agnoprotein-specific humoral and cellular immune
responses were low or undetectable in individuals exposed
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to BKV [16]. This observation was contrasted by the strong
immune responses found for the BKV capsid protein VP1
located on the same transcript or for the amino-terminal
domain shared between small and large T antigen [16–18].
Since BKV and JCV persist lifelong after primary infection
and are asymptomatically shed in immunocompetent healthy
individuals [3], we speculated that agnoprotein might have a
role in immune evasion. Interestingly, histopathology studies
reported decreased MHC-II expression of BKV-infected
renal tubular epithelial cells as a potential marker distin-
guishing BKV-associated nephropathy from acute cellular
rejection [19].

Multiple mechanisms of viral immune evasion have been
described. The immediate early protein ICP47 of Herpes
simplex virus-1 (HSV-1) has been reported to downregulate
HLA class-I antigen presentation by specifically binding to
and blocking TAP, the transporter associated with intracellu-
lar export of peptides generated from intracellular proteins
by the proteasome. Thereby, peptide epitope loading and
presentation of MHC-peptide complexes on the cell surface
is impaired and decreases immune recognition by cytotoxic T
lymphocytes [20]. HSV-ICP47 is a small protein of 88 amino
acids, its functional domain maps at the N-terminus, and
the secondary structure is predicted to contain amphipathic
helix structures [21, 22]. We therefore hypothesized that the
BKV agnoprotein might have a similar immunomodulatory
role and investigated its effects on HLA-ABC and HLA-DR
surface expression in transiently and stably transfected cells.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Plasmids. The pCMV-agno plasmid was a kind gift from
Dr. Christine Rinaldo, Tromsø, Norway [9]. The hygromycin
selectable expression plasmid phTRE-agno was generated by
subcloning the agnoprotein coding sequence from pTRE-
agno into pTRE2hyg using BamHI and NotI restriction sites.
The pCMV-ICP47 and phTRE-ICP47 were generated by re-
placing the agnoprotein coding sequence with the corre-
sponding sequence encoding ICP47 (a kind gift fromDr. Paul
Zajac, University Hospital of Basel, Switzerland). pEGFP-N1
was purchased from BD Biosciences.

2.2. Transfection. Cells were transfected with GeneExpresso
8000 (IV-1047; Lab Supply Mall, Inno-Vita Inc., Gaithers-
burg, MD, USA), according to manufacturers instructions.
Briefly, for a well of a 6-well plate, cells were seeded in 1.5mL
of culture medium; 3 𝜇L of transfection reagent were diluted
in 250𝜇L of OptiMEM (Gibco) and kept for 5 minutes at RT;
4 𝜇g of DNA were diluted in 250 𝜇L of OptiMEM, and then
mixed with the diluted transfection reagent for 20 minutes at
room temperature before dropwise adding to the cells. After
4 hours of incubation at 37∘C and 5% CO

2
, medium was

replaced. UTA-6 cells were cultured in presence of Tet and
G418, unless indicated otherwise.

2.3. Cells. UTA-6 cells [23] were maintained in high glucose
Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM, Sigma) with

10% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS, Biochrome AG, Berlin, Ger-
many), 2mM L-glutamine, supplemented with 500 𝜇g/mL
G418 (Geneticin, Sigma) and 1 𝜇g/mL tetracycline (Tet)
(Sigma). For inducible protein expression experiments, me-
dium containing 1 𝜇g/mL Tet was replaced with medium
without Tet for 48 hours.

Primary human renal proximal tubular epithelial cells
(RPTEC; ATCC PCS-400-010, lot 5321) were maintained in
epithelial cell medium (EpiCM, ScienCell, Carlsbad, CA,
USA) and passaged with Passage Kit 2 (2040002, Provitro
GmbH, Berlin, Germany).

UTA-6 agno clones stably expressing the BKV agnopro-
tein in aTet-dependentmannerwere obtained by cotransfect-
ing the hygromcyin-selectable BKV agnoprotein-encoding
construct phTRE-Agno and the EGFP encoding construct
pEGFP-N1 (Clontech, Mountain View, CA, USA) in a 10 : 1
ratio. One day after transfection, cells expressing EGFP were
sorted using a cell sorter (FACSARIA, BD) and seeded in 96
multiwell plates at a limiting dilution of 0.3 cells per 100 𝜇L of
DMEM containing 10% FCS supplemented with 500𝜇g/mL
G418 (Geneticin, Sigma), 1𝜇g/mLTet (Sigma) and 800𝜇g/mL
hygromycin-B (Calbiochem). Medium was changed every
48 hours for 14 days to select clones. Subsequently the
clones were expanded in medium containing 500𝜇g/mL
G418, 1 𝜇g/mL Tet and 200𝜇g/mL hygromycin-B, tested by
immunofluorescence for BKV agnoprotein expression after
Tet removal. Clones with a Tet-dependent BKV agnroprotein
expression were cryopreserved.

2.4. Interferon-𝛾Treatment. Recombinant human interferon-
𝛾 (IFN𝛾) was purchased from Peprotech (Rocky Hill, NJ,
USA) and diluted in the cell medium at 100U/mL, 10U/mL
and 1U/mL. UTA-6 cells (4 × 104) or RPTECs (1 × 105) were
seeded in a 24 multiwell plate. Serial dilutions of IFN𝛾 were
added to the culture medium and left at 37∘C, 5% CO

2
for 48

hours.

2.5. Antiagnoprotein Rabbit Serum. To detect expression of
BKV agnoprotein or HSV ICP47, the following antibodies
were used: antiagnoprotein rabbit serum (a kind gift from
Dr. Christine Rinaldo, Tromsø, Norway) diluted 1 : 800 and
anti-ICP47 rabbit serum (a kind gift from Dr. Klaus Frueh,
Portland, ON, USA) diluted 1 : 750 in 3% milk/PBS. Cells
were seeded onto glass coverslips and, after 2 days, washed
with phosphate-buffered salinew/oCa2+ andMg2+ (PBS) and
fixed using 4% paraformaldehyde at room temperature for
20 minutes. After two rounds of washing with PBS, the cell
membranes were permeabilized with 0.2% Triton at room
temperature for 10 minutes, washed again with PBS, and
blocked for 15minutes at 37∘Cusing 3%milk/PBS. Coverslips
were then stained with primary antibodies for 60 minutes
at 37∘C and washed three times in PBS. Then, Hoechst
33342 (0.5 𝜇g/mL; H21492, Invitrogen) and fluorescently
labeled secondary antibody (anti-rabbit-Cy3 1 : 2000, 111-165-
144, Jackson Immunoresearch, West Grove, PA, USA) were
added and incubated for 60 minutes at 37∘C. After 3 washes
in PBS, the slides were mounted in 90% Glycerol (1.04095,
Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) in PBS containing 1%N-propyl
gallate (P-3130, Sigma) as an antifading agent.
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2.6. HLA Quantitation by FACS. Cells were harvested and
5 × 10

4 were resuspended in 50 𝜇L of washing buffer ( 0.5%
BSA/PBS) and stained with 10𝜇L of antibody anti-HLA-
ABC PE conjugate and 5𝜇L of anti-HLA-DR APC conjugate
(Becton Dickinson). Samples were incubated for 30 minutes
at 4∘C in the dark, thenwashed twicewithwashing buffer, and
centrifuged at 400×g for 5 minutes at 4∘C. Supernatant was
discarded, and cells were resuspended in 400 𝜇L of washing
buffer and analyzed using the FACSCanto (BectonDickinson
Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA) and FACSDiva or Flow Jo software.

2.7. Peripheral Blood Mononuclear Cells Recovery and In Vitro
Stimulation. Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs)
were obtained from two healthy donors, who gave written
informed consent to the protocol (IRB 267/06) approved
by the local institutional review board. Blood samples were
diluted 1 : 2 in PBS, overlaid on Ficoll (Lymphoprep, Axis-
Shield PoC AS, Oslo, Norway), and centrifuged at 800×g
for 25 minutes at RT. The PBMCs band was recovered
and washed twice at 300×g for 10 minutes at RT in PBS,
and cells were then counted and resuspended in RPMI-
1640 (Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH Buchs SG, Switzerland)
supplemented with 5%Human SerumAB (Sigma) and 2mM
of L-Ala-Glutamine termed R5. PBMCs were seeded in a
concentration of 6 × 106 cells per well in 3mL of R5 medium
in 6-well plates and incubated overnight at 37∘C and 5%
CO
2
. Floating cells were resuspended at a concentration

of 2 × 106 in 500 𝜇L of R5 in wells of 24 multiwell plate.
Adherent cells were scraped, and the viable ones countedwith
Trypan Blue solution and resuspended at the concentration
of 4 × 106 per 1mL in R5. After incubation with 5𝜇g/mL of
peptide for antigenic stimulation for 2 h at 37∘C 5% CO

2
, the

adherent cells were added to the floating cells in a 1 : 10 ratio.
Incubationwas continued for 5 to 12 days prior to testing.The
peptides were derived from cytomegalovirus (CMV)-pp65
consisting of a 15-mer peptide (AGILARNLVPMVATV), a 9-
mer peptide (NLVPMVATV) and a pool of peptides of 15-
mer length overlapping for 11 aa length spanning the entire
open reading frame of CMV-pp65 (Eurogentec Deutschland
GmbH, Köln, Germany).

2.8. Interferon-𝛾 EliSpot Assay (ESA). PDVF multiscreen 96-
well filter plates (MSIPS4W10, Millipore Bedford, MA, USA)
were coated with 100 𝜇L of anti-IFN𝛾mAb 1-D1K (Mabtech,
Nacka, Sweden) at 10 𝜇g/mL and incubated overnight at 4∘C.
In vitro stimulated T cells were seeded at 1 × 105/well in
presence of 2𝜇g/mL of peptide. Cells without any peptide
were used as negative control, whereas cells stimulated with
phytohemagglutinin (PHA; Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH
Buchs SG, Switzerland) were used as positive control. After
incubation for 24 h at 37∘C, anti-IFN𝛾 mAb 7-B6-1-Biotin
(Mabtech,Nacka, Sweden) at 1 𝜇g/mLwas added for 2 h at RT,
then Streptavidin ALP (Mabtech, Nacka, Sweden) at 1 𝜇g/mL
for 1 h at RT, and SigmaFast BCIP/NBT (Sigma-Aldrich
Chemie GmbH Buchs SG, Switzerland) for 20 minutes at RT
in the dark. Plates were rinsedwithwater and dried, and spots
were countedwith anEliSpot reader (Cellular Technology Ltd
Europe, Bonn, Germany).

2.9. Killing Assay. Specific cytotoxic activity of in vitro
stimulated T cells on UTA-6 cells was assessed by 51Cr
release assay. Target cells were cultured for 24 hours prior
to testing in presence or absence of Tet, labeled for 1 h at
37∘C with 250𝜇Ci per 1 × 106 cells with 51Cr (Sodium
ChromateHartmannAnalytic, Braunschweig, Germany) and
then pulsed for 1 h at 37∘C with 2 𝜇g/mL with CMV-pp65
peptides or without as negative control. The stimulated T
cells were incubated with 5000 target cells at an effector:
target (E : T) ratios of 80 : 1, 40 : 1, 20 : 1, 10 : 1, 5 : 1, and
2.5 : 1 at 37∘C and 5% CO

2
for 4 h, and then 50𝜇L of the

supernatants were transferred to a lumaplate (Perkin Elmer,
Waltham, MA, USA), dried and counts per minutes (cpm)
were counted in a 𝛽-counter (TopCount, Perking Elmer).
Killing assay data are reported as average of duplicate wells
and as percentage of lysis, which is calculated according to
the following formula: (Sample cpm-Spontaneous Release
cpm) / (Maximum Release cpm / Spontaneous Release cpm)
× 100, where the spontaneous release corresponds to the 51Cr
released by the target cells alone and the maximum release
corresponds to the 51Cr released by the target cells lysed
with 2.5% SDS. Percentage of specific lysis was obtained
subtracting percentage of lysis of the negative control. Data
were considered reliable when the minimum release was less
than 50% of the maximum release.

3. Results

To investigate the effect of the BKV agnoprotein on MHC
class-I and class-II expression, we transfected UTA-6 cells
with plasmids containing BKV agno or HSV-1 ICP47 under
the control of a Tetracycline-(Tet-) off regulated promoter.
Both expression constructs were cotransfected in 10-fold
excess to an EGFP expression vector to permit enriching
for transfected cells. In fixed cells, prominent expression of
BKV agno or ICP47 could be seen after 24 and 48 hours
following Tet removal, whereas expression was suppressed in
the presence of Tet (not shown). To enumerate HLA class-
I and class-II expression in transfected cells, the cells were
stained using anti-HLA-ABC and anti-HLA-DR antibodies
and the corresponding signals on EGFP-gated cells were
quantified by flow cytometry. As shown, the removal of Tet
was associated with a significant downregulation of HLA-
ABC molecules in the Tet-regulated ICP47 transfectants,
whereas no effect on HLA-ABC expression was seen for the
Tet-regulated BKV agno transfectants (Figure 1).

To investigate the possibility that BKV agno elicited
its function more prominently under circumstances of
inflammation and immune activation such as interferon-𝛾
(IFN𝛾) exposure, we treated transiently transfected UTA-
6 cells with increasing concentrations of IFN𝛾 known to
increase MHC-expression. Indeed, significant upregulation
of HLA-ABC expression was seen in response to 1U/mL
IFN𝛾 with little further increases in response to 10 or
100U/mL IFN𝛾 (Figure 2). This IFN𝛾 -induced HLA-ABC
upregulation was clearly reduced in HSV-1 ICP47-expressing
cells (Figure 2(A)) but not affected by BKV agno expression
(Figure 2(B)). For HLA-DR expression, a significant increase
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Figure 1: HLA-ABC cell surface expression in transfected UTA-6. Cells were cotransfected with pEGFP-N1 and the Tet-off regulated phTRE-
agno or pTRE-ICP47 at a 1 : 10 ratio. HLA-ABC expression was analyzed by flow cytometry using labeled antibodies on EGFP-gated UTA-6
cells 48 h after transfection and 24 h after Tet-off induction.
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was analyzed by flow cytometry of EGFP-gated UTA-6 cells, cotransfected with pEGFP-N1 and pTRE-ICP47, and cultured for 48 hours with
different concentration of IFN𝛾, with (◻) or without (⧫) tetracycline. MFI: mean fluorescence intensity. (B) HLA-ABC and -DR surface
expression in UTA-6 cells transiently transfected with agnoprotein. HLA-ABC and -DR surface expression was analyzed by flow cytometry
of EGFP-gated UTA-6 cells, cotransfected with pEGFP-N1 and phTRE-agno, and cultured for 48 hours with different concentration of IFN𝛾,
with (◻) or without (⧫) tetracycline. MFI: mean fluorescence intensity.

in response to IFN𝛾 became also apparent but was not
affected by BKV agno- or by ICP47-expression (Figures
2(A) and 2(B)). Together, the results indicated that dynamic
changes in HLA-expression could be monitored by flow
cytometry as indicated by the responses to IFN𝛾. HLA-ABC
or HLA-DR expression was not significantly affected by BKV
agnoprotein, with or without IFN𝛾-mediated upregulation.
By contrast, HSV-1 ICP47 selectively interfered with HLA-
ABC expression but not with HLA-DR.

To examine the effects of BKV agno and HSV ICP47 on
HLA class-I and class-II expression of RPTECs (Figure 3),
the corresponding constructs under the control of the

constitutive CMV promoter were cotransfected with the
EGFP plasmid in a 10 : 1 ratio. HLA-ABC and HLA-DR
expression was evaluated in EGFP-gated cells by flow cytom-
etry at 24 h with or without IFN𝛾 stimulation. As shown
(Figure 3(a)), IFN𝛾 treatment significantly increased HLA-
ABC expression but had only minor effects on HLA-DR
expression. HLA-ABC expression was reduced in ICP47-
transfected RPTECs, whereas HLA-DR expression levels
were not significantly affected. By contrast, agnoprotein-
transfected cells had no discernible effect on HLA-ABC or
HLA-DR expression. Similar results were obtained when
UTA-6 cells were cotransfected with either the constitutive
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Figure 3: (a) HLA-ABC and -DR surface expression in transiently transfected RPTECs. Cells were cotransfected with pEGFP-N1 and either
pCMV-agno or pCMV-ICP47 at a 1 : 10 ratio. pEGFP-N1 alone (mock,) or together with pCMV-agno (⧫) or with pCMV-ICP47 (◻) as
described above. MFI: mean fluorescence intensity. (b) HLA-ABC and -DR surface expression in transiently transfected UTA-6. UTA-6 cells
were cotransfected with pEGFP-N1 and either pCMV-agno or pCMV-ICP47 at a 1 : 10 ratio. pEGFP-N1 alone (mock,) or together with
pCMV-agno (⧫) or with pCMV-ICP47 (◻) as described above. MFI: mean fluorescence intensity.

CMV-drivenBKVagnoprotein orHSV-1 ICP47 togetherwith
EGFP (Figure 3(b)).

To verify that any potential effect of BKV agno expression
could be compared in the same cell population, we analysed
selected UTA-6 cell clones that were stably transfected with
a Tet-regulated construct and expressed agno in a tightly
regulatedmanner. BKV agno was expressed at different levels
depending on the Tet concentrations (Figure 4(a)). After
48 hours of incubation with or without IFN𝛾, HLA-ABC
expression was not significantly altered in the presence or
absence of agno expression, and if at all, a slight increase in
HLA-DR expression was seen after induction in UTA-6 cells
clones (Figure 4(b)).

We next investigated the potential effect of BKV agnopro-
tein on HLA-peptide-dependent killing by antigen-specific
cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL). The HLA-0201 positive
UTA-6 cells expressing agnoprotein under Tet-off regulation
were used as targets and HLA-A0201 specific T cells were
used as effectors in a 51Cr release assay. Peripheral blood
mononuclear cells (PBMCs) from two HLA-A0201 healthy
donors (HD1 and HD2) were stimulated with a 15-mer pep-
tide derived from CMV-pp65 (AGILARNLVPMVATV) con-
taining thewell-characterizedHLA-A0201 restricted immun-
odominant nonameric sequence NLVPMVATV. The EliSpot
assay of the HD1 and HD2 cell preparations showed a
peptide-specific IFN-𝛾 response with the 15-mer andwith the
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Figure 4: (a) Regulation of BKV agnoprotein expression in the stably transfected UTA-6 clone 2C9. The panel shows a time course
experiment using different concentrations of tetracycline. Blue: DNA stained with Hoechst 3342. Red: agnoprotein detected by indirect
immunofluorescence. (b) HLA-ABC and -DR surface expression in UTA-6 clonal cells with Tet-off inducible agnoprotein expression. HLA-
ABC and -DR surface expression was detected by flow cytometry in the UTA-6 clone 1C5 (first row) and 2C9 (second row) and cultured for
48 hours with different concentration of IFN𝛾 and for 24 h in the presence (◻) or absence (⧫) of Tet. MFI: mean fluorescence intensity.

CD8-specific CMV 9-mer NLVPMVATV (Figure 5(a)). The
cells were added to 51Cr-labeled UTA-6 cells pulsed with
CMV 9-mer NLVPMVATV 24 hours after inducing or not
inducing BKV agnoprotein (Figure 5(b)). The results of 51Cr
release assay showed that CTL of HD1 could efficiently
kill UTA-6 cells in an E : T- dependent ratio, which was
not affected by agnoprotein expression (Figure 5(b)). Similar
results were obtained with HLA A-0201 matched T cells
obtained from HD2 (not shown). The data demonstrated

that agnoprotein had no influence on HLA-0201—peptide-
dependent killing by cytotoxic T cells.

4. Discussion

Immune evasion has been recognized as an important feature
of viruses to subvert innate and adaptive immune responses
[24]. Frequently, different steps of theMHC-I peptide loading
and surface presentation are targeted in line with the notion
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Figure 5: (a) IFN𝛾 production by CMVpp65-specific T cells: IFN𝛾 SFUs are shown for 1 × 105 T cells from healthy donor 1 (HD1) and
2 (HD2) challenged with medium (neg), phytohemagglutinin (PHA), CMV-pp65-15m123, and CMV-pp65-9m495, CMV-pp65-15Mp. (b)
Effect of Tet-off inducible BKV agnoprotein expression on CTL activity. UTA-6 clone 2C9 cells were cultured for 24 h in the presence of Tet
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that impaired recognition of infected cells by virus-specific
cytotoxic CD8 T cells must provide significant advantages.
Among persisting human DNA viruses, the adenovirus
E3-19 K and the cytomegalovirus U3 proteins were shown
to interfere with epitope peptide loading via the peptide
transporter TAP and tapasin, while the cytomegalovirus
US6 protein prevents transport of peptide epitopes to the
endoplasmic reticulum side causing MHC-I retention and
degradation. On the other hand, the HSV-1 ICP47 causes the
decrease in MHC-I surface molecules by blocking peptide
transport through binding to TAP on its cytoplasmic side
and thereby decreasing immune recognition by cytotoxic
T-lymphocytes [20]. BKV and JCV can be regarded as
viruses successfully adapted to the human host [25] given
the observation that 50 percent to 90 percent of the world’s
population is infected [3, 5] and 10–40 percent of healthy
immunocompetent adults continue to shed these viruses
asymptomatically in the urine [3]. These high rates of infec-
tion and asymptomatic replication together with the fact
that significant BKV and JCV diseases are almost exclusively
seen in immunodeficient patients suggest that some immune
control is operative in healthy individuals but not to an
extent that permits complete suppression and/or elimination
from the infected host. Since both BKV and JCV express a
highly homologous agnoprotein, a potential role in immune
evasion could be hypothesized. We observed that there are
some structural similarities between HSV-ICP47 and BKV
agnoprotein, as they are both small cytoplasmic proteins,
bearing a central domain of an amphipathic helix.Given these
similarities and the fact that HSV-ICP47 has been shown to
downregulate MHC-I expression, we hypothesized that BKV
agnoprotein could play a similar role, contributing to BKV
immune evasion. Moreover, it was previously reported that

BKV agnoprotein could negatively influence the transport
of a temperature-sensitive VSV virus glycoprotein to the
cell surface [12]. MHC-I molecules stabilized by loaded
peptides are continuously transported from the endoplasmic
reticulum to the cell surface for immune display. The results
reported here demonstrated that expression of BKV agno-
protein had no discernible influence on HLA-ABC or HLA-
DR. Stimulation with interferon-𝛾 resulted in an increase in
HLA-ABC expression indicating that relevant quantitative
increases in surface HLA-ABC levels could be detected by
flowcytometry. Expression of the HSV-1 ICP47 effectively
downregulated this interferon-𝛾 response of HLA-ABC, but
had no effect on the HLA-DR upregulation in line with
the specificity of this effect. By contrast, BKV agnoprotein
showed no effect on HLA-ABC or HLA-DR expression, with
or without prior interferon-𝛾 stimulation in UTA-6 as well as
in RPTECs as the natural host cell target of BKV. The data
suggest that BKV agnoprotein does not exert a similar effect
on immune evasion as HSV-ICP47. The data are of interest,
since clinical pathology data of kidney allograft biopsies
suggested that HLA-DR might be reduced in interstitial
nephritis due to BKV-associated nephropathy as compared
to those showing T cell-mediated interstitial rejection [19].

Results obtained in transiently transfected cells have
different limitations, in terms of efficiency of transfection and
durability of protein expression. However, our earlier stud-
ies on BKV agnoprotein suggested that under these cir-
cumstances, infection and transfection provide comparable
results regarding the magnitude and the subcellular local-
ization of BKV agnoprotein [15]. The response of stable,
inducible clones confirmed the observations in transiently
transfected cells. Importantly, under these conditions, HSV-
1 ICP47 was able to elicit its specific downregulating effects
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on HLA-ABC rendering a severe limitation of our approach
unlikely.

As the HLA-ABC and -DR molecules were not numeri-
cally reduced on the cell surface, we investigated the possibil-
ity of a functional impairmentmediated byBKVagnoprotein.
To test this hypothesis, we used a well-characterized, immun-
odominant 9-mer peptide from the CMV-pp65 antigen,
which is an immunodominant target of cytotoxic T cell
response in vitro and in vivo in HLA-A0201 positive individu-
als. As shown, BKV agnoprotein expression failed to interfere
with CMV 9-mer NLVPMVATV-dependent killing arguing
against a major role of BKV agnoprotein in modulating
a functional immune evasion of this kind. In conclusion,
we demonstrate that BKV agnoprotein does not modulate
surface expression of HLA-ABC and -DR or interfere with
HLA-A0201-mediated CTL activity. Thus, other functions
and mechanisms of BKV agnoprotein need to be considered
which may or may not include a role in immune evasion.
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In 54 adult stem cell transplant recipients, the presence and persistence of human rhinoviruses (including the novel lineage C)
were evaluated by molecular detection and phylogenetic analysis, independently from respiratory symptoms. In the same group of
patients, the presence of other coinfecting respiratory pathogens, including the novel enterovirus 109, was also evaluated.

1. Introduction

Human rhinoviruses (HRVs) are common agents of human
infections [1]. Due to their similar genomic organization,
they are classified within the same family Picornaviridae
together with the human enteroviruses (HEV) [2, 3]. How-
ever, the common genomic features reflect modestly the
characteristics of these viruses in terms of tropism and
pathogenic potential. HRVs generally cause mild infections,
replicating in the upper respiratory tract, but, in infants
and immunocompromised patients, HRVs can reach the
lower respiratory tract causing serious illnesses and act as
pathogens or copathogens in bronchitis, bronchiolitis, and
pneumonia [4, 5]. Recently a new HRV lineage designated
HRV-C has been identified using molecular methods and
associated with severe clinical presentations in infants and
immunocompromised adults [6]. The majority of HEVs
instead replicate in the gastrointestinal tract, eventually
spreading to other organs such as the heart or the central
nervous system giving rise to serious diseases. Only a few
HEV genotypes can occasionally be identified in the res-
piratory secretions of patients with lower respiratory tract
infections [5, 7]. Moreover, a novel HEV (HEV 104) was

identified in Switzerland and later in other countries often
in association with respiratory signs [7, 8]. Finally, a novel
HEV (HEV 109) was molecularly identified in the nose and
throat swab samples collected between June 2007 and June
2008 from children enrolled in a cohort study of influenza-
like illness in Nicaragua, in some cases also associated with
enteric symptoms [9].

In the present study, the prevalence and persistence
and the pathogenic potential of HRVs were retrospectively
evaluated bymolecular analysis and phylogenetic reconstruc-
tion in sequential nasopharyngeal aspirates obtained from
immunosuppressed hematopoietic stem cell transplantation
adult recipients. In the same cohort the presence of other
coinfecting respiratory pathogens, including the novel HEV
109, was also evaluated.

2. Methods

A total of 175 archived respiratory samples (nasopharyngeal
aspirates) were obtained from 50 allogeneic and 4 autolo-
gous haematopoietic stem cell transplant recipient patients
recruited at the Division of Hematology, IRCCS Policlinico
San Matteo (Pavia, Italy) regardless of respiratory symptoms,
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Figure 1: Genotyping of human rhinoviruses amplified from transplant patients. Genetree of human rhinovirus VP1 sequences. Reference
sequences were obtained from the Picornavirus Study Group database (http://www.picornastudygroup.com/). Samples amplified from
patients are indicated by a filled black circle.

as described [10, 11]. Respiratory samples were consecutively
obtained after informed consent from October 1st, 2004 to
April 2007. From one to nine samples from each patient were
collected every 30 days up to 180 days after transplantation.
At each time point all the clinical data were collected. RNA
was purified from all samples using the Qiagen RNAmini kit
(Qiagen, Germany) following the manufacturer protocol. To
investigateHRV infections, all samples, were subjected to first
round amplification after sample extraction using Primers
P1-1 (CAA GCA CTT CTG TYW CCC C) and P3-1 (ACG
GAC ACC CAA AGT AG); and semi-nested amplification
was performed using forward primer P1-1 and three reversed

primers P2-1 (CAA GCA CTT CTG TYW CCC C), P2-2
(TTA GCC ACA TTC AGG AGC C) and P2-3 (TTA GCC
GCA TTC AGG GG) as described previously [12]. Since
HEV 109 was initially cross-amplified also with the previous
amplification protocol (designed to amplify the widest num-
ber of Picornaviruses), we decided to further evaluate HEV
109 prevalence by using specific primers targeting the NTR
region ofHEV 109 (EV109VP1 123F, 5-GGAGACTGGAGC
AAC TAG TAA AG-3; EV109 VP1 363R, 5-GGT GAA CAT
TTC CAA TTT CCT ACG-3).

All the amplification products were sequenced bidi-
rectionally to confirm amplification specificity and virus
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Table 1: Picornavirus positive samples. Samples’ ID (as shown in the phylogenetic tree) and time of collection are shown. Result of
phylogenetic subtyping, coinfections, and respiratory symptoms are also reported.

Patient Sample ID Days from transplantation Picornavirus subtype Coinfections Respiratory symptoms

1
ID4 15 HRV-A2 hMPV, hCoV No
ID5 25 HRV-A2 hMPV No
ID9 35 HRV-A2 No

2 ID333 30 HRV-C19 hMPV Rhinorrhea

3
ID6 −5 HRV-A2 hMPV, hCoV No
ID7 15 HRV-A2 No
ID11 35 HRV-A2 hMPV No

4 ID26 15 HRV-A2 No
5 ID229 60 HRV-A73/41 Pharingodinia
6 ID33 −30 HRV-A65 Rhinorrhea
7 ID318 0 HRV-C19 No
8 ID331 60 HRV-A64/94 No
9 ID336 15 HRV-C8 No

10
ID19 −5 HRV-A2 hMPV No
ID40 30 HRV-A65 Rhinorrhea
ID29 60 HRV-A41 Rhinorrhea

11 ID343 30 HRV-C19 No

12 ID35 −5 HRV-A65 hMPV Rhinorrhea
ID25 0 HRV-A2 hMPV, hCoV Rhinorrhea

13 ID342 90 HRV-C8 hCoV Rhinorrhea

14 ID39 15 HRV-A53 Tussis
ID32 30 HRV-A53 No

15 ID329 15 HRV-C19 No

16 ID133 15 HRV-A65 No
ID160 60 HRV-B Rhinorrhea

17 ID286 0 HRV-C2 No

18 ID127 15 HRV-A88 No
ID147 60 HRV-A88 Pharyngodynia

19 ID222 120 HRV-A76 No
20 ID161 90 HRV-A44 No
21 ID117 90 HRV-A10 PIV3 Rhinorrhea

22
ID3 −5 HRV-A11 hMPV No
ID8 15 HRV-A11 hMPV No
ID12 30 HRV-A11 hMPV No

23 ID36 0 HRV-A53 No
24 ID175 180 HEV-109 Pharingodinia
hMPV: human metapneumovirus; hCoV: human coronaviruses; PIV3: parainfluenza virus type 3.

typing by phylogenetic analysis. Molecular identification and
typing of enterovirus and rhinovirus positive samples were
performedwithMEGA3.1 software after ClustalW alignment
and manual sequence editing with BioEdit. Phylogenetic
relationships were estimated using MEGA V3.1 (neighbor-
joining method by using Tajima-Nei model as estimated by

using Modeltest; the 𝛼 value used in MEGA was previously
estimated directly from the data by using PAUP).

Since multiple infections are frequently detected in respi-
ratory samples of patients with respiratory symptoms and to
better clarify the pathogenetic role of picornaviruses in coin-
fections, all specimens positive for HRVs or HEV 109, were
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also assayed for the presence of other thirteen respiratory
viruses, including parainfluenza viruses (PIV 1–3), influenza
A and B viruses, human metapneumovirus (hMPV), human
respiratory syncytial virus (hRSV), and adenoviruses, using
a multiplex PCR strategy (Seeplex RV12 ACE Detection,
Seegene, Rockville). Moreover, rhinovirus positive samples
were also tested for human bocaviruses (hBoV), human
coronaviruses (hCoV) and of the recently identified WU
and KI polyomaviruses, using protocols described previously
[13, 14].

3. Results and Discussion

Thirty seven out of the 175 samples (from 23 transplant
patients) tested positive for HRV infection.

Eight of the 23 HRV positive patients were also coin-
fected by one or more respiratory virus (Table 1); thirteen
of the 23 patients were asymptomatic. Subtyping of HRV
samples allowed to identify 15 HRV-A strains, 1 HRV-B
strain, and 7 HRV belonging to the novel C lineage (Table 1
and Figure 1). In 2 out of the 7 HRV-C samples coinfec-
tions with hMPV or hCoV were identified and both were
symptomatic. All of the other monoinfected HRV-C positive
samples were asymptomatic. Finally, 8 out of the 15 HRV-
A strains and the HRV-B strains resulted to be associated
with upper respiratory symptoms such as rhinorrhea, phar-
ingodinia or tussis, being 4 of them coinfected with other
pathogens.

The novel HEV 109 could be identified in a symptomatic
immunocompromised adult from a respiratory sample col-
lected at the beginning of 2006. The tedious pharngodynia
suffered by this patient in the absence of other coinfecting
respiratory viruses suggests a direct pathogenetic role of this
virus as speculated in initial observations [9]. Overall, HRV
infections were common and frequently asymptomatic in
this group of patients, including the majority of rhinoviruses
infections due to HRV-C strains. In two patients with rhin-
orrhea, the HRV-C strains were detected together with other
coinfecting viral pathogens. These results do not confirm the
previously observed high pathogenic potential of this lineage,
at least in immunocompromised hosts [6].

As previously documented for hMPV infections in
immunocompromised patients [10, 11], not only sequential
infections by differentHRV subtypeswere identified (patients
10 and 16), but long (up to 45 days) viral shedding was
observed in four out of 23 patients (patients 1, 3, 18, and
22) not constantly associated with symptoms. Nevertheless as
recently suggested, symptomatic or asymptomatic viral infec-
tions can trigger acute rejection and obliterative bronchiolitis
in lung transplant recipients and warrant a continuous mon-
itoring in immunocompromised patients, with methods able
to identify an always wider panel of potential viral pathogens
[15].
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Human cytomegalovirus (HCMV) infection causes signi�cant morbidity and mortality aer hematopoietic stem cell transplanta-
tion (HSCT). In this work, we characterized the phenotype and interferon-gamma (INF-𝛾𝛾) production of HCMV-speci�c T cells
usingQuantiFERON-HCMV assay in 26 patients 6months aer HSCT.We analysed whether these two parameters were associated
with clinical variables. Our results showed that the patients receiving stem cells from donors ≥40 years old were 12 timesmore likely
to have HCMV-speci�c CD8+ T cells with “differentiated phenotype” (CD45RA+CCR7+≤6.7% and CD28+ ≤30%) than patients
graed from donors <40 years old (OR = 12; 𝑃𝑃 = 𝑃𝑃𝑃1𝑃). In addition, a detectable IFN-𝛾𝛾 production in response to HCMV
peptides (cutoff 0.2 IU/mL IFN-𝛾𝛾; “reactive” QuantiFERON-HCMV test) was statistically associated with HCMV replication aer
transplantation (OR = 11; 𝑃𝑃 = 𝑃𝑃𝑃2𝑃), recipients ≥40 versus <40 years old (OR = 11; 𝑃𝑃 = 𝑃𝑃𝑃2𝑃), and the use of peripheral
blood versus bone marrow as stem cell source (OR = 17𝑃5; 𝑃𝑃 = 𝑃𝑃𝑃2𝑃). In conclusion, donor age is the only factor signi�cantly
associated with the presence of the “differentiated phenotype” in HCMV-speci�c CD8+ T cells, whereas HCMV replication aer
transplantation, recipient age, and stem cell source are the factors associated with the production of IFN-𝛾𝛾 in response to HCMV
epitopes.

1. Introduction

Human cytomegalovirus (HCMV) infection is a major
cause of morbidity and mortality in subjects who undergo
allogeneic stem cell transplantation (HSCT) due to the
long period of immunode�ciency aer SCT [1–3]. HCMV-
speci�c immune reconstitution aer HSCT plays a criti-
cal role in preventing HCMV infection and disease. Lack
of this T-cell HCMV-speci�c subpopulation is associated
with a higher risk of HCMV infection, as has been

reported in HCMV-seropositive patients receiving an HSCT
from HCMV-seronegative donors [4–8]. e magnitude of
HCMV-speci�c CD8+ T-cell recovery predicts the risk of
progressive HCMV infection [8, 9], but HCMV replication
aer HSCT also depends on the presence of dysfunctional
HCMV-speci�c CD8+ T cells rather than on the absolute
numbers of HCMV-speci�c T cells [10, 11].

Aer encountering HCMV, naive T cells proliferate and
become effector memory HCMV-speci�c CD8+ T cells,
which exert an effector function in peripheral tissues and
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exhibit a differentiated phenotype. During this process, the
downregulation of some costimulatory surface molecules
(such as CD28 or CD27) and an increase in interferon-
gamma (IFN-𝛾𝛾) production have been reported [12–15].
erefore, a decrease in the percentage of naive T cells
and a parallel increase in the percentage of differentiated
effector memory T cells (mostly CD28−) are observed aer
HCMV infection. In addition, these phenotypic changes on
HCMV-speci�c CD8+ T cells have also been linked with
immunosenescence, suggesting that HCMV accelerates the
process of age-associated immune function impairment [16–
19]. In the HSCT setting, a correlation between the absolute
number of circulating CD8+ HCMV-speci�c T cells in the
recipient and the risk of HCMV infection has been demon-
strated [8]. In addition, the number of less-differentiated
CD8+ HCMV-speci�c T cells in the donor is associated with
protection of HCMV infection. ese donor lymphocytes
acquire a differentiated pro�le and restricted function in
the recipient aer HSCT [10, 11]. erefore, assessment of
the maturation status and functional capability of circulating
HCMV-speci�c T lymphocytes aer HSCT and the impact
of clinical factors in the HCMV-speci�c immune recovery is
crucial to improving our management of HCMV infection in
these patients.

In this work, we have studied IFN-𝛾𝛾 production in
response to HCMV peptides and the phenotype of HCMV-
speci�c CD8+ T cells in a group of HSCT patients 6 months
aer allogeneic transplantation. In this cross-sectional study,
we analyse whether these two parameters are associated
with HCMV replication aer transplantation as well as
other clinical variables such as donor and recipient age,
donor and recipient serostatus, and stem cell source. Our
results show that the differentiated phenotype in HCMV-
speci�c CD8+ T cells was associated only with increased
donor age whereas IFN-𝛾𝛾 production in response to HCMV
peptides was associated with HCMV replication, and also
with recipient age and stem cell source.

2. Materials andMethods

2.1. Study Population. Twenty-six HLA-A∗0201 patients
who received allogeneic HSCT were recruited and peripheral
blood samples were drawn at a median of 950 days aer
HSCT (range 240–2436). Patients underwent HSCT at the
Department of Haematology of the Reina So�a University
Hospital (Cordoba, Spain).

2.2. HCMV Monitoring and Preemptive erapy. Plasmatic
HCMV viral loads were routinely screened using a Cobas
Amplicor HCMV Monitor (Roche Diagnostics, Basel,
Switzerland), a commercially available quantitative poly-
merase chain reaction (PCR) test with a detection limit of 600
copies of HCMVDNA/mL. e prospective monitorization
protocol included two determinations per week during
the �rst month or until discharge, and one determination
per week until day +100 or +180 in patients with GVHD
requiring high-dose steroids. HCMV replication was de�ned
as the presence of any HCMV viral load in plasma over the
limit of detection (>600 copies/mL).

Preemptive valganciclovir (Roche, Basel, Switzerland)
was administered: (i) at the time of the �rst positive HCMV
viral load in high-risk patients (unrelated donor transplant,
steroid treatment) or in patients with a HCMV load ≥ 10.000
copies/mL in a single sample; (ii) at the time of a second
positive sample obtained one week aer the �rst. Valganci-
clovir was administered orally in a dosage of 900mg b.i.d.
for 2 weeks (induction dose) followed by 900mg qd until
negativization of HCMV replication during 2 consecutive
weeks (maintenance dose). e dosage was adjusted for
creatinine clearance following standard recommendations.
Valganciclovir was discontinued temporarily or substituted
with foscarnet if necessary in patients with a neutrophil count
< 0.5 × 109/L despite the administration of G-CSF.

2.3. Transplantation Protocol. e conditioning regimen
was myeloablative or reduced intensity conditioning pro-
tocol (RIC) in patients aged >50 years or with comor-
bidities.emyeloablative conditioning regimen consisted of
hyperfractionated total body irradiation (13.2Gy in 8 frac-
tions) plus Cyclophosphamide (60mg/kg/day for 2 con-
secutive days), Busulphan (0.8mg/kg i.v. × 16 doses) plus
Cyclophosphamide (60mg/kg/day for 2 days) or ATG (rab-
bit, 2.5mg/kg/day × 4 days) plus Cyclophosphamide (50mg/
kg/day × 4 days). e reduced intensity protocols con-
sisted of Fludarabine (30mg/m2 × 5 days) plus Busulphan
(0.8mg/kg i.v. × 10 doses) or plus Melphalan (70mg/m2

× 2 doses). Acute GVHD prophylaxis varied according to
donor type and conditioning regimen intensity: recipients of
amatched related transplant aermyeloablative conditioning
received cyclosporin plus a short course of methotrexate
while recipients of reduced intensity conditioning received
cyclosporine plus mycophenolate mofetil. In addition, recip-
ients of an unrelated donor gra in remission at the time
of HSCT received rabbit ATG (ymoglobulin, Genzyme,
Framingham, MA, USA) 6mg/kg days −4 to −2.

2.�. P�enotype o� HCMV�Speci�c C��� T�Cell Population.
Blood samples were collected in ACD tubes and peripheral
blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were obtained by Ficoll-
Hypaque-1077 gradient (Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA). To
study the HCMV-speci�c CD8+ T-cell population, an HLA-
A∗0201 pentamer bound to an immunodominant HCMV
epitope (pp65, NLVPMVATV) APC-labeled (Proimmune,
Oxford, UK) was used. PBMCs (106 per tube) were stained
with monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) conjugated with the
appropriate �uorochrome for 30min at 4∘C according
to standard procedures. Cells were also incubated with
mAbs anti-CD8 (PerCP), anti-CD45RA (FITC), anti-CCR7
(PE), anti-CD28 (PE), or anti-CD27 (PE) (BD Biosciences,
San Jose, CA, USA). e frequency of A2/HCMVpp65
pentamer-positive cells referred to the CD8+ T-cell popu-
lation. e expression of the different markers referred to
A2/HCMVpp65 pentamer-positive cells. For each sample,
105 events were acquired. Sample acquisition and data analy-
sis were performed using a FACSCalibur cytometer (Becton-
Dickinson) and FlowJo soware (Tree Star Inc., v 7.2.1,
Ashland, OR, USA).
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2.5. INF-𝛾𝛾 Production Using the QuantiFERON-HCMV
Assay. e QuantiFERON-HCMV test was performed
according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Cellestis Ltd.,
Melbourne, Australia). In brief, the assay consists of two
steps: an overnight blood culture with HCMV CD8+ T-cell
synthetic peptide epitopes and the subsequent quanti�cation
of INF-𝛾𝛾 production by an enzyme-linked immunosorbent
assay (ELISA). Initially, 1mL aliquots of heparinized whole
blood were collected in three QuantiFERON-HCMV
blood collection tubes that were shaken vigorously for
5 sec. e tubes contained either (i) a mix of 21 human
cytomegalovirus (HCMV) peptide epitopes from a variety
of HCMV proteins including pp65, IE-1, IE-2, pp50, and
gB (1 𝜇𝜇g/mL of 21 different peptides), (ii) no antigens,
only sterile phosphate buffered saline (negative control),
or (iii) phytohemagglutinin (PHA; positive mitogen
control). e tubes were incubated for 16–24 h at 37∘C.
Following incubation, supernatants were harvested and
IFN-g levels measured (IU/mL) using a standard ELISA as
per manufacturer’s instructions. e results were calculated
using Analysis Soware v 1.51 (Cellestis Ltd.). e cutoff
value for HCMV reactivity was 0.2 IU/mL.

2.6. Statistical Analysis. Statistical analysis was performed
using SPSS soware for Windows v.18.0 and EPIDAT 3.1
soware.epopulation ofHCMV-speci�cCD8+T cells was
expressed as a proportion of the total population of CD8+ T
cells. e 𝜒𝜒2 test or Fisher exact test was used to assess the
association between independent and dependent variables. A
𝑃𝑃 value < 0.05 was considered statistically signi�cant.

3. Results

3.1. Patient Characteristics. Twenty-six HLA-A∗0201 pa-
tients who received allogeneic HSCT for hematological
malignancies at the Reina So�a University Hospital were
studied. Samples were obtained aer lymphocyte recovery
(1.000/109/L), at least six months following HSCT (median
950 days; range 240–2436 days). e characteristics of the
subjects in the study are summarized in Table 1. Median
recipient age was 42 years old (range 16–68) and median
donor age was 40 years (range 11–64). Fiy percent of
the patients received a “nonmyeloablative” conditioning
regimen. Fourteen patients received peripheral blood stem
cells (53.8%) and 12 from bone marrow stem cells (46%).
Fourteen HSCTs were donor (D) and recipient (R) HCMV-
seropositive (D+/R+), 10 were D−/R+ and 2 were D−/R−.
Sixty-nine percent of patients received corticosteroids aer
HSCT. Eleven patients (42.3%) experienced gra-versus-host
disease (GVHD) and 15 (57.7%) had HCMV replications
aer HSCT but none of them underwent HCMV disease.
Sixty-nine percent of donorswereHLA-matched related, 23%
matched unrelated, and only 7%mismatched.

3.2. Classi�cation o� Patients According to the Phenotype o�
HCMV-Speci�c CD�� T Cells. We used HLA-A∗0201(pp65)
pentamers to study the frequency of the HCMV-speci�c
subpopulation and the expression of CCR7, CD45RA, and

CD28 on this subset in HSCT patients. Our results showed
that the percentage of CD8+ T cells was 35.1% ± 14.8
and the percentage HCMV-speci�c over total CD8+ T cells
was 1.36% ± 2.1. e phenotypic analysis showed that the
mean percentage of HCMV-speci�c CD8+ T cells with naive
phenotype (CD45RA+CCR7+) was 6.7% ± 11.3 and the
mean percentage of CD28 expression on these cells was
30% ± 23.2.

Considering these values, patients were classi�ed into
two groups: those having a “differentiated phenotype”
if the HCMV-speci�c CD8+ T cells had values of
CD45RA+CCR7+ naive cells ≤6.7% and CD28+ cells
≤30% and those having a “nondifferentiated phenotype” if
they did not ful�ll these criteria. A representative example is
shown in Figure 1.

3.3. �e Di�erentiated Phenotype o� HCMV-Speci�c CD�� T
Cells in the Recipient Is Associated with Donor Age. As shown
in Table 2, donor age was the only factor signi�cantly asso-
ciated with the presence of the “differentiated phenotype”
in HCMV-speci�c CD8+ T cells in the recipient (OR = 12;
𝑃𝑃 𝑃 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃), whereas recipient’s age, stem cell source or other
HCMV-related factors were not statistically signi�cant. us,
HSCTpatients receiving stem cells fromdonors older than 40
years are 12 times more likely to have HCMV-speci�c CD8+
T cells with differentiated phenotype than patients graed
from donors younger than 40 years old.

3.4. INF-𝛾𝛾 Production in Response to HCMV Peptides Is
Associated with Post-HSCT HCMV Replication, Recipients’
Age, and Stem Cell Source. e patients were divided into
two groups according to INF-𝛾𝛾 production in response
to speci�c HCMV peptides using QuantiFERON-HCMV
assay: “reactive” patients in whom the INF-𝛾𝛾 production
was higher than 0.2 IU/mL and “nonreactive” patients in
whom the INF-𝛾𝛾 production was lower. e results shown
in Table 3 demonstrate a statistically signi�cant association
with HCMV replication aer transplantation (OR = 11; 𝑃𝑃 𝑃
𝑃𝑃𝑃26), recipients’ age (OR = 11; 𝑃𝑃 𝑃 𝑃𝑃𝑃26), and the stem cell
source (OR = 17.5; 𝑃𝑃 𝑃 𝑃𝑃𝑃2𝑃). Hence, recipients who have
experienced HCMV replication aer HSCT, those older than
40 and those graed with peripheral blood are more likely
to harbour circulating effector HCMV-speci�c CD8+ T cells
producing INF-𝛾𝛾. We did not �nd any other signi�cant dif-
ference although the association with donor HCMV serology
was close to statistical signi�cance (𝑃𝑃 𝑃 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃). Although a
multivariate analysis would be of help to better understand
these associations, the relatively small sample size precludes
doing it.

4. Discussion

In this work, we have studied clinical factors that have impact
on T-cell phenotype and responses to HCMV in a cross-
sectional study of 26 HLA-A∗0201 HSCT recipients. Our
results show that the “differentiated phenotype” (levels of
HCMV-speci�c CD8+ T cells CCR7+CD45RA+ ≤6.7% and
CD28+ ≤30%) is statistically associated only with donor age
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T 1: Clinical characteristics of the study population.

Characteristics Data
Patients (number) 26
Recipient age (years): mean (SD) 40 (13.5)
Donor age (years): mean (SD) 40 (15)
Recipient sex, male/female, (𝑛𝑛, (%)) 15 (57.7)/11 (42.3)
Donor sex, male/female (𝑛𝑛, (%)) 20 (76.9)/6 (23.1)
Disease (𝑛𝑛, (%))

AML 5 (19.2)
ALL 2 (7.6)
CML 3 (11.5)
Non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma 4 (15.3)
MM 4 (15.3)
Aplasia 2 (7.6)
MDS 3 (11.5)
PNH 3 (11.5)

Conditioning regimen (𝑛𝑛, (%))
NMA 13 (50)
MA 13 (50)

Stem cell source (𝑛𝑛, (%))
Bone marrow 12 (46.1)
Peripheral blood 14 (53.8)

Pretransplant HCMV donor serostatus/recipient (𝑛𝑛, (%))
D+/R+ 14 (53.8)
D−/R+ 10 (38.4)
D−/R− 2 (7.7)

HCMV replication aer transplant (𝑛𝑛, (%))
Yes 15 (57.7)
No 11 (42.3)

HLA matching (𝑛𝑛, (%))
Matched related 18 (69.2)
Matched unrelated 6 (23.1)
Mismatched unrelated 2 (7.7)

GVHD (𝑛𝑛, (%))
Yes 11 (42.3)
No 15 (57.7)

Corticosteroids (𝑛𝑛, (%))
Yes 18 (69.2)
No 8 (30.8)

Frequency of CD8+ T cells (mean, SD) 35.1 (14.8)
Frequency of HCMV-speci�c CD8+ T cells (mean, SD) 1.4 (2.1)
Frequency of HCMV-speci�c CD8+ T cells naive (mean, SD) 6.7 (11.3)
Frequency of HCMV-speci�c CD8+ T cells CD28+ (mean, SD) 30 (23.2)
AML: acute myeloid leukemia; ALL: acute lymphatic leukemia; CML: chronic myeloid leukemia; MM: multiple myeloma; MDS: myelodysplastic syndrome;
PNH: paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria; NMA: non-myeloablative; MA: myeloablative. D: donor; R: recipient; HCMV: human cytomegalovirus; GVHD:
gra-versus-host disease. Naive cells are CD45RA+CCR7+.

older than 40 years. A previous study [20] has been shown
that HCMV-speci�c T cells aer HSCT mostly correspond
to the expansion of HCMV-speci�c T cells from donors.
e fate of these cells, which are adoptively transferred
during HSCT, is determined by their characteristics in the
donor rather than by other factors related to transplantation

or virus reactivation. Furthermore, the authors showed
that HCMV-speci�c T cells with a differentiated phenotype
(CD27−CD57+) in the donor tended to increase in
the recipient whereas less differentiated memory cells
(CD27+CD45RO+CD57−) tended to decrease. In the
study, the authors did not analyse factors associated with
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the percentage of naive or memory cells in either the donor
or the recipient. However, we and others have shown that
age is one of the major factors that determine the percentage
of HCMV-speci�c CD8� T cells and their phenotype [21]
in healthy individuals. us, the association between the
“differentiated phenotype” and donors’ age observed in
our series li�ely re�ects the phenotype of the adoptively

transferred donor cells. is observation is of interest since
it has been shown that HCMV-speci�c T-cell immunity a�er
HSCT is largely determined by the frequency and phenotype
of HCMV-speci�c T cells from the donors [20, 22], which
are affected by ageing [17, 21, 23–25].

In addition, we have studied IFN-𝛾𝛾 production in
response to HCMV peptides in these patients. Our results
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T 2: Univariate analysis of factors associated with “differentiated phenotype” in CD8+ HCMV-speci�c T cells.

Parameter All patients Differentiated
phenotype (𝑛𝑛 𝑛 𝑛𝑛)

Nondifferentiated
phenotype (𝑛𝑛 𝑛 𝑛𝑛)

Univariate
OR (95% CI) 𝑃𝑃 value

Posttransplant HCMV replication (𝑛𝑛, (%))
Yes 15 (57.7) 11 (73.3) 4 (26.6) 3.3 (0.6–17.2) 0.228
No 11 (42.3) 5 (45.4) 6 (54.5)

Donor age (𝑛𝑛, (%))
≥40 14 (53.8) 12 (85.7) 2 (14.3) 12 (1.4–85.2) 0.014
<40 12 (46.2) 4 (33.3) 8 (66.7)

Recipient age (𝑛𝑛, (%))
≥40 15 (57.7) 11 (73.3) 4 (26.6) 3.3 (0.6–17.2) 0.228
<40 11 (42.3) 5 (45.4) 6 (54.5)

Donor HCMV serology (𝑛𝑛, (%))
Positive 14 (53.8) 11 (78.6) 3 (21.4) 5.1 (0.9–28.6) 0.105
Negative 12 (46.2) 5 (41.6) 7 (58.3)

Recipient HCMV serology (𝑛𝑛, (%))
Positive 23 (88.5) 16 (69.6) 7 (30.4) 15.4 (0.7–337.2) 0.110
Negative 3 (11.5) 0 (0)a 3 (100)

Stem cell source (𝑛𝑛, (%))
Peripheral blood 14 (53.8) 10 (71.4) 4 (28.6) 2.5 (0.5–12.6) 0.420
Bone marrow 12 (46.2) 6 (50) 6 (50)

OR: odds ratio. CI: con�dence interval. “Differentiated phenotype” refers to patients with CD8+ T HCMV-speci�c cells, naive phenotype (CD45RA+CCR7+)
≤ 6.7% and CD28+ ≤ 30%. ese cutoff values are the mean of all patients. 𝑃𝑃 values < 0.05 were considered statistically signi�cant.
aWe have added 0.5 to categories with 0 individuals using EPIDAT 3.1 soware.

T 3: Univariate analysis of factors associated with “INF-𝛾𝛾” production.

Parameter All patients QuantiFERON-HCMV assay Univariate
Reactive (𝑛𝑛 𝑛 𝑛𝑛) Nonreactive (𝑛𝑛 𝑛 𝑛) OR (95% CI) 𝑃𝑃 value

Post-SCT HCMV replication (𝑛𝑛, (%))
Yes 13 (59.1) 11 (84.6) 2 (15.4) 11 (1.4–85.2) 0.026
No 9 (40.9) 3 (33.3) 6 (66.7)

Donor age (𝑛𝑛, (%))
≥40 12 (54.5) 9 (75) 3 (25) 3 (0.5–16.2) 0.378
<40 10 (45.5) 5 (50) 5 (50)

Recipient age (𝑛𝑛, (%))
≥40 13 (59.1) 11 (84.6) 2 (15.4) 11 (1.4–85.2) 0.026
<40 9 (40.9) 3 (33.3) 6 (66.7)

Donor HCMV serology (𝑛𝑛, (%))
Positive 12 (54.5) 10 (83.3) 2 (16.7) 7.5 (1–54.1) 0.074
Negative 10 (45.5) 4 (40) 6 (60)

Recipient HCMV serology (𝑛𝑛, (%))
Positive 19 (86.4) 14 (73.7) 5 (26.3) 16.8 (0.8–418.6) 0.089
Negative 3 (13.6) 0 (0)a 3 (100)

Stem cell source (𝑛𝑛, (%))
Peripheral blood 11 (50) 10 (90.9) 1 (9.1) 17.5 (1.6–191.9) 0.024
Bone marrow 11 (50) 4 (36.4) 7 (63.6)

OR: odds ratio. CI: con�dence interval. “Reactive” patients have an INF-𝛾𝛾 production higher than 0.2 IU/mL. “Nonreactive” patients have less than 0.2 IU/mL.
𝑃𝑃 values < 0.05 were considered statistically signi�cant.
aWe have added 0.5 to categories with 0 individuals using EPIDAT 3.1 soware.
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show that IFN-𝛾𝛾 production (“reactive” QuantiFERON-
HCMV assay) is associated with HCMV replication, recipi-
ents’ age, and stem cell source.

HCMV reactivation aer HSCT is lower in patients with
higher levels of HCMV-speci�c T cells with a terminally
differentiated phenotype (CD45RO−CD62L−) in the donor
gra [22]. Protection from HCMV reactivation has been
associated to proliferation of HCMV-speci�c T cells [1] and
especially to high levels of HCMV-speci�c CD8� T cells
secreting INF-𝛾𝛾 [26]. In kidney transplants receptors, Egli
et al. [27] have shown differences in IFN-𝛾𝛾 responses to
HCMV-pp72 versus HCMV-pp65. e latter appeared to be
better suited to interrogate the CD4 as well as the CD8 T-
cell compartment in a ROC analysis, and associated a higher
pp65-speci�c CD4 T-cell response with protection from
CMV replication. Furthermore, protection against HCMV
replication is associated to the presence of HCMV-speci�c T
cells with that have the capacity to produce several cytokines
in response to HCMV peptide (dual function IL2/IFN-𝛾𝛾 or
polyfunctional) whereas the presence of T cells that produced
only IFN-𝛾𝛾was considered a sign of functionally exhausted T
cells unable to efficiently control HCMV replication [28].

Our results showing the association ofHCMV replication
with IFN-𝛾𝛾 production in response to HCMV peptides using
the QuantiFERON-HCMV assay could suggest that IFN-𝛾𝛾
production is insufficient to control HCMV replication aer
HSCT as suggested by Krol et al. [28], although it cannot be
discarded that IFN-𝛾𝛾 production is the consequence of the
expansion and differentiation of IFN-𝛾𝛾 producing HCMV-
speci�c T cells in response to HCMV replication.

We also show that recipient’s age is associated with IFN-
𝛾𝛾 production in response to peptides. Patient’s age has a
profound signi�cance in HCMV replication as patients older
than 40 have a higher probability of HCMV replication than
younger patients, even if they had similar percentages of
HCMV-speci�c T cells secreting IFN-𝛾𝛾 [26].

Several studies have analysed differences in immune
reconstitution by comparing different stem cell sources. Bone
marrow and peripheral blood contain different ratios of naive
and effector-memory T-cell subsets [29–31], which could
explain the lower number of infections in recipients graed
with peripheral blood stem cells [32]. HSCT using periph-
eral blood stem cells exhibited better recovery of HCMV-
speci�c CD8� T-cell function 3 months aer transplantation
compared to patients that received bone marrow stem cells
[10], thus supporting that differences in INF-𝛾𝛾 production
by distinct T-cell subpopulations lead to different HCMV
infection rates. In contrast, a recent study [33] reported a
higher incidence of HCMV infection and disease one month
aer peripheral blood stem cell transplantation that corre-
lated with the lower functional capacity of HCMV-speci�c T
cells, in particular with an increased proportion of HCMV-
speci�c CD8 T cells that produced a single cytokine and
a lower proportion of polyfunctional cells. Aer 3 months,
however, HCMV-speci�c responses were similar between
recipients of bone marrow or peripheral blood as the stem
cell source. Our results showing that the use of peripheral
blood associates with increased levels of IFN-𝛾𝛾 production in
response to HCMV peptides strongly suggest that peripheral

blood contains higher proportions of HCMV-speci�c T cells
with a capacity to release IFN-𝛾𝛾 in response to HCMV
than bone marrow. However, as indicated above, IFN-𝛾𝛾
production is insufficient to control HCMV replication. is
incapacity to control HCMV could be due to the presence
in these patients of HCMV-speci�c functionally exhausted
T cells that produce only IFN-𝛾𝛾 in response to HCMV as
suggested by Krol et al. [28].

5. Conclusions

In summary, our results indicate that whereas the phenotype
of HCMV-speci�c CD8� T cells aer HSCT is associated
with donor age, IFN-𝛾𝛾 production in response to HCMV
peptides associates with HCMV replication episodes, recip-
ient age, and the use of peripheral blood as the stem cell
source. e association of IFN-𝛾𝛾 production in response
to HCMV peptides with HCMV replication episodes and
peripheral blood as the source of stem cells supports that
posttransplant HCMV replication induces the expansion
of IFN-𝛾𝛾 producing HCMV-speci�c T cells present in the
donor’s peripheral blood, contributing to the control of
HCMV infection. However, it cannot be excluded that in
vitro IFN-𝛾𝛾 production is insufficient to control HCMV repli-
cation aer HSCT and that it might re�ect the presence of
“monofunctionally” exhausted rather than “polyfunctional”
effector-memory speci�c T cells [28]. It could be of interest to
develop other tests easy to perform, economical and reliable
to immunomonitor polyfunctional HCMV-speci�c T cells,
which will likely correspond better to HCMV protection. In
addition, since the observations reported here are derived
from a cross-sectional study with a relatively small sample
si�e, these �ndings cannot be generali�ed based on this study
alone. us, it will be important to con�rm and extend these
�ndings in a prospective study that include the analysis of
HCMV-speci�c T cells before HSCT and other additional
time points. Such a study would help clinicians to assess the
risk of HCMV infection as well as immunotherapy strategies
for the reconstitution of HCMV-speci�c T-cell immunity and
the subsequent control of HCMV infection aer HSCT.
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The polyomavirus (PyV), JC virus (JCV), is a small nonenveloped DNA virus that asymptomatically infects about 80% of healthy
adults and establishes latency in the kidney tissue. In case of immunodeficient hosts, JCV can lytically infect the oligodendrocytes,
causing a fatal demyelinating disease, known as progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy (PML). Although the reactivation
of another human PyV, BK virus (BKV), is relatively common and its association with the polyomavirus associated nephropathy
(PyVAN) following renal transplantation is proven, JCV replication and its impact on graft function and survival are less well
studied. Here we describe the biology of JCV and its pathological features and we review the literature regarding the JCV infection
analyzed in the setting of transplantations.

1. An Introduction to the Human
Polyomavirus JC (JCV)

JC virus (JCV) is a member of the Polyomaviridae family,
including naked DNA viruses with icosahedral capsids and
small, circular, and double-stranded DNA genomes.The nat-
ural hosts for polyomaviruses (PyVs) include humans, other
primates, rodents, rabbits, and birds [1].

It was first isolated by Padgett et al. in 1971 from the brain
of a patient with the initial JC, affected by Hodgkin’s lympho-
ma who died of progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy
(PML), a demyelinating disease of the central nervous system
(CNS) [2].

The 40–45 nmcapsid is composed of three structural viral
proteins, VP1, VP2, and VP3. The icosahedron consists of 72
pentamers, with no apparent hexamers, each composed by
five VP1 molecules and one molecule of VP2 or VP3. The

virion is formed of 88% protein and 12% DNA, represented
by a single copy of supercoiled, circular, and double-stranded
molecule of approximately 5.2 kb, associatedwith cellular his-
tone proteins H2A, H2B, H3, and H4 and packaged into
chromatin resembling cellular genomes (minichromosomes)
[1, 3, 4].

The viral genome has a bipartite organization and con-
tains two regions of about the same size, known as early and
late transcription units, transcribed in opposite directions
starting from a common hypervariable noncoding control
region (NCCR), containing the origin of DNA replication
(ori), the TATA box, cellular transcription factors binding
sites, and bidirectional promoters and enhancers for the
transcription of early and late genes. Starting from theNCCR,
early transcription proceeds in a counterclockwise direction,
while late transcription proceeds clockwise on the opposite
strand of the DNA [5].
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the JCV genome organi-
zation. The circular, double-stranded DNA genome is ∼5.2 kb in
size and is divided into the early coding region and the late
coding region, transcribed in opposite directions from a common
noncoding control region (NCCR). Early genes include large T
antigen (T-Ag), small t antigen (t-Ag), T135, T136, and T165. Late
genes include VP1, VP2, VP3, and agnoprotein.

The early region spans 2.4 kb and encodes the alterna-
tively spliced transforming proteins, large tumor antigen (T-
Ag) and small tumor antigen (t-Ag), which are involved in the
viral replication and in promoting transformation of cells in
culture and oncogenesis in vivo [5].

The late coding region spans 2.3 kb and encodes the
capsid proteins VP1, VP2, and VP3 by alternative splicing of
a common mRNA derived from the same primary late tran-
script and a small regulatory protein, known as agnoprotein,
whose function in the virus life cycle is not completely clear
[5] (Figure 1).

JCV does not infect any species other than humans and
its ability to infect human cells may be restricted at the
level of viral early gene transcription and DNA replication,
with the T-Ag interacting specifically with the human DNA
polymerase [6].

JCV has a tropism for replication in human glial cells,
kidney epithelial cells, and, with a less efficiency, in B lym-
phocytes, and the restricted CNS tropism is confirmed by
both experimental animals and in vitro analysis [6, 7].

The transmission of JCV is not fully understood. JCV-
specific antibodies are detected in approximately 70% of
adults [8] and the primary infection occurs in early child-
hood, usually in an asymptomatic way and results in a pri-
mary viremia. Afterwards, the virus produces a persistent
latent infection in the kidney and is shed into the urine.
In the context of an immunosuppressive condition, such as
AIDS and transplantation, JCV disseminates to the CNS and

lytically infects oligodendrocytes, causing the demyelinating
disease, known as PML [9–11].

2. Progressive Multifocal
Leukoencephalopathy

PML is a rare demyelinating disease characterized by the lytic
infection of glial cells and is often fatal. The disease occurs
almost exclusively in patients with severe immunodeficiency;
consequently, the incidence of PML has increased dramat-
ically, following the spread of HIV/AIDS. Nowadays, HIV
infection is still the most frequent setting for PML, ∼80%
of the cases, followed by hematologic malignancies (∼8%),
solid cancers (∼3%), organ transplantation, and autoimmune
diseases treated with immunomodulators [12].

The classic form of PML is progressive andmultifocal and
involves the white matter. The main symptoms of the disease
are motor deficits, altered consciousness, gait ataxia, and
visual disturbances [13, 14]. Atypical presentations of PML
are increasingly recognized and include cerebellar syndrome,
reflecting productive infection of granule cell neurons [15],
meningitis [16], meningoencephalitis [17, 18], progressive
myoclonic ataxia [19] andmuscle wasting associated to extra-
pyramidal signs [20]. The median survival of PML patients
withoutHIV infection is of fewmonths, while inHIVpositive
patients subjected to highly active antiretroviral therapy
(HAART) is longer but characterized by severe impairment of
CNS. Indeed, successful treatments for PML are not currently
available.

3. JCV and Transplantation: Epidemiology

Reports of JCV infection in renal transplant recipients have
been published immediately after the first isolation of the
virus [32, 33]. Since those times, subsequent works have
investigated both the silent and the symptomatic infection
and/or reactivation of JCV in the setting of kidney transplan-
tation, finding contradictory results. In 1980, Hogan et al.
reported active infection after transplantation with JCV in
about half of the 61 patients investigated [33]. Gardner
and colleagues performed a wide prospective, serological
study for the evidence of JCV infection in forty-eight renal
transplant recipients, finding that 54% of the patients were
seropositive already before the operation and that in 23%
of the seronegative patients JCV infection occurred within
the first three months after transplantation [34]. Molecular
analyses were also conducted, bymeans of specific hybridiza-
tion in situ, PCR, and quantitative PCR assays by different
international groups: JCV has been identified in kidney
biopsy tissue and/or urine within a range of 3.4% and 46%
of kidney transplanted patients (Table 1) [21–31, 35].Themost
recent surveys, that had the possibility tomeasure the amount
of replicating JCV in the clinical specimens, reported also a
very wide range of viral loads, from 2.0×103 copies/mL to 1×
10

7 copies/mL [21, 22, 25, 31, 35, 36].The association between
the JCV viruria and transplantation has not been proved
yet. In fact, Yin and colleagues showed that JCV load was
markedly increased in transplant patients compared to the
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Table 1: Studies on JCV and kidney transplantation.

Subjects (n) Sample JCV (+)/subjects (%) Pathological correlation Reference

KTx: 103 Urine
Blood

23/103 (22.3%)
0/103 (0%) None [21]

Controls: 23 Urine
Blood

8/23 (34.7%)
0/23 (0%)

KTx: 103 Urine
Blood

28/103 (27.2%)
15/103 (14.2%) None [22]

Controls: 0 / /

KTx: 76 Urine
Blood

12/76 (15.8%)
0/76 (0%) None [23]

Controls: 0 / /
KTx: 68 Urine 14/68 (21%) None [24]
Controls: 0 / /
KTx: 60 Urine 24/60 (40%) None [25]
Controls: 60 Urine 11/60 (18.3%)
KTx: 186 Urine 33/186 (17.8%) None [26]
Controls: 0 / /

KTx: 25 Urine
Serum

6/25 (24%)
6/25 (24%) None [21]

Controls: 20 Urine 3/20 (15%)
KTx: 52 Urine 8/52 (15.4%) None [27]
Controls: 30 Urine 0/30 (0%)
KTx: 59 Urine 2/59 (3.4%)
CRD: 102 Urine 4/102 (3.9%) None [28]
Controls: 134 Urine 27/134 (20.1%)
KTx: 103 Blood 7/103 (6.8%) None [29]
Controls: 0 / /
KTx: 30 Urine 7/30 (23.3%) None [30]
Controls: 30 Urine 7/30 (23.3%)
KTx: 30 Urine 5/30 (16.7%) None [31]
Controls: 0 / /
KTx: kidney transplant recipients; CRD: chronic renal diseases.

healthy group, confirming the association between immune
function and viral levels [25]. On the contrary, Husseiny and
colleagues observed a very low level JCV shedding in the
urine of both normal subjects (15%) and renal transplant
recipients, with no differences among the viral loads [21].
Regarding JCV viremia in the renal transplant recipients, it
seems to be very rare, transient, and low. In a cohort of 103
patients, it has been observed only in 14.2% of subjects with
a mean viral load of 2 × 103 copies/mL; in another study
conducted on 20 patients, 25% showed JCV viremia from the
lower limit of detection (of 25 copies/mL) up to 103 copies/mL
[21]. A long-term prospective follow-up study was conducted
in France and JCV was detected in only 31 blood samples out
of the 1487 collected [29].

Only few studies analyzed also the molecular features
of the isolated virus, mainly observing that the JCV strains
infecting the kidney transplantation recipients did not differ
significantly from those infecting the immunocompetent
subjects [36, 37]. On the contrary, Yin and colleagues observ-
ed a dramatic increase in the proportion of transplant patients
carrying two ormore genotype strains of JCV compared with
control subjects assuming an association between uncom-
mon JCV genotypes and immunosuppression [25].

Regarding the nonkidney solid organ transplants (SOT),
the incidence and clinical manifestation of JCV infection
have been even more poorly investigated. In 2005, two inde-
pendent groups published very different results about JCV
infection in liver transplant patients, reporting 1.7% and
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22.7% of patients excreting the virus, respectively [35, 38].
More recently, Kusne and colleagues [39] examined the
frequency of JCV urinary shedding in a longitudinal study on
41 kidney and 33 liver transplant recipients. The proportion
of patients shedding JCV was found higher in the liver
than in the kidney transplant group (71% versus 38%), with
a viral load of 1.2 × 107 copies/mL and 3.9 × 106 copies/mL,
respectively. In addition, none of the patients with JCV
viruria had also JCV viremia.

A prospective prevalence study on 100 liver transplant
children reported a JCV viruria in 19%, without clinical signs
of viral infection.The viruria was not influenced by the extent
of immunosuppressive therapy but it was found higher in
pediatric liver transplant recipients [40] than reported in
adult patients [41, 42].

Studies on the association between JCV infection and
lung, pancreas and heart transplantations are very rare. An-
tonsson and colleagues [43] analyzed the seroprevalence and
antibody stability of JCV in 441 organ transplant recipients,
including 386 kidney, 9 heart, 1 kidney and heart, and 35
kidney and pancreas, over a time period of up to 18 months.
The JCV seroprevalence was shown as 76% at baseline, higher
than reported previously (reviewed in [43]), and it increased
continuously over time reaching 80.4%.

A previous study [38] on 263 heart, kidney, liver, and
pancreas transplant patients reported JCV DNA in the blood
for 2.7% of kidney, 0.04% of kidney pancreas, 1.1% of heart,
and 0.8% of liver grafts, which was transient in 69% of
the episodes. The majority of JCV DNAemic episodes were
subclinical (61.5%). Only 5 patients (38.5%) had clinical
symptoms at the time of JCV DNAemia, one out of which
had biopsy-proven acute heart rejection, whereas the other
four patients had fatigue, lethargy, dyspnea, or tremors. No
patients developed manifestations of PML. Since the overall
JCV DNAemia rate was 5%, the authors remarked that JCV
infection is a rare complication after SOT. JCV DNAemia
was more common in kidney and/or pancreas transplant
patients, possibly reflecting the reactivation of donor-derived
JCV, which also persists in the kidneys [38]. These data
were confirmed by Kamar and colleagues [44] that showed
a higher JCV viremia in kidney (5.5%) than in liver and heart
rituximab-treated transplant patients.

Regarding JCV infections in lung transplant recipients,
Thomas and colleagues [45] tested urine samples for the
presence of JCV with conventional PCR, demonstrating a
positivity rate of 24% in at least one urine specimens. Mean
viral load analyzed with q-PCR was 5 × 105 copies/mL. How-
ever, there was no significant association between the im-
munosuppressive regiment and PyV infection. In fact, the
prevalence of chronic graft dysfunction was 42% and 53% in
patients who shed JCV or not, respectively. In addition, there
was no significant correlation between urinary viral load and
the patient’s age and sex, the patient’s immunosuppressive
regimen, and the number of month after transplantation.

Although the different experimental approaches and the
various results reported by the analyzed studies, they all
agree that a strict attention should be paid to monitoring
JCV infection, especially during the first 24months following

transplantation. In fact, even if JCV replication was mostly
silent, it was not ruled out the hypothesis that it could be
associated with certain clinical syndromes, as reported in
Section 4.

4. JCV and Kidney Transplantation:
The Virus-Associated Diseases

Infection by JCV has been observed in renal allograft recip-
ients as both nephropathy and/or PML. PML occurs rarely
in renal transplant patients and it is typically caused by JCV
with high levels of viral genome found in the CSF (reviewed
in [46]). However, recent reports suggest that another PyV,
BKV, can also cause a PML-like disease [47, 48].

Renal transplant recipients have the highest risk of de-
veloping polyomavirus associated nephropathy (PyVAN) in
comparison to other organ recipients because of the pres-
ence of ongoing graft injury due to drug toxicity, rejection
episodes, cold ischemia, and donor/recipients HLA mis-
match [49–52]. PyVANwith graft dysfunction and premature
graft loss has been markedly increased since the 1990s [53,
54]; therefore, a pathogenic potential of JCV should be
taken into account. In contrast to the closely related BKV,
to date, only few cases of nephropathy have been attributed
to JCV [55–59]. Low level of JCV replication and shedding
are common in immunocompetent individuals [60, 61] but
surprisingly the incidence of asymptomatic viruria is not
increased in renal allograft recipients [62, 63]. This suggests
that immunosuppressive state is not as strictly related to
the development of PyVAN as it is for BKV [64, 65]. In
addition, the immunosuppressive regimen does not play any
important role and, once JCV PyVAN has been established,
the reduction of immunosuppression has a controversial
impact on the clinical course [66]. However, a profound
immunosuppressive state is required for a pathological and
potentially threatening JCV replication. In fact, patients with
PML have significant JCV viruria and PML and JCV PyVAN
have been reported to occur concurrently [58, 67–70]. This
raises the question whether anti-CD20 biological therapy
with rituximab in kidney transplant recipients is potentially
cumbersome, because of a rapid depletion of pre-B and
mature B cells that lasts for at least sixmonths upon its admin-
istration. Our recent report in a small cohort of pediatric
kidney transplant recipients showed that rituximab treatment
had no effect on susceptibility to JCV replication [36]. These
findings confirm some reports on adult population treated
with either rituximab [71] or different immunomodulator
drugs such as natalizumab [72, 73], where the risk of JCV new
infection or reactivation was found inconsistent.

In a recent paper by Drachenberg and colleagues based
on urine cytology and prospective protocol kidney biopsy in a
cohort of hundred kidney transplant recipients, the incidence
of JCV PyVAN was reported as low as 0.9% despite the fact
that a significant proportion of the patients displayed JCV
viruria or decoy cell shedding [22]. Interestingly, themajority
of JCV PyVAN was diagnosed in patients with a normal
renal function suggesting an apparently less aggressive or
more protracted clinical course when compared with BKV
PyVAN. This was recently confirmed by Cheng et al. in
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a larger cohort of kidney transplant recipients where the
clinical outcome of JCV viruric patients was reported to be
favorable up to five years following transplant [74]. Compared
to non-JCV viruric patients, rejection rate, graft survival,
and death-censored graft survival were lower and the patient
survival was similar. Based on their results, they also sug-
gested that JCV reactivation occurs in the native kidney on
immunosuppression rather than in the donor-derived graft in
contrast to BKV [52]. Another important difference between
BKV PyVAN and JCV PyVAN is the strong association with
viremia and the severity of histological pattern in the former
[75]. On the contrary, low level of JCV viremia has been
reported either in patients shedding large amounts of JCV in
urine or in patients with parenchymal involvement and this
may be related to fundamental differences between BKV and
JCV biology, which remain presently unexplained [26, 38].

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, very few studies have been published regarding
the replication of JCV in transplant patients. However, it is
clear that JCV PyVAN is a unique clinical entity that needs to
be differentiated fromBKVPyVAN.This requires viral typing
methods that are not widely available and this should account
for an underestimation of its incidence in kidney transplant
recipients. However, the protracted and nonaggressive clin-
ical course of the disease and the favorable outcome should
be considered once this form of PyVAN is diagnosed. Thus,
monitoring of JCV infection, especially during the first 24
months after transplantation, is recommended.
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Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) driven post-transplant lymphoproliferative disease (PTLD) is a heterogeneous and potentially life-
threatening condition. Early identification of aberrant EBV activity may prevent progression to B-cell lymphoma. We measured
EBV DNA load and RNA profiles in plasma and cellular blood compartments of stem cell transplant (SCT; n = 5), solid
organ transplant recipients (SOT; n = 15), and SOT having chronic elevated EBV-DNA load (n = 12). In SCT, EBV DNA
was heterogeneously distributed, either in plasma or leukocytes or both. In SOT, EBV DNA load was always cell associated,
predominantly in B cells, but occasionally in T cells (CD4 and CD8) or monocytes. All SCT with cell-associated EBV DNA showed
BARTs and EBNA1 expression, while LMP1 and LMP2 mRNA was found in 1 and 3 cases, respectively. In SOT, expression of BARTs
was detected in all leukocyte samples. LMP2 and EBNA1 mRNA was found in 5/15 and 2/15, respectively, but LMP1 mRNA in
only 1, coinciding with severe PTLD and high EBV DNA. Conclusion: EBV DNA is differently distributed between white cells and
plasma in SOT versus SCT. EBV RNA profiling in blood is feasible and may have added value for understanding pathogenic virus
activity in patients with elevated EBV-DNA.

1. Introduction

Posttransplant lymphoproliferative disease (PTLD) is a
severe, (pre-)malignant complication in transplant recip-
ients, caused by Epstein-Barr-virus- (EBV-) driven B-cell
proliferation in periods of defective T-cell mediated immune
surveillance [1–3]. The pivotal role of EBV in PTLD
pathogenesis is illustrated by the expression of EBV latent
genes within PTLD lesions, including the abundant small
noncoding EBER1, 2 RNA, and the essential EBNA1 protein
being present in all proliferating B cells, and EBNA2 and
LMP1 oncogenes being expressed in only a subset of these
cells [2, 3]. At the single cell level, EBV gene expression

in PTLD tissues may be heterogeneous, with coexistence
of different EBV latency types as revealed by EBNA2
and LMP1 double staining immunohistochemistry [4, 5].
This heterogeneity relates to PTLD cell morphology, with
relatively small PTLD cells expressing EBNA2 in the absence
of LMP1, intermediate-sized cells express both EBNA2 and
LMP1 (latency-III or growth program), and with larger
immunoblastoid PTLD cells expressing LMP1 only in the
absence of EBNA2 (i.e., default program or latency type
II). The latter cells predominate and may have Hodgkin’s
Reed-Sternberg (HRS) cell-like morphology and a high
proliferative capacity. In addition, occasionally cells show
evidence of lytic viral replication [5, 6].
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PTLD affects both solid organ (SOT) and stem cell (SCT)
transplant recipients, but differs in pathogenesis. In EBV
naı̈ve SOT patients, the virus can be derived from the graft,
blood transfusions, and external sources. However, in EBV
carrying SOT recipients PTLD generally originates from
reactivating endogenous virus from latently infected B cells
of the host itself and frequently localises to the transplanted
organ [7]. In SCT patients, EBV might be mostly derived
from donor B cells or exogenous sources, since the endoge-
nous virus can be cleared by pretreatment conditioning
regimes [8]. In addition, paediatric patients developing
PTLD frequently are virus negative prior to transplantation
indicating EBV to originate from donor materials. In SCT
EBV-driven PTLD causes a more diffuse and systemic disease
initially resembling infectious mononucleosis or tonsillitis
and may present at multiple locations. PTLD in SCT usually
develops early after transplantation due to severe immuno-
suppression and delayed immune reconstitution [9].

Although PTLD is a highly progressive disease, it can
be reverted at early stages, and preemptive treatment is
indicated. This can be achieved by temporary lowering of
immunosuppression, by infusion of EBV-reactive T cells or
by Rituximab treatment combined with reduced immune
suppression [9]. Most PTLD patients show elevated levels of
EBV DNA in blood before onset of the disease. EBV DNA
load monitoring enables identification of the earliest stages of
EBV-driven B-cell hyperplasia [10–12]. EBV DNA is located
either in circulating cells or is present as cell-free fragmented
DNA in plasma. There is no evidence of EBV-DNA being
associated with cell-free infectious virions in blood. Cells
harbouring EBV DNA are likely to be B cells [13–15], but
occasionally T cells, monocytes, and immature dendritic cells
can be infected as well [16–18]. Whether circulating EBV
carrying cells in PTLD patients directly reflects the tissue-
bound PTLD cells in terms of viral gene expression is not
well defined [19]. A role for lytic EBV replication in PTLD
initiation is indicated in mouse models [20, 21], but may not
be relevant in transplant settings using prophylactic antiviral
agents [11, 12, 22, 23]. In fact, very little is known about
gene-expression profiles in circulating EBV-positive B cells
during (early stages of) PTLD and related lymphoprolifer-
ative disorders. Generally a direct concordance is assumed
between tissue-associated and circulating B cells, but this
remains to be established more firmly.

The aim of this study was to define the viral DNA
compartmentalisation in blood cells or plasma (or both)
and to describe viral gene expression patterns in circulating
lymphoid cells in SCT and SOT recipients with and without
PTLD. Therefore, unfractionated whole blood, plasma, and
isolated B- and T-cell fractions were quantitatively anal-
ysed for EBV DNA. In addition, we determined the EBV
transcriptional phenotype in blood of PTLD patients and
patients with early stage B-cell hyperplasia as identified by
circulating EBV DNA load elevations.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Clinical Specimens. Clinical samples were obtained from
stem cell transplant recipients at the University Medical

Center Utrecht, the Netherlands, and Erasmus Medical Cen-
ter, Rotterdam, the Netherlands, and from lung transplant
recipients at the University Medical Centre, Groningen, the
Netherlands. Whole blood samples were collected prospec-
tively as part of the routine diagnostic monitoring in both
SOT (n = 15) and SCT patients (n = 5) using standard pro-
cedures that have been described before [22, 23]. Data from
SOT patient 1 (Figure 3) were described in part previously
[11]. Larger blood samples for this study were taken at the
earliest time point of confirmed and sustained elevated EBV-
DNA load above the clinical cutoff, indicative of early-stage
PTLD [24]. PTLD was confirmed by EBER-RISH on biopsy
specimens as previously described [11, 22, 23]. Additionally,
in some SOT patients, whole blood samples (n = 12) were
collected during episodes of persistent high EBV-DNA load
at least 6 months after transplantation (Table 1). As control
for cell fractionation and FACS-analysis, whole blood and
peripheral blood mononucvlear cell (PBMC) samples from
a healthy EBV carrier (n = 1) and from a patient with
EBV-positive (Granzyme-B positive) NK/T-cell lymphoma
(n = 1) were collected as well [3, 24].

For DNA and RNA analysis 100 μL whole blood was
added to 900 μL NucliSens lysis buffer (BioMerieux, Box-
tel, The Netherlands) directly upon collection and stored
at −80◦C. Plasma was separated from whole blood by
centrifugation and stored at −20◦C. PBMCs were isolated
from whole blood by standard Lymphoprep centrifugation
(Greiner Bio-one, Nuremberg, Germany). PBMCs were
stored at approximately 5 × 106 cells/mL in liquid nitrogen
in 10% DMSO- RPMI-1640 medium (BioWhittaker, Basel,
Switzerland, containing 20% FCS (Hyclone, South Logan,
UT)).

2.2. Cell Separations Procedures. Upon thawing, viable
peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) were reiso-
lated by density gradient centrifugation over Lymphoprep
(Greiner Bio-one). On average 5×106 PBMCs were used per
donor. For the isolation of the B and T cells, two different
procedures were performed. In the first method PBMCs
were sorted in CD20, CD4, CD8, and monocytes by FACS
sorting. Monoclonal antibodies against CD20, CD4, CD8,
and CD14 were conjugated to, respectively, phycoerythrin
(PE), allophycocyanin (APC), Peridinin Chlorophyll-a pro-
tein (PerCp), and fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) and were
purchased from BD biosciences (Franklin Lakes, NJ). Cells
were incubated with moabs for 15 min on ice. After two
washing steps with PBS, cells were resuspended and sorted
by FACS-Calibur. During FACS sorting, measurements were
performed to check the purity of the populations. FACS data
were analyzed with DIVA software (Diva). Gating of the cells
was calibrated with sorted populations prepared from frozen
PBMCs of a single healthy individual during each experiment
and used in all sorting experiments. The sorted cells were
counted and added to 0.2 mL RNABee (AMS Biotechnology,
Oxon, UK). In the second method, B-lymphocytes were
isolated from PBMC by CD19 Dynabead M-450 selection
(Dynal Biotech, Smestad, Norway) according to the manu-
facturer’s protocol. From the remaining cells (designated as
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Table 1: SOT patients with chronic high viral load. Primary infection after transplantation is indicated.

Patient
Age

Gender Primary disease
Time after LTx Primary EBV infection

Years Years 0 = no, 1 = yes

1 57 M Extrinsic allergic alveolitis 14 0

3 13 M Cystic fibrosis 5 1

4 21 M Cystic fibrosis 3 0

5 19 F Cystic fibrosis 12 0

7 41 M Alpha-1-AT deficiency 11 0

8 32 M Cystic fibrosis 6 0

9 52 M Emphysema 11 0

10 23 M Cystic fibrosis 2 1

12 36 F Cystic fibrosis 6 0

14 42 M Alpha-1-AT deficiency 12 0

15 46 M Alpha-1-AT deficiency 11 0

16 9 M Cystic fibrosis 2 1

“non-B-cell fraction”), the T-cell and monocyte-cell popu-
lations were sorted by FACS using monoclonal antibodies
against CD4, CD8, and CD14 as described above. The cell
populations were counted and added to 0.2 mL RNABee.

2.3. EBV DNA and RNA Isolation. DNA and RNA were
isolated from clinical samples collected and stored in
NucliSens lysis buffer by silica-based extraction as described
previously [25]. For nucleic acid isolation 100 μL, whole
blood material was added to 900 μL Nuclisens lysis buffer.
After silica-based nucleic acid extraction according to the
manufacturer’s instruction, DNA and RNA were eluted in
100 μL. In addition, for increasing the concentration in PCR
of DNA from plasma specimens, DNA was isolated by Qiamp
DNA blood mini kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) according
to the manufacturer’s instructions. RNA from cellular origin
was isolated using RNABee (AMS Biotechnology, Oxon, UK)
as described by the manufacturer.

2.4. EBV DNA Load Quantification. EBV DNA copy num-
bers in clinical samples were determined using standardized
quantitative LightCycler-based real time PCR assays, target-
ing conserved 213 bp (intact virion DNA) or a 99 bp regions
(detects fragmented apoptotic virion DNA as well) of the
viral EBNA1 gene, as described in detail [26, 27].

2.5. EBV RNA Amplification. EBV-encoded transcripts for
EBNA1 (QK splice variants), LMP1, LMP2a and b, BARTs,
BZLF1 (ZEBRA), and the cellular low-copy U1A snRNP
transcript were detected using a two-step RT-PCR assay
consisting of a gene-specific multiprimed cDNA synthesis
followed by PCR amplification as described previously [28].
PCR products were loaded onto a agarose gel and blotted on
nylon membrane. The membrane was used for hybridization
with the specific γ32P-ATP labelled oligonucleotide probes
to determine their specificity. As a positive control, U1A
snRNP RT-PCR was performed on all samples as described
previously.

2.6. Statistical Analysis. The level of viral load in plasma was
compared to whole blood. The significance of differences
between categories was analyzed by means of the 2-tailed
Wilcoxon signed-rank test. P values <0.05 were considered
to be significant.

3. Results

3.1. EBV Viral DNA Load in Plasma and Whole Blood. EBV
DNA loads were determined in the circulation of early onset
and established PTLD patients. The DNA was measured in
different compartments in the blood of SCT patients (n = 5)
compared to SOT patients (n = 12). In the SCT patients, the
viral DNA load was analysed weekly after stem cell transplan-
tation in whole blood and plasma (Figure 1). EBV DNA load
was determined in plasma by the 99 bp LC PCR to enable
detection of fragmented DNA, whereas the 213 bp LC PCR
was used for analysing intact virion DNA for cell associated
EBV in whole blood. Plasma EBV DNA load was cross-
sectionally compared with EBV DNA load in PBMC. Highly
variable results were seen comparing PBMCs to the plasma
levels of EBV DNA (Table 1). The most extremes were the
total absence of EBV DNA in plasma of an SCT patient and a
DNA load of 1.4× 106 copies/106 cells in the simultaneously
obtained PBMC sample, indicating that EBV DNA was cell
associated. However, the contrary was also observed, with
high levels in plasma (3.7× 105 copies/mL) and undetectable
levels of EBV DNA in PBMC fraction of the same patient.
No clear relation was found between EBV DNA copies in the
whole blood (or PBMCs) and the plasma of the SCT patients.

In the SOT patients, the EBV DNA load was mainly
detected in whole blood (Figure 2) and only sporadically in
plasma. In most cases, the whole blood contained higher
levels EBV DNA copies than the parallel plasma (P = 0.028).
This showed that the circulating EBV DNA is mostly cell
associated in SOT patients.

3.2. EBV RNA Profiling of Circulating Cells in Transplant
Patients. In SCT patients having high levels of EBV DNA
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Figure 1: EBV RNA expression analysis in follow-up PBMC samples from SCT recipients in relation to plasma EBV DNA load kinetics. Viral
DNA load in plasma was monitored by quantitative RT-PCR after stem cell transplantation (y-axis). At the indicated time point viral load
was determined in plasma as well as in PBMCs. Presence of BARTs, EBNA1, LMP1, and 2 RNA was analysed by RT-PCR in 10e6 PBMCs.

in the cellular fraction (4 patients), EBNA1 and BART RNA
could be detected (Figure 1). Three of the patients had LMP2
positivity, whereas LMP1 RNA was not detectable. One
patient had LMP1 expression but LMP2 RNA was absent.
The patient without EBV load in the cellular fraction, who
was however positive for EBV DNA in the plasma (3.8 ×
105 copies/mL), showed no expression of EBV related RNAs
in the whole blood sample.

Since the elevated EBV DNA loads in SOT patients were
largely associated with circulating cells, the transcriptional
phenotype of EBV was analysed in the PBMCs of SOT

patients. Two patients were followed in time after they
received a lung transplantation. EBV DNA load and RNA
analysis is shown in Figure 3. From a larger group of
SOT patients (n = 15) with suspected PTLD early after
transplantation, RNA profiles were analyzed in whole blood
samples at time points of elevated (rising) EBV DNA load,
prior to reducing immune suppression as a preemptive
treatment. For analyzing the transcriptional activity of EBV,
multiprimed RNA profiles were made as described earlier
[28]. BART RNA was detected in all cases, whereas EBNA1
was only detectable in 2 subsequent samples in one patient.
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Figure 2: EBV DNA load analysed by quantitative PCR in whole
blood compared to plasma of SOT patients (n = 15).

Transcription of the major EBV-encoded oncogene LMP1 in
circulating cells was only seen in 1 patient and coincided
with peak levels in EBV DNA load and coexpression with
the LMP2 gene at end-stage PTLD, which was confirmed by
tissue biopsy. The expression of LMP2 RNA was temporarily
detected in 5 additional patients, who had a reversible PTLD,
confirmed by the detection of EBER-RNA in the biopsy but
disappearing after lowering immunosuppression. No ZEBRA
mRNA was detected (data not shown).

3.3. DNA and RNA Analysis in Patients with Chronic High
EBV Load after SOT. An additional group of SOT patients
(n = 12) did not show episodes of PTLD, although the EBV
DNA levels persisted at a high level (>2000 c/mL blood) for
several weeks. Overall, these patients were monitored for a
period of 1–14 years after transplantation. The immune sup-
pression of all cases was preemptively lowered after detecting
twice an elevated (>2000 c/mL) and increasing EBV viral
load. Results are shown in Table 2. The RNA from PBMCs
was positive in all cases for the low copy number cellular U1A
transcript serving as an internal positive (quality) control.
Among the EBV specific RNAs detected were BARTS in 10/12
of cases and LMP2 mRNA in 2/10 cases, whereas LMP1
mRNA was detected in only 1 patient during high levels
of circulating EBV DNA load with EBV DNA presence in
both plasma and PBMC fractions. There was no indication
of circulating dividing infected cells in any of the patients,
since the expression of Qp-driven EBNA1 RNA could not be
detected. Viral lytic replication was absent as well since the
ZEBRA mRNA was negative in all samples.

3.4. Origin of EBV DNA in SOT Patients with Chronic High
EBV DNA Load. Chronic high levels of circulating cell-
associated EBV DNA were observed in a subset of SOT
patients (n = 8). The origin of the persistent high DNA loads
was unclear and no signs of localised PTLD or progressive
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Figure 3: EBV RNA expression analysis in follow-up PBMC
samples from two SOT recipients in relation to EBV DNA load
kinetics. Viral load in whole blood was monitored by quantitative
PCR after solid organ transplantation. Presence of BARTs, EBNA1,
LMP1, and 2 RNA was analysed by RT-PCR in 106 PBMCs at the
indicated time points.

Table 2: EBV DNA load determination by LightCycler PCR
in simultaneously collected plasma and PBMC samples of 5
representative SCT patients.

SCT patient
EBV DNA load in
plasma (copies/mL)

EBV DNA load in PBMC
(copies/106 cells)

1 0 1426344

2 3740 6216

3 376000 0

4 26900 17471

5 20100 109

systemic lymphoproliferation was detected. Therefore, the
origin and cellular distribution of the elevated circulating
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EBV DNA was analysed. Stored PBMCs were isolated and
subsequently sorted into B and T cells. The cell sorting was
performed in 3 patients using CD19 beads to select the B
cells after which the non-B-cell fraction was sorted by FACS
into CD4 and CD8 T-cells and monocytes. In the other 5
patients, PBMCs were directly sorted by FACS into CD20
(B cell), CD4-, and CD8-positive (T cell) and CD14 positive
(monocyte) fractions. Gates were determined by the analysis
of sorted PBMC of a healthy donor, frozen in aliquots, and
thawed for each experiment. During FACS sorting, sorted
populations were checked for purity by direct FACS analysis
in between the procedure of sorting. The purity of the cell
fractions ranged from 85% to 100%. The contamination was
analyzed for markers of B and T cells and monocytes. In the
fractions that were not 100% pure, the contaminating cells
were not identified as B, T cells, or monocytes (all <1%).
PBMCs of a patient with EBV-positive NK/T lymphoma,
known to have a high viral load in T cells, were analysed as a
positive control.

The viral DNA load in the sorted cells of the patient
with NK/T lymphoma was located in the B cells (1.2 × 104

copies/105 cells), whereas the CD8 positive T cells (1.6 ×
104 copies/105 cells) and monocytes (2.0 × 104 copies/105

cells), had high levels of EBV DNA as well. Overall in
this patient, monocytes, B cells, and CD8 positive T cells
contained 18%, 1%, and 10% of total circulating EBV-DNA
load, respectively. In the healthy donor, only occasional low
level EBV DNA signals were found in the purified B-cell
fraction. The EBV DNA load in PBMCs of 6 SOT patients
with elevated whole blood loads was present in the B cells
and EBV DNA was neither detectable in the T cells nor in the
monocytes (Figure 4). In 2 patients (indicated by 1 and 2 in
Figure 4), some EBV DNA could be detected in the T cells
as well as in the monocytes, in addition to a high viral load
in the B cells (Figure 4(a)). In these 2 patients, the overall
level of viral DNA in PBMC only partly originated from B
cells, since the percentage of B cells in the PBMC fraction
was low (1–5%) compared to the amount of T cells (∼30%)
and monocytes (∼20%). Although T cells harboured a lower
amount of EBV DNA per cell equivalent, their contribution
to the absolute viral load in whole blood may be high due
to the higher numbers of T cells compared to B cells. The
monitoring of the viral load in the PBMCs determined in
these two patients after transplantation and the time of
sampling for FACS sorting is represented in Figure 4(b). Due
to limited sample sizes, no detailed RNA profiling could
be done on isolated PBMC subfractions. The overall whole
blood RNA patterns are shown in Table 3.

4. Discussion

This study shows that although both in SOT and SCT
patients the development of PTLD is preceded by increases
of EBV DNA load, the underlying biology of EBV-driven cell
proliferation in SCT and SOT is diverse. In SOT patients
the viral DNA is largely cell associated, whereas in blood
of SCT patients either cell-associated or cell-free EBV DNA
or (mostly) both can be detected. RNA profiles in the SCT

patients were complex showing the expression of BARTs,
EBNA1, and occasionally LMP1 and LMP2. Likely due to
the higher immune suppression in the SCT patients, the EBV
positive B cells are less silenced in their viral gene expression
than in the SOT patients. Interestingly, the RNA expression
profiles in circulating cells seem to show a more restricted
pattern as compared with the PTLD biopsy [4–6], suggesting
EBV transcriptional silencing before circulating cells leave
the lymphoid tissue environment [14, 15]. The absence of
EBNA1 mRNA in most whole blood or PBMC specimens
indicates that the circulating cells are not replicating and
are not simply reflecting the proliferating cells present in
PTLD tissues. This is in line with previous observations and
confirms the current prevailing model of EBV persistence,
where proliferation and latent gene expression are restricted
to lymphoid tissues, even in immunosuppressed individuals
[14, 29, 30].

High and rising levels of EBV DNA are frequently
detected at the onset of clinically apparent PTLD in SCT
patients as well as in SOT patients [8]. However, high EBV
loads alone are not informative for predicting PTLD, as most
patients with chronic and stable high EBV DNA loads in
this study did not develop PTLD [31]. Therefore, monitoring
for dynamic changes in EBV loads is more important in
identifying those at risk for developing PTLD and provides
more relevant information for adapting therapy [11, 22, 23,
31–34]. Although the viral load in SOT patients is largely
cell associated, as demonstrated by us and others previously,
in SCT patients EBV DNA is variably distributed between
cells and plasma [35]. This supports prior studies, showing
that in SCT plasma levels of EBV DNA can be well used for
diagnosis of EBV lymphoproliferation and PTLD risk [36].
However, in some SCT patients plasma can be virus-free with
parallel high levels in PBMC, as demonstrated in Figure 1,
SCT patient 1. Hence, in order to avoid false negative EBV
DNA load results in high risk SCT populations, we and
others have advocated the use of whole blood EBV DNA
testing as the preferred standardised diagnostic approach
[35, 37]. We observed no apparent correlation between the
amount of EBV DNA in plasma and whole blood or PBMC,
since SCT patients with the highest viral loads in plasma were
not necessarily the patients with a high level in the circulating
cells as was suggested earlier [34]. The origin of EBV DNA in
the circulation is not clear, but it may very well be derived
from apoptotic cells shed at early stage in PTLD as detected
in patients with nasopharyngeal carcinoma and Hodgkin’s
disease [38]. On the other hand, apoptotic EBV DNA may
reflect local activity of cytotoxic T cells and provide a signal of
emerging immune responses. In support of this, it has been
shown that EBV DNA in plasma of PTLD patients is cell-free
and nonencapsidated, although nucleosomal fragmentation
was not demonstrated directly [39].

Whole blood can also be used for monitoring PTLD risk
in SOT patients where the EBV DNA is mainly confined
to circulating cells [35, 40]. The cell-associated nature of
EBV DNA in SOT was shown earlier by EBER RNA in situ
staining in circulating B cells of a PTLD patient [11]. Here,
we confirmed the cell association of EBV DNA in SOT, since
EBV DNA levels in parallel plasma samples had values below
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Figure 4: (a) Localisation of EBV DNA in PBMCs of 8 SOT patients sorted into B cells, T cells, and monocytes. As control PBMCs of a
patient with NK/T lymphoma was used, indicated with an asterix. PBMCs were sorted by FACS in monocytes and B and T cells. Viral load
was determined in 10e5 sorted cells. The purity of the sorted cells was higher than 85%. (b) EBV DNA load in follow-up samples of SOT
patients. The arrow indicates the time point of sampling for the analysis of the viral load in the B cells, T cells, and monocytes.

Table 3: RNA profiles in circulation of SOT patients with chronic high EBV loads without PTLD. EBV DNA load and RNA profiles were
analysed in PBMCs. JY and B95-8 are EBV infected B cells with latency 3, which served as positive controls for RNA profile.

Patient
EBV DNA load RT-PCR

(Copies/mL plasma) (Copies/10∗ E6 PBMCs) BARTs EBNA1 QK LMP1 LMP2a LMP2b ZEBRA U1A snRNP

1 54 482 − − − − − − +

3 34 4487 + − − − − − +

4 0 258 + − − − − − +

5 0 923 + − − ± − − +

7 0 382 + − − − − − +

8 45 0 + − − − − − +

9 112 278 + − − − − − +

10 610 177 + − + ± − − +

12 0 76 + − − − − − +

14 21 105 + − − − − − +

15 21 160 + − − − − − +

16 41 126 − − − − − − +

JY RNA na na + + + + + + +

B95-8 RNA na na + + + + + + −
NT na na − − − − − − −
JY DNA na na − − − − − − −
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the COV level in contrast to high viral loads in whole blood.
This is in line with other independent SOT studies [40–
42].

The pathogenesis of PTLD reflects a complex interaction
of EBV-infected cells with the (allogenic) host environ-
ment and rejection-associated inflammatory events. Previ-
ous studies on EBV RNA expression profiling in PTLD
tissue indicated a type III latency (growth program) with
a combined expression of EBNA1 (reflecting proliferating
cells), EBNA2 (reflecting active transformation events), and
LMP1 plus LMP2 (growth activation). In contrast to PTLD
tissue, EBNA1 and LMP1 mRNA is almost never detected
in the circulating cells, whereas LMP2 mRNA can be found
more frequently in circulating cells. Only during early stage
acute primary infection such as latency type III cells has
been directly demonstrated in the circulation [43]. Our data
suggest that the detection of LMP1 mRNA in circulating cells
can be considered a danger signal reflecting premalignant
EBV-driven B-cell proliferation, which requires intervention.
In contrast, LMP2 can be detected more frequently and
is also described to be present in healthy individuals [14].
The percentage of LMP2 positive SOT patients is lower
than described earlier [30], but this may be due to the
difference in age of the patients in the two studies. The
biological activity of circulating EBV positive cells in both
SOT and SCT patients with elevated EBV-DNA loads
seems to differ from the PTLD tissue indicating that EBV
carrying B cells may undergo transcriptional silencing by
methylation of EBV promoters prior to entry into the
circulation.

The RNA profiles in the circulating cells of SCT patients
are more diverse compared to SOT patients. In most SCT
patients, RNA encoding BARTs, EBNA1, and LMP2 was
detectable, whereas in only one patient LMP1 mRNA was
detected. The presence of more viral RNA populations may
be due to a nonfunctioning immune system which is not fully
recovered yet. Therefore, it would be interesting to analyse
whether this reflected the EBV RNA expression in the bone
marrow. However, due to the lack of materials in the present
study, this remains as yet unresolved.

EBV is known to be B-cell associated; however, in chronic
EBV disease it is described that EBV can be detected in non
B cells [3] such as T/NK cells and monocytes [16–18]. In this
study in 13/15 chronic EBV patients, EBV was predominantly
detected in the B cells. In 2 patients, EBV DNA could also be
detected in the T cells (CD4 and CD8) and monocytes. EBV
infection and functional alteration of monocytes in vitro
which generally do not express the EBV receptor, CD21, was
shown before [44].

In conclusion, our data show that EBV in blood of
transplant patients with (chronic) elevated EBV DNA loads
is mainly confined to B cells which show limited EBV mRNA
expression, supporting the notion that (pre-)malignant
proliferation preferentially occurs in lymphoid tissues or in
the transplanted organ. These cells do circulate, but EBV
genes are probably switched off prior to entry into the blood
stream. In SOT patients with chronic high EBV DNA load, of
EBV, predominates in the B cells, but can occasionally persist
in T cells as well as the monocytes.
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Cytomegalovirus (CMV) infection is one of the most important infectious complications of transplantation. Monitoring CMV-
specific CD8 T cell immunity is useful for predicting active CMV infection and for directing targeted antiviral therapy. In this study,
we examined four basic parameters for validation of CMV-specific tetramer staining and peptide stimulation assays that cover five
most frequent HLA class I alleles. We also examined the potential use of CMV-specific CD8+ T cell numbers and functional and
cytolytic responses in two autologous HSCT recipients treated for multiple myeloma. The coefficient of variation (CV %) of the
precision within assays was 3.1−24% for HLA-tetramer staining, 2.5−47% for IFN-γ, and 3.4−59.7% for CD107a/b production
upon peptide stimulation. The precision between assays was 5−26% for tetramer staining, 4−24% for IFN-γ, and 5−48% for
CD107a/b. The limit of detection was 0.1−0.23 cells/μL of blood for tetramer staining, 0−0.23 cell/μL for IFN-γ, and 0.11−0.98
cells/μL for CD107a/b. The assays were linear and specific. The reference interval with 95% confidence level was 0−18 cells/μL
for tetramer staining, 0−2 cells/μL for IFN-γ, and 0–3 cells/μL for CD107a/b. Our results provide acceptable measures of test
performance for CMV immune competence assays for the characterization of CD8+ T cell responses posttransplant measured in
the absolute cell count per μL of blood.

1. Introduction

Clinical cytomegalovirus (CMV) is a significant cause of
morbidity and mortality in patients who have undergone
allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT)
or solid organ transplantation (SOT), despite the availability
of antiviral treatments [1–3]. Like all herpes viruses, the
primary CMV infection results in dissemination to almost
every organ and establishment of asymptomatic viral latency
in the immune-competent host [4]. CMV exposure is very
common in the general population. Depending on demo-
graphic and geographic parameters, CMV seroprevalence
rates range from 40 to 100% [5].

Cytotoxic CD8+ T cells play an important role in the
control of acute CMV infection and in the maintenance
of low viral loads during CMV latency [6, 7]. This con-
trol is mediated in an HLA class I restricted manner, in
which CMV-specific CD8+ T cells specifically recognize an

infected target via CD8+ T cell T-cell receptor (TCR) and
HLA molecules presenting specific viral epitopes. After this
specific recognition, CD8+ T cells become activated followed
by massive proliferation and exertion of effector function
toward infected cells. Inflammatory cytokines, including
IFN-γ, in conjunction with a number of other molecules
involved in degranulation of preformed lytic granules (e.g.,
CD107a and CD107b) are involved in the direct killing [8, 9].

Prophylactic antiviral treatments are effective at prevent-
ing invasive CMV disease posttransplant, but are typically
administered for a limited time due to the cumulative
drug toxicity and cost [10]. Consequently, after prophy-
laxis is stopped, there is a risk of CMV reactivation
and/or disease development in immune-suppressed CMV
seropositive patients [11]. Previous studies have shown
that CMV disease develops in more than half of HSCT
patients lacking detectable anti-CMV T-cell responses [12].
Accurate monitoring and quantification of CMV specific
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CD8+ T cell immunity posttransplant has the potential to
revolutionize the way antiviral therapies are utilized during
the posttransplant period.

HLA class I tetramers are an important tool enabling
physical enumeration and phenotypic characterization of
antigen-specific CD8+ T cells [13, 14]. In addition, in
vitro peptide stimulation followed by intracellular staining
for IFN-γ and CD107a/b is a well-established method to
measure the functional and cytotolytic characteristics of
these cells correspondingly [9, 15]. The purpose of our study
is to validate CMV-specific HLA class I tetramer staining and
peptide stimulation-based functional and cytolytic assays
that cover the most common HLA class I alleles in the general
population. We have examined four basic parameters of assay
validation (linearity, precision, sensitivity, and specificity)
and presented reference ranges of CMV-specific CD8+ T
cells and their numbers producing IFN-γ and CD107a/b
molecules upon peptide stimulation. In addition, we present
examples of the utility of the assays by evaluating CMV-
specific CD8+ T cell immune status in patients undergoing
HSCT.

2. Methods

2.1. Donors and Samples. Whole blood specimens were
obtained from healthy, CMV-seropositive adult donors (n =
33), who carried either HLA A∗01:01, A∗02:01, B∗07:02,
B∗08:01, and/or B∗35:01 alleles. The median age was 37
years old (range, 23–66); 11 females and 22 males. We
also obtained samples from multiple myeloma patients
undergoing tandem autologous HSCT. These subjects were
also being screened weekly for CMV reactivation using an
inhouse developed real-time quantitative CMV PCR assay.
All blood draws were carried out according to the approved
guideline procedures established by ARUP laboratories and
the University of Utah Hospital. The blood samples were
provided in heparin-anticoagulant tubes. Peripheral Blood
Mononuclear Cells (PBMC) were isolated from blood sam-
ples over Ficoll-Paque Premium medium (GE Healthcare).
All patient samples included in this study were identified
according to protocol 7275, approved by the University
of Utah Institutional Review Board, in order to meet the
patient confidentiality guidelines of the Health Information
Portability and Accountability Act.

2.2. Enumeration of CMV-Specific CD8+ T Cells with HLA-
Tetramers and Count Beads. Enumeration of the CMV-
specific CD8+ T cells was carried out on whole blood
(50 μL), using a panel of fluorescently labeled antibodies and
either of HLA-tetramer reagents restricted to HLA A∗01:01,
A∗02:01, B∗07:02, B∗08:01 and/or B∗35:01 alleles presented
in Table 1. CD3 FITC, CD8+ PE-Cy5 were purchased from
BD Biosciences; the tetramers were obtained from Beckman-
Coulter. The amount of the reagents was used according
to the manufacturer. Following staining, the whole blood
samples were treated with 500 μL of BD lysing solution (BD
Biosciences) to remove red blood cells and then transferred
into tubes with counting beads (BD Trucount Tubes, BD

Table 1: Major HLA class I alleles and defined CMV HLA class I
Epitopes.

HLA allele CMV epitope Name

HLA-A∗01:01 VTEHDTLLY A01-VTE

HLA-A∗02:01 NLVPMVATV A02-NLV

HLA-B∗07:02 TPRVTGGGAM B07-TPR

HLA-B∗08:01 ELRRKMMYM B08-ELR

HLA-B∗35:01 IPSINVHHY B35-IPS

Biosciences). The stained cells were analyzed on the FACS
Canto II flow cytometer. Data were collected in four different
dot plots with gates set to register events of three cell
populations and beads. The forward scatter (FSC) versus
side scatter (SSC) dot plot was used for setting up a gate
on the lymphocyte population, which could be distinctly
recognized by the size and granularity. The CD3 FITC versus
CD8+ PE-Cy5 dot plot originated from the lymphocyte gate
and was set to collect events corresponding to CD3+CD8+

T cell population. The CMV-specific HLA-tetramer versus
CD8+ dot plot was derived from the CD3+CD8+ T cell
gate to collect CMV-specific CD8+ T cells by placing a
single gate above CD8+ and CMV HLA-tetramer positive
cell population. The fourth dot plot, the side scatter versus
CD8+, was included to collect the counting beads located in
the upper right side of the plot.

2.3. CMV-Specific Functional and Cytotolytic Assay. Assess-
ments of T-cell function and cytoxicity were carried out
in parallel with the HLA-tetramer staining of whole blood,
using previously published protocols [15, 18]. PBMC were
isolated from the same whole blood sample used for
determining the absolute numbers of HLA-tetramer+ and
CD3+CD8+ T cells. The antigen stimulation was achieved
by adding a CMV-specific peptide (10 μg/mL), cognate to
its allele, and CD28 (1 μg) and CD49d (1 μg) costimulatory
antibodies (eBioscience) to a culture with isolated PBMC (1
× 106 cells). In order to facilitate the intracellular accumu-
lation of IFN-γ and prevent recirculation of CD107a and
CD107b during stimulation, the culture was supplemented
with Brefeldin A (BFA) and monensin during the last 4
hours of activation. We also added CMV-specific HLA-
tetramer to trace both responsive and unresponsive CMV-
specific CD8+ T cells. After total of 6 hours stimulation,
the cells were collected by centrifugation and stained
with CD8+, CD107a, and CD107b fluorochrome-conjugated
monoclonal antibodies. Detection of IFN-γ was achieved by
washing and permeabilization with a saponin-based buffer
(BD Cytofix/Cytoperm, BD Biosciences) and subsequent
staining with IFN-γ APC-conjugated antibody. CD107a and
CD107b FITC-conjugated antibodies were purchased from
eBioscience; IFN-γ APC was bought from BD Biosciences.
The stained cells were analyzed on the FACSCanto II flow
cytometer. Data were acquired in four different dot plots with
gates set to register events of 4 cell populations. The forward
scatter (FSC) versus side scatter (SSC) dot plot was used for
setting up a gate on the lymphocyte population. The SSC
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Table 2: Precision within assays.

HLA allele and peptide
Tetramer staining IFN-γ CD107a/b

Average CV% Average CV% Average CV%

A01-VTE 140.29 3.1 45.26 2.5 38.19 3.4

A02-NLV 9.44 5.6 2.52 15.8 2.84 15.6

B07-TPR 6.09 20 1.58 10 1.7 15.2

B08-ELR 5.79 15.2 0.84 34.9 1.31 8.2

B35-IPS 1.58 24 0.19 47 1.27 59.7

versus CD8+ PE-Cy5 dot plot derived from the lymphocyte
gated population and was set to collect events representing
CD8+ T cells. The CMV-specific HLA-tetramer versus IFN-γ
APC dot plot was derived from the CD8+ T cell gate to collect
CMV-specific CD8+ T cells producing IFN-γ by placing a
four quadrant gate. The forth dot plot CMV-specific HLA-
tetramer versus CD107a/b FITC dot plot was also derived
from the CD8+ T cell gate to register CMV-specific CD8+ T
cells expressing the cytolytic proteins.

2.4. Determining the Absolute Count of CMV-Specific CD8+

T Cells. The absolute count of CMV-specific CD8+ T cells
per 1 μL of blood was determined manually, according to
the BD Truecount Tubes (BD Bioscience, cat. no. 340334)
instructions, using the following equation: [no. of events
in Tetramer+ gate]/[no. of events in beads gate] × [no.
of beads per test tube]/[test volume of whole blood]. This
assay also determined the absolute count of lymphocytes and
CD3+CD8+ cells using the following formulas: [no. of events
in Lymphocyte gate]/[no. of events in beads gate] × no. [of
beads per test tube]/[test volume of whole blood], and [no.
of events in CD3+CD8+ gate]/[no. of events in beads gate]
× no. [of beads per test tube]/[test volume of whole blood].
The absolute count of CMV-specific CD8+ T cells producing
either IFN-γ or CD107a/b relied on the data obtained
from the enumeration of CMV-specific CD8+ T cells using
counting beads combined with the cell frequencies obtained
from the functional and cytolytic assay: IFN-γ+Tet+ absolute
count = [CD8+ T cells per μL of blood] × [no. events for
IFN-γ+Tet+]/[no. event for CD8+ T cells], [CD107a/b+Tet+

absolute count] = [CD8+ T cells per μL of blood] × [no.
events for IFN-γ+Tet+]/[no. event for CD8+ T cells].

2.5. Validation Parameters. Validation experiments were per-
formed according to protocols recommended by the Clinical
and Laboratory Standards Institute with minor modifi-
cations [http://www.clsi.org/]. Briefly, linearity was deter-
mined by serial dilution of PBMCs, isolated from CMV-
seropositive, and HLA-matched donors, which were then
either stained with tetramer or stimulated with peptide.
The experiments were carried out in triplicates. Precision
within assays was performed in five replicates. Precision
between assays was determined from three independent
experiments that were carried out in triplicates. Analytical
sensitivity for both tetramer staining and functional and
cytotoxicity assays was determined using either whole blood
or isolated PBMC from three CMV-seronegative donors.

The limit of detection was calculated as a concentration of
average of positive cells between donors plus 2 standard
deviations. Analytical specificity was evaluated using samples
from HLA-mismatched and HLA-matched healthy donors.
The reference ranges for both assays were established using
samples from 33 healthy CMV-seropositive donors.

2.6. Statistical Analyses. The data for linearity, precision
within an assay and between assays were analyzed using
EP Evaluator software (David G. Rhoads Associates, Inc.).
The reference ranges data analysis was carried out with
R software (The R Foundation for Statistical Computing),
[http://www.R-project.org/], by bootstrapping 10,000 times
with reference interval of 95%.

3. Results

3.1. Precision within Assays. In order to determine the extent
of variability within the HLA-tetramer staining and CMV-
peptide stimulation assays (intra-assay), we used whole
blood samples drawn from 5 healthy CMV-seropositive
donors with the HLA class I restriction representing HLA-
A∗01:01, HLA-A∗02:01, HLA-B∗07:02, HLA-B∗08:01, and
HLA-B∗35:01 alleles. The collected data derives from the
experiments carried out in 5 replicates on samples from
each donor in both assays. We determined the average and
a standard deviation (SD) using the absolute numbers of
CMV-specific CD8+ T cells and those producing IFN-γ and
CD107a/b, and then calculated the coefficient of variation
(CV%). Table 2 shows the results of the experiments. The
variability within HLA-tetramer staining assay was in range
between 3.1 and 24%. Similar pattern was observed in
CMV-peptide stimulated samples. CMV-specific CD8+ T
producing IFN-γ cells showed CV% range from 2.5 to 47%,
while the numbers for CD107a/b positive cells were between
3.4 and 59.7%.

3.2. Precision between Assays. The purpose of determining
the precision between assays (interassay) is to ascertain
the variability of a given assay performed at different time
points. We used the same donors and the overall experiment
outline, except that the assays themselves were carried out
separately three times in either 3 or 5 replicates. The average
numbers of cells/μL of whole blood were determined for each
of the 3 runs of HLA-tetramer staining and CMV-peptide
stimulation assays. We then used these numbers to calculate
the average and SD values of all 3 runs and used them to
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Table 3: Precision between assays.

HLA allele and peptide
Tetramer staining IFN-γ CD107a/b

Average CV% Average CV% Average CV%

A01-VTE 152.61 7 48.45 6 40.36 5

A02-NLV 9.63 4 2.47 3 2.85 2

B07-TPR 6.19 10 1.45 15 1.44 16

B08-ELR 6.69 12 0.89 12 1.24 16

B35-IPS 2.69 5 0.19 4 1.52 48

determine CV% of interassays. The results are shown in
Table 3. CV% of CMV-specific CD8+ T cells determined by
tetramer staining of whole blood was in range from 4 to 12%.
The CV% for IFN-γ and CD107a/b producing cells were
from 3 to 15% and from 2 to 48% correspondingly.

3.3. Linearity. CMV-specific CD8+ T cells are typically
present at very low frequencies in healthy CMV seropositive
donors. In order to include a wider range of the tetramer
positive cells in the analysis, PBMC were isolated from
seropositive, HLA-matched donors, and the cell densities
were adjusted to give 5-fold increase of tetramer positive cells
compared to the number expected in the whole blood. For
both HLA-tetramer staining and peptide assays, the samples
were 2- or 3-fold diluted and then either directly stained
with HLA-tetramers in a fixed volume and transferred
into tubes with beads or stimulated with corresponding
CMV-peptide in the presence of costimulatory antibodies
and HLA-tetramers and analyzed for IFN-γ and CD107a/b
production. Peptide stimulated samples were also transferred
into tubes with beads in order to acquire a fixed number of
the sample events. Both assays were carried out in triplicates.
Figure 1 shows the scatter plots with the results. All assays
were found to be linear.

3.4. Analytical Sensitivity. In order to determine the limit of
detection of CMV-specific CD8+ T cells and their subsets
producing IFN-γ and CD107a/b, we performed tetramer
staining of whole blood and CMV-peptide stimulation of
PBMC isolated from three CMV-seronegative donors. The
average of positive cells was calculated for each assay,
representing all five HLA alleles and corresponding CMV-
epitopes (Table 4). Our reported sensitivity for tetramer
staining is in range from 0.1 to 0.23 cells per uL of blood. The
analytic sensitivity for IFN-γ and CD107a/b CMV-specific
cells is in range from 0 to 0.23 and from 0.11 to 0.98 cells
per μL of blood correspondingly.

3.5. Analytical Specificity. The analytical specificity was eval-
uated by comparing the numbers of CMV-specific tetramer
positive cells and their subsets of IFN-γ and CD107a/b
producing cells upon peptide stimulation, using samples
from three HLA-mismatched and three HLA-matched CMV-
seropositive donors. The absolute numbers of positive cells
for representing each group of donors and HLA-alleles with
corresponding CMV-epitopes are shown in Tables 5 and
6. No significant cross-reactivity was detected in the blood

Table 4: Analytical sensitivity. Values represent number of cells per
μL of blood.

HLA allele and peptide Tetramer staining IFN-γ CD107a/b

A01-VTE 0.1 0.02 0.04

A02-NLV 0.19 0.23 0.98

B07-TPR 0.13 0.02 0.11

B08-ELR 0.23 0.11 0.34

B35-IPS 0.1 0 0.13

and peptide-stimulated samples from the allele mismatched
donors. As expected, all the allele matched donors exhibited
readily detectable, distinct subsets of CMV-specific CD8+ T
cells producing IFN-γ and CD107a/b (Tables 5 and 6). The
specificity level measured in samples from HLA-mismatched
donors was lower than limit of detection.

3.6. Reference Ranges. The study was carried out using
whole blood samples obtained from 33 healthy CMV-
seropositive individuals. The reportable ranges for HLA-
tetramers staining derive from the direct staining of whole
blood, while peptide stimulation data comes from stimulated
PBMC as described in Materials and Methods. We measured
CMV-specific CD8+ T cells using all 5 different tetramer
reagents and CMV peptides restricted to HLA-A∗01:01,
A∗02:01, B∗07:02, B∗08:01, and B∗35:01 alleles. A total of
62 distinct HLA-restricted results (as some of the donors
were positive for more than one tetramer) were collected for
each of the assays. For HLA-tetramer staining the reference
interval with 95% confidence level was 0 to 18 cells per μL
of whole blood. In terms of IFN-γ production, the reference
interval was 0 to 2 cells per μL of whole blood. The reference
interval for CD107a/b CMV-specific CD8+ T cells was 0 to 3
cells per μL of whole blood.

3.7. Monitoring CMV-Specific CD8+ T Cells and Determining
Their Function and Cytolytic Activities in HSCT Patients.
We then examined CMV-specific CD8+ T cell immune
recovery in two autologous HSCT recipients treated for
multiple myeloma. Both patients were CMV seropositive
prior to transplantation. Blood samples were collected before
high-dose chemotherapy was administered for autologous
HSCT, and then again on days 15 and 45 after stem cell
infusion. The data is shown in Figure 2. Baseline counts
represent each patient’s CMV CD8+ T cell immune status
before HSCT treatment. Both patients showed dramatic
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Figure 1: Linearity of tetramer staining and peptide-stimulation assays. Panel A shows the scatter plots of tetramer staining with five allele-
specific tetramer reagents. Panel B represents data for peptide-stimulation assay that measures INF-γ production. Panel C corresponds to
CD107a/b expression after stimulation with allele-specific peptides.

Table 5: Specificity of tetramer staining. Values represent number of cells per mL of blood.

Donors A01-VTE A02-NLV B07-TPR B08-ELR B35-IPS

HLA-mistmatched donor 1 0.2 0.32 0.1 0.2 0.3

HLA-mistmatched donor 2 0.1 0.31 0.1 0.1 0.1

HLA-mistmatched donor 3 0.1 0.33 0 0.3 0.1

HLA-matched donor 1 65.75 5.67 2.4 6.05 1.41

HLA-matched donor 2 10.36 11.84 2.19 4.13 5.56

HLA-matched donor 3 7.08 7.68 17.24 5.77 3.57

Table 6: Specificity of peptide stimulation assays. Values represent number of cells per mL of blood.

Donors
A01-VTE A02-NLV B07-TPR B08-ELR B35-IPS

IFN-γ CD107a/b IFN-γ CD107a/b IFN-γ CD107a/b IFN-γ CD107a/b IFN-γ CD107a/b

HLA-mistmatched donor 1 0 0 0 N/A 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.07 0.02 0.05

HLA-mistmatched donor 2 0 0.03 0.09 0.65 0.05 0.02 0.02 0.05 0 0.06

HLA-mistmatched donor 3 0 0.1 0.22 0.78 0.02 0.05 0.06 0.21 0 0

HLA-matched donor 1 2.33 1.92 1.17 3.96 0.33 0.48 0.62 1.77 0.39 1.57

HLA-matched donor 2 1.37 1.65 2.44 7.51 0.75 0.79 0.26 0.67 2.34 1.7

HLA-matched donor 3 0.71 0.73 1.08 4.84 3.32 1.86 0.33 0.46 0.32 1.04
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Figure 2: Results of CMV-related immune competence assays in two patients treated with autologous HSCT. Absolute counts of CD8+ T
cells (a); CMV tetramer-specific CD8+ T cells (Tet+) (b); Tet+ IFN-γ-producing cells (c); Tet+ CD107a/b+ cells (d) are shown per microliter
of blood. Results are presented for CMV-specific HLA-A∗01:01 tetramer (A1-VTE), and HLA-B∗08:01 tetramer (B8-ELR). Baseline counts
correspond to results before transplantation.

decrease in the number of CD8+ T cells and absence of
CMV-specific CD8+ T cell immunity on day 15 post-HSCT.
Recovery of CMV-specific CD8+ T cell numbers and their
functional and cytolytic activities was evident at 45 days
posttreatment in both individuals. However, the recovery
of the cell populations was much more pronounced in one
patient compared to the other one. In the latter, the absolute
numbers of total CMV-specific CD8+ T cells and those
producing IFN-γ and CD107a and CD107b remained below
baseline values.

4. Discussion

CMV is one of the most important opportunistic pathogens
affecting HSCT and SOT recipients, with detrimental direct
and indirect health effects [1–3]. Reactivation of the virus
occurs in 70–80% seropositive patients, and if not treated,
20–35% of them will develop tissue-invasive CMV disease

that is associated with significant morbidity and mortality
(direct effects) [19]. The genome of CMV encodes a number
of viral proteins that are able to downmodulate the host
immune system and consequently facilitate the development
of other opportunistic infections as well as allograft (indirect
effects) [20]. Prevention of CMV disease posttransplant can
be achieved with antiviral prophylaxis. Although proven to
be effective, there are several concerns about antiprophylactic
treatments. The drugs are only effective while the patient is
taking them and the medication related side-effects are well
documented [3]. Furthermore, CMV can also develop drug
resistance after prolonged exposure to antiviral therapy.

Examining CMV-specific T cell immunity in patients
who have undergone either HSCT or SOT is critical for a
comprehensive medical assessment of patients who might
be at risk of developing CMV disease. An ideal immune
monitoring assay should provide measurements of T cell
number and function. There are a variety of T cell assays
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for CMV immunity in experimental setting without clear
clinical application [21]. Most assays rely on the detection of
IFN-γ by ELISA or ELISPOTs after stimulation with CMV
specific antigens. Test sensitivity in these assays decreases
after transplantation due to lymphopenia and immuno-
suppression. Furthermore, these assays cannot differentiate
CD4+ and CD8+ T cells. Approaches directed at evaluating
CMV-specific T cell immune competence at the single-cell
level, such as HLA-tetramer-based assays combined with
intracellular cytokine staining upon peptide stimulation,
overcome those issues. While enumeration of CMV-specific
CD8+ cells with HLA-tetramers determines the absolute
numbers of these cells in whole blood samples, intracellular
cytokine staining, and staining of cytolytic markers provide
an assessment of functionality of these cells.

An ideal CMV-specific T cell immune competence assay
for clinical use should be precise, reproducible, have a
rapid turnaround time, and be robust enough to allow
shipping of specimens to specialized referral laboratories.
In this study, we focused our effort on validating three
assays that are designed to measure the numbers of CMV-
specific CD8+ T cells and determine their functional and
cytolytic activities with respect to production of IFN-γ and
CD107a/b molecules. The study was designed to determine
the absolute number of cells in blood samples instead of
simply measuring the cells frequencies. The rational for that
is (1) total numbers of lymphocytes and all the other major
subsets such as CD8+ T cells varies from one individual to
another; (2) patients undergoing transplant treatment have
dramatically reduced numbers of all lymphocytes subsets,
which makes it difficult to ascertain the level of CMV
immune competence of the recipient. We choose five HLA
class I alleles (HLA-A∗01:01, A∗02:01, B∗07:02, B∗08:01,
and B∗35:01) that are found in >80% of the general
population [22] as a starting point and plan to validated
more alleles in the future.

The analysis of data derived from the reproducibility
studies of CMV-specific CD8+ T cell quantitations revealed
a relatively wide range of CV values in both intra- and
interassays (3 to 24%). Interestingly, comparison of CVs
revealed an inverse correlation with the absolute counts
of CMV-specific cells: the higher the cell count the lower
CV was determined. Accordingly, higher CV values were
found for CMV-specific CD8+ T cells expressing IFN-γ
and CD107a and CD107b molecules (up to 60% for HLA-
B∗35:01), as they typically represented 10–50% of the total
antigen-specific population. Similar observations were made
in other studies [23]. Maecker and colleagues compared
three assays (HLA-tetramer staining, intracellular cytokine
staining, and ELISPOT) examining HLA-A∗02:01 CMV
responses restricted to a single epitope in three seropositive
donors. Although they measured the cell frequencies instead
of the absolute cell numbers, in their study, CVs of interassays
was in range of 10–35% for tetramer staining and 7–50% for
intracellular IFN-γ assay [23]. When the results from both
studies are compared, one can conclude that the CV range
in reproducibility studies is dependent on the size of a cell
population rather than HLA allele restriction and associated
epitope.

Linearity studies were challenging to carry out because of
the small size of CMV-specific CD8 T cells that are normally
present in the blood of healthy donors. To overcome this
obstacle, we adjusted the cell density to obtain 5-fold increase
of tetramer-specific cells per μL of a sample. After serial
dilutions of samples in both the tetramer and peptide
stimulation assays, the frequencies of CMV-specific CD8
T cells and their subsets producing IFN-γ and CD107a/b
compared to the total lymphocyte and CD8 T cell population
remained the same (data not shown). This indicates that the
reduction of the total number of lymphocytes and antigen-
presenting cells after dilution has not affected the quality of
the assays. The absolute cell counts that we have measured
after the dilution were in different ranges with respect to
HLA allele restriction and corresponding CMV-epitope. For
the tetramer staining, the starting points were as high as
500 cells (HLA-A∗01:01) and as low as 9 cells per ul of a
sample (HLA-B∗35:01). Linearity was found at all points
measured. Similarly, the peptide stimulated samples had a
very wide range, although somewhat lower than tetramer
staining, and linear as well. Linearity over such a wide range
makes both assays valid for clinical studies of healthy and
infected individuals, as the later might exhibit much higher
cell counts of CMV-specific CD8 T cells during periods of
virus reactivation.

Analytical sensitivity is another important parameter
in validation studies. It allows determining the minimum
staining in intensity above nonspecific levels [24]. In the
present study, we tested samples from 3 CMV-seronegative
donors for each assay and the corresponding HLA-tetramers.
Our data is in agreement with previously published studies
of tetramer staining [25]. The limit of detection for tetramer
staining and peptide stimulation assays were 0.10–0.23
(Tet+), 0–0.23 (IFN-γ), and 0.1–0.98 (CD107a/b) cells per
ul of blood. These numbers have only scientific merit; the
clinician using these assays ought to use integers in clinical
studies for a clearer interpretation.

The objective of analytical specificity studies is to
determine the performance of a given reagent with its
specific target [24]. In this study we used samples from
HLA-mismatched, CMV-seropositive donors to determine
the level of cross-reactivity for all three assays. Examples of
correct specificity derived from experiments that were car-
ried out with samples of HLA-matched, CMV-seropositive
donors. Our results indicate very strong specificity levels for
all assays and tetramer reagents as the absolute cell counts
were lower than limits of detection. Rare examples of cross-
reactive CD8 T cell epitopes and HLA alleles have been
described in humans and mice [26, 27]. No such data were
obtained in this study.

Determining the reference intervals provides important
information regarding CMV-immune status of the patients.
In this study, we investigated healthy CMV-seropositive
donors, assuming that they would represent the numbers
indicative of the level of protective CD8 T cell immu-
nity to CMV reactivation. Reference intervals for tetramer
staining (0–18 cells per μL), IFN-γ (0–2 cells per μL),
and CD107a/b (0–3 cells per μL) assays were determined
with 95% confidence level, excluding the data from two
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donors. Those were defined as out-layers, showing 65.75
and 89.88 tetramer positive cells per μL of blood. We
think those unusually high numbers might indicate a recent
asymptomatic CMV reactivation that has been documented
previously [4]. Consistently lower numbers found for IFN-γ
and CD107a/b CMV-specific CD8 T cells, compared to
the tetramer positive cells, reflects the nature of latently
persistent infections rather than advantage of one assay over
another. Unresponsive, dysfunctional CD8 T cells specific
to CMV and EBV latently persistent infections have been
described extensively [18].

Finally, we examined the potential use of CMV-specific
CD8+ T cell numbers and functional and cytolytic responses
in two autologous HSCT recipients treated for multiple
myeloma. Both patients were positive for CMV infection by
serology at the time of transplantation. In both cases, no
anti-CMV prophylaxis was given after transplant. Prevention
of CMV disease was done with the early initiation of
preemptive therapy based on the results of weekly plasma
CMV quantitative real-time PCR testing. The results showed
that both patients had a decrease in the number of CD8+

T cells below assay sensitivity and absence of CMV-specific
CD8+ T cell functional and cytotoxic responses 15 days
after autologous HSCT (Figure 2). This is expected due to
conditioning therapy that patients undergo prior to trans-
plant. Interestingly, testing done 45 days after transplantation
revealed that one patient had a pronounced recovery of
CMV-specific CD8+ T cell numbers and their functional and
cytolytic activities, while in the other the absolute numbers
of total CMV-specific CD8+ T cells and those producing
IFN-γ and CD107a and CD107b remained below or close
to baseline values (Figure 2). The difference in the speed of
recovery of CMV-specific CD8+ T cell numbers and their
functional and cytolytic activities between patients suggest
that one patient might have recovered immunity against
CMV infection much earlier that the other one. In both
cases no evidence of CMV reactivation was documented
by viral replication testing during the initial 45-day period
posttransplant. Remarkably, the patient with slow recovery
of CMV immunity developed CMV viremia at day 62
posttransplant that required preemptive therapy, whereas the
patient with rapid recovery remains free of CMV reactivation
up to one year posttransplant in the absence of antiviral
prophylaxis.

The results of CMV-specific CD8+ T cell immune
competence and viral replication monitoring in these two
patients suggest that combined use of these assays can guide
antiviral therapy posttransplant. In this regard, a recent
study using HLA tetramers for prediction of recurrent or
persistent CMV infection or disease in allogeneic HSCT
found that delayed recovery of CMV-specific T cells (<7
cells/mL during first 65 days after transplantation) is a
significant factor for developing recurrent or persistent CMV
infection compared to patients showing rapid recovery [25].
No functional or cytotoxic activity of CMV-specific CD8+ T
cells was analyzed in those patients. More studies are needed
to determine whether specific thresholds in number and
functional activity of CMV-specific T cells can be used to
guide prophylactic protocols.

5. Conclusion

This study provides target values for CMV immune compe-
tence assays for the characterization of CD8+ T cell responses
posttransplant measured in the absolute cell count per μL of
blood. The CV range in precision studies is dependent on
the size of cell populations rather than HLA allele restriction
and associated epitope. CMV tetramer-based functional and
cytotoxic monitoring can be an important tool for clinicians
to evaluate the risk of CMV disease posttransplant and guide
prophylactic and preemptive therapeutic choices.
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BK polyomavirus infection is the important cause of virus-related nephropathy following kidney transplantation. BK virus reac-
tivates in 30%–80% of kidney transplant recipients resulting in BK virus-related nephropathy in 1%–10% of cases. Currently, the
molecular processes associated with asymptomatic infections in transplant patients infected with BK virus remain unclear. In this
study we evaluate intrarenal molecular processes during different stages of BKV infection. The gene expression profiles of 90
target genes known to be associated with immune response were evaluated in kidney graft biopsy material using TaqMan low
density array. Three patient groups were examined: control patients with no evidence of BK virus reactivation (n = 11), infected
asymptomatic patients (n = 9), and patients with BK virus nephropathy (n = 10). Analysis of biopsies from asymptomatic viruria
patients resulted in the identification of 5 differentially expressed genes (CD3E, CD68, CCR2, ICAM-1, and SKI) (P < 0.05), and
functional analysis showed a significantly heightened presence of costimulatory signals (e.g., CD40/CD40L; P < 0.05). Gene ontol-
ogy analysis revealed several biological networks associated with BKV immune control in comparison to the control group. This
study demonstrated that asymptomatic BK viruria is associated with a different intrarenal regulation of several genes implicating
in antiviral immune response.

1. Introduction

Innovations to immunosuppressive regimens have improved
patient and kidney transplant survival rates; however, drug-
induced immune suppression has also resulted in significant
increases in complications associated with infections. BK
polyomavirus (BKV) infections have emerged as an impor-
tant cause of virus-related nephropathy following kidney
transplantation in the era of modern immunosuppressive
therapies [1]. BKV has been shown to reactivate in 30%–80%
of kidney transplant recipients but only in 1%–10% of cases
resulted in the development of BKV nephropathy (BKVN)
associated with subsequent kidney graft deterioration and
failure [2–5].

Recently, the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) has been
used for routine monitoring of BKV replication in peripheral
blood [5]. However, PCR screening has demonstrated that
a majority of kidney transplant recipients are BKV positive
in urine but not blood and never develop BKV nephropathy
with graft function deterioration. Furthermore, it was shown
that patients with asymptomatic viruria presented with
significant BKV viral loads in kidney graft biopsy specimens
[6], suggesting successful control of the BKV infection by the
host immune system.

Generally, innate immunity and nonspecific effector
mechanisms represent a first line of defense against infection,
followed by the development of more specific, acquired
immune responses. Active viral replication in tissues has
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been considered to be a trigger point for inflammation, and
cellular immunity has been suggested to play a critical role
in viral control. Recently, it was shown that patients with self-
limited BKV reactivation without therapeutic intervention
developed BKV-specific T cells and cleared BKV rapidly
compared to patients suffering from BKV associated-neph-
ropathy [7].

However, the process of successful BKV control on
molecular level has not been fully described.

In this study, we investigated the intrarenal specific trans-
cripts during a different outcome of BKV infection in kidney
graft.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Patients. Based on the BKV monitoring study [8] and
histopathological archive of the Institute for Clinical and
Experimental Medicine, Prague, different patient groups
were established as follows. (i) The asymptomatic viruria
group (AV) (n = 9) presented with BK viral urine loads
higher than 107/mL [9] on the day of protocol biopsy (3
months after transplant). These patients never developed
BKV-associated nephropathy and were negative for BKV
replication screening in both urine and blood 12 months
after transplantation. Protocol kidney graft biopsies revealed
normal findings free of rejection and patients had stable
graft function. (ii) Control group (NCG) (n = 11) consisted
of patients who were neither BKV positive in urine nor in
serum at any time-point after kidney transplantation. None
of the patients exhibited allograft rejection; protocol biopsy
was normal and patients had stable f graft function. (iii) The
BK virus nephropathy (BKVN) group consisted of patients
(n = 10) with BKV-associated nephropathy. Eight patients
presented with BKV-associated nephropathy prior to the
start of the study and archived biopsy specimens for molec-
ular biology were used for analysis. In 2 cases, BKV-asso-
ciated nephropathy developed during the course of the study.
Histological confirmation of BKV-associated nephropathy
was defined as detection of viral cytopathic changes with
intranuclear inclusion bodies, associated renal tubular epi-
thelial cell injury, including tubular epithelial cell necrosis,
and denudation of basement membranes, as well as positive
immunohistochemical staining for the SV40 T large antigen.
Patients’ clinical and demographic variables are to be found
in Table 1.

Three months after transplantation, protocol kidney
graft biopsies were performed in all patients from group I
and II and a part of the biopsy specimen fixed for molec-
ular biology analysis at a later date. The study protocol was
approved by the Ethics Committee of the Institute for Clini-
cal and Experimental Medicine in Prague and a written
informed consent was obtained from all patients.

2.2. RNA Isolation and TaqMan Low Density Array (TLDA).
Small portions (∼2 mm) of the cortical or juxtamedullary
zone from biopsy specimens were immediately stored in
RNA later (Ambion Corporation, Austin, TX). Renal tissues

were homogenized; total RNA were extracted using Strat-
aPrep Total RNA Microprep Kit (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA,
USA) and reverse transcribed into complementary DNA
(cDNA) as described elsewhere [10].

The gene expression profile of 90 candidate gene targets
known to play roles in the elicitation of immune responses
(e.g., genes involved in cytokine expression, costimulatory
molecules, growth factors, chemokines, immune regulation,
apoptosis markers, and ischemia markers) was determined
using real-time RT-PCR (2−ΔΔCt) with GAPDH as internal
control and cDNA from a control kidney serving as the
calibrator in 30 renal biopsy specimen analyses. All evaluated
genes are described in Table S1 in Supplementary Material
available online at doi:10.1155/2012/972102. Each immune
TLDA profile contains lyophilized gene expression reagents
(primers and probes (FAM labeled)) in a preconfigured 384
well format. Two samples in duplicate were analyzed per
card. Each loading port was filled with a 100 μL cDNA,
nuclease free water, and 2X TaqMan universal PCR master
mix. Following centrifugation, cards were sealed with a
TLDA sealer (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) to pre-
vent cross-contamination. RT-PCR amplification was per-
formed using an ABI Prism 7900 H.T. Sequence Detection
system (Applied Biosystems). TLDA cards were analyzed as
relative quantification (RQ) and RQ manager 1.2. software
for automated data analysis was used (Applied Biosystems).

2.3. Statistical and Functional Analyses. Continuous variables
were presented as the mean ± SD (standard deviation). Sta-
tistical analysis of categorical characteristics was performed
using the χ2 test, of continuous parametric and nonpara-
metric variables using student’s t-test and Mann-Whitney U
tests. The Bonferroni correction was used when appropriate.
Supervised hierarchical clustering was performed using the
MeV (V.3) software in order to visualize results. Gene
expression data were compared using the Mann-Whitney U
test followed by the Bonferroni correction.

For functional analysis, large-scale data management was
used to identify specific transcript patterns. In the set analy-
sis, genes were grouped into sets determined by their anno-
tation and then compared between defined groups. For the
functional analysis, 2 types of set analyses were used. Since
a limited number of genes were assessed, the fully coupled
flux analysis that reflects the analysis of the pathway fragment
was used as the first set analysis [11]. Fully coupled flux
represents a gene network that corresponds to a pathway in
which non-zero flux for one reaction implies a nonzero flux
for a second reaction, and vice versa. This flux represents the
strongest qualitative connectivity that can be identified in a
network. The genes coupled by their enzymatic fluxes were
shown to have similar expression patterns, share trans-
criptional regulators, and frequently reside in the same
operon. The second gene set type analysis included genes
sharing a common gene ontology [12]. For the use of func-
tional analysis, gene expression data were log transformed
and compared between groups with one-way analysis of
variance (ANOVA) followed by the Bonferroni correction to
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Table 1: Demographics and transplant related variables.

CG (n = 11) BKVN (n = 10) AV (n = 9) P∗ value

At baseline

Recipient age (years) 50 ± 10 44 ± 21 47 ± 10 ns

Donor age (years) 49.2 ± 13 47 ± 18 46 ± 15 ns

Living donor (n, %) 1/9% 3/30% 1/22% ns

Gender (male, %) 6/54% 3/30% 6/66% ns

HLA mismatches 3 ± 1 4 ± 1 2 ± 1 ns

Peak level of PRA 5 ± 7 44 ± 40 1 ± 1 ns

CMV serostatus

D−/R− 1/9% 1/10% 1/11% ns

D−/R+ 1/9% 1/10% 1/11% ns

D+/R− 3/27% 1/10% 1/11% ns

D+/R+ 6/54% 7/70% 6/66% ns

Dialysis before TX (months) 19 ± 10 27 ± 15 32 ± 26 ns

At 3M biopsy

Time after TX 94.8 ± 5.8 343 ± 268 85.6 ± 13.5 ns

BMI (kg/m2) 23.5 ± 4.8 27.3 ± 4.3 27.2 ± 4.7 ns

Immunosuppression

Induction 36% 50% 44% ns

Tacrolimus 73% 80% 89% ns

Cyclosporin A 27% 0% 0 ns

mTOR 18% 40% 11% ns

Mycophenolate mofetil 55% 70% 89% ns

Prednisone 73% 90% 89% ns

CIT (deceased donor) 20 ± 3 13 ± 9 19 ± 3 ns

Serum creatinine (μmol/L) 112 ± 60.3 210 ± 67.2 126 ± 35.3 ∗∗

Serum creatinine at 36-month followup 122.6 ± 37.3 NA 144.1 ± 69.5 ns

Data shown as mean ± standard deviation if not indicated otherwise. ESRD: end-stage renal disease; CIT: cold ischemia time; PRA: panel reactive antibody;
BMI: body mass index; TX: transplantation; ∗∗(P < 0.01) BKVN versus negative control group; ns: not significant; ∗P values for categorical data χ2 or Fisherś
test and for continuous variables Mann-Whitney U test (Student’s t-test where appropriate).

appropriately account for multiple comparisons. Set-level
analysis was carried out using XGENE.ORG [13, 14].

3. Results

3.1. Gene Expression Profiles. We first determined whether
the 90 candidate target transcripts identified differed in their
levels of expression between the groups. Using these criteria,
cohorts of patients with asymptomatic viruria and the
negative control group were established; we also examined
archived biopsies from patients with histologically proven
BKV-associated nephropathy.

Using hierarchical clustering, different gene transcript
profiles were identified among the study groups. Hierar-
chical clustering demonstrated that gene transcript profiles
expressed in kidney graft tissues in patients not testing BKV
positive were similar to profiles observed in patients present-
ing with asymptomatic BKV viruria who did not present
with BKV positive blood samples or BKV-associated neph-
ropathy. However, gene transcript profiles identified in
patients with BKV-associated nephropathy formed a signif-
icantly different cluster (Figure 1).

3.2. Characterization of Intrarenal Gene Transcript Profiles in
Patients with Asymptomatic BK Viruria. In order to identify
the nature of intrarenal immune mechanisms associated with
the control of BKV infections, intrarenal graft transcripts
from patients with asymptomatic viruria or patients in the
negative control group were analyzed. Five differentially
expressed genes were identified, including upregulation of
the T cell (CD3E) and macrophage (CD68) markers, in addi-
tion to genes encoding the receptor for the monocyte chemo-
attractant protein-1 (CCR2; a chemokine which specifically
mediates monocyte chemotaxis) and the adhesion molecule,
ICAM-1. The SKI protooncogene, involved in downregula-
tion of TGF-β1 gene transcripts, was significantly downreg-
ulated in the asymptomatic BKV infection group (P < 0.05)
(Table 2).

Functional analysis revealed that patients with asymp-
tomatic viruria exhibited significantly higher expression
levels of the costimulatory signals CD40/CD40L (P < 0.05)
compared to the negative control group. In addition, groups
of genes sharing a common ontology were analyzed, reveal-
ing that several biological networks were involved in BKV
immune control. These networks were involved primarily
with B cell proliferation (BCL2, CD40, CD40L, IL10), T cell
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Figure 1: Hierarchical clustering of 3 studied groups. This heat map represents all 90 immune targets assayed (plus endogenous control).
Medians of logarithmed relative quantification (RQ) values for each group were used to create the heat map. Red denotes genes with relative
increased expression while green denotes genes with relative decreased expression.

proliferation (CD28, CD3E, IL12A, IL4, PTPRC), transmem-
brane receptor tyrosine kinase pathways (CD4, CD8A, FN1),
proteolysis (ACE, ECE1, GZMB, LTA, REN), protein kinase
binding (CD3E, CD4, PTPRC), antiapoptotic processes
(BCL2, BCL2L, CCL2, CD40L, FAS, IL10, IL1A), and leuko-
cyte adhesion (CD40L, ICAM1) (Table 3).

3.3. Identification of Intrarenal Gene Transcripts Associated
with BKV-Associated Nephropathy. The BKVN group dis-
played differential regulation of 33/90 genes analyzed. The
most differentially regulated genes were CCL2, CCL5, CCR2,
CD4, CD68, FASL, GNLY, IL1B, IL2RA, IL8, PRF1, PTPRC,
and TNF (all P < 0.01 compared to the negative control
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Table 2: Genes with different regulation in asymptomatic viruria group.

Gene Control group Asymptomatic viruria group P value∗

CCR2 0 (0–6.38) 0.3 (0–31.7) 0.02

CD3E 0.53 (0.03–37.3) 117 (0.15–1120) 0.04

CD68 0.61 (0.05–1.38) 1.15 (0.72–4.96) 0.04

SKI 2.32 (0.29–13.2) 0.47 (0.07–13) 0.04

ICAM1 0.03 (0–0.08) 0.34 (0.02–2.12) 0.05

Data are shown as median (minimum–maximum) of relative quantity (RQ) of gene expression calculated with regard to the reference gene (GAPDH) and
calibrator.
∗P values calculated by Mann-Whitney U test followed by the Bonferroni adjustment.

Table 3: Biological networks within graft tissue associated with asymptomatic BK viruria.

GO term Genes annotated P value∗

Soluble fraction
GO:0005625
GO:0005625

ACTB, CCL3, CCR2, CD40LG, FAS, IL13, SELP 0.0296

B lymphocyte proliferation, B cell proliferation GO:0042100 BCL2, CD40, CD40LG, IL10 0.0364

Transmembrane receptor tyrosine kinase pathway GO:0007169 CD4, CD8A, FN1 0.0394

Proteolysis GO:0006508 ACE, ECE1, GZMB, LTA, REN 0.0416

Protein kinase binding GO:0019901 CD3E, CD4, PTPRC 0.0426

Platelet activation GO:0030168 CD40, CD40LG 0.0428

Positive regulation of T cell proliferation GO:0042102 CD28, CD3E, IL12A, IL4, PTPRC 0.0444

Antiapoptosis GO:0006916
BCL2, BCL2L1, CCL2, CD40LG, FAS, IL10, IL1A

“IL1B,” “IL2,” “TNF,” “TNFRSF18”
0.0466

Leukocyte cell-cell adhesion GO:0007159 CD40LG, ICAM1 0.0466

T cell receptor complex GO:0042101 CD3E, CD4, CD8A 0.0484
∗P values by ANOVA followed by Bonferroni adjustment.

group). These genes are primarily involved in T cell signaling,
chemotaxis, activation, and cytotoxicity (Table 4).

Functional analysis revealed that patients with BKVN
had significantly higher expression levels of the flux for the
FASL/FAS (P < 0.05) and CD28, CD80, CD86 (P < 0.05),
signaling molecules associated with apoptosis, and costimu-
lation. Moreover, a broad spectrum of molecular networks
were shown to have an identical ontology, that is, genes
associated with the positive regulation of NF-κB transcrip-
tion and intracellular signal transduction (TNF, TGFB1),
chemotaxis (CCL3, CCL5, IL18, IL1B, IL8, VEGF), activation
of MAPK activity (IKBKB, TGFB1, TNF), and negative reg-
ulation of viral genome replication (CD80, IL8). A detailed
description of ontology-related genes associated with BKV-
associated nephropathy is listed in Table 5.

4. Discussion

Polyoma BK virus-associated nephropathy represents the one
of the most challenging infectious complications associated
with kidney transplantation [15].

A better understanding of the molecular processes asso-
ciated with the immune control of BKV infections may facil-
itate improvement of clinical management strategies [16].
Evaluation of BKV in urine samples in this study was per-
formed in a blinded fashion; therefore no changes in clinical
management were carried out based on results obtained [8]

since it would have influenced the transcript expression
profiles present in biopsies collected 3 months after trans-
plantation. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
molecular study in such patient cohort. This analysis demon-
strated that effective BKV control 3 months after trans-
plantation was associated with gene expression profiles with
the potential of affecting cellular immune responses, includ-
ing B and T cell signaling and anti-apoptotic gene networks
whereas, in late BKV-associated nephropathy, the profound
gene upregulation in networks covering T cell signaling,
chemoattraction, activation, and cytotoxicity along with
many other inflammatory networks were detected.

Specifically, 5 genes likely to be associated with the suc-
cessful control of viral replication were identified. The
heightened presence of T cells (CD3E), monocyte macro-
phages (CD68), and their chemoattractant chemokine CCR2
(as well as presence of adhesion molecule ICAM-1) were
described. Previous studies have identified these molecules
to be associated with viral infections [17, 18].

It is broadly known that T cell expansion and cytokine
production are needed for the generation of effective antivi-
ral immune responses [19]. CD8+ cytotoxic T cells secreting
interferon-gamma (IFN-γ) or/and tumor necrosis factor
alpha (TNF-α) are important components in mediating host
immunity against viral infections and have been shown
to play critical roles in BKV clearance [17]. In our study,
however, the expression pattern of IFN-γ and TNF-α during
asymptomatic viruria was just marginal (P < 0.1) that may
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Table 4: Genes with different regulation in polyoma BK nephropathy.

Gene Control group BKVN group P value∗

C3 0.06 (0.02–0.6) 0.375 (0.03–5.27) 0.022

CCL2 0.06 (0.01–0.12) 0.22 (0.03–0.85) 0.005

CCL3 0.12 (0–0.65) 0.71 (0.16–5.89) 0.02

CCL5 3.26 (0.41–45.4) 66.9 (7.9–235) 0.003

CCR2 0 (0–6.38) 20.7 (0–158) 0.001

CCR7 0 (0–659) 35.3 (0–789) 0.017

CD19 0 (0–104) 109 (0–2440) 0.013

CD28 1.36 (0–75.1) 59.3 (0.74–448) 0.012

CD4 3.32 (0.22–15.1) 27 (6.63–209) 0.004

CD68 0.61 (0.05–1.38) 1.68 (0.97–4.79) 0.001

CD86 0.67 (0.01–16.9) 10 (0.88–32.3) 0.012

CSF1 1.42 (0.02–4.89) 5.17 (0.57–71.3) 0.049

CXCL10 0.05 (0–2.9) 1.8 (0.06–3.76) 0.015

CXCR3 0 (0–34.3) 61.2 (0–671) 0.013

EDN1 0.45 (0.14–1.32) 1.18 (0.39–8.74) 0.025

FASL 0 (0–67.2) 145.72 (25.96–409.25) 0.003

GNLY 0.36 (0.12–2.1) 4.9 (1.45–52.2) 0.001

HLADRA 0.39 (0.15–3.27) 1.55 (0.503–7.6) 0.021

HLA-DRB1 0 (0–0.39) 0.85 (0–85.6) 0.036

ICAM1 0.03 (0–0.8) 0.235 (0.06–13.1) 0.03

IFNG 2.65 (0–139) 82.1 (0–519) 0.023

IL12B 0 (0–3.83) 3.49 (0–37.6) 0.03

IL1B 0.17 (0–0.95) 1.38 (0.3–3.67) 0.002

IL2RA 0.14 (0–3.44) 3.32 (0.47–19) 0.009

IL6 0.05 (0.01–3.49) 0.72 (0.07–9.49) 0.048

IL8 0.55 (0–6.75) 14.7 (0.11–53.4) 0.004

LTA 0 (0–93.9) 68.8 (0–903) 0.036

PRF1 8.7 (0–43.3) 117 (1.4–4100) 0.007

PTPRC 1.52 (0.55–24.6) 47.6 (4.7–303) 0.001

TBX21 0 (0–15.2) 7.14 (0–383) 0.036

TGFB 0.73 (0.23–6.75) 3.42 (0.73–13) 0.025

TNF 0.61 (0.04–3.18) 8.2 (0.95–30.7) 0.002

TNFRSF18 0 (0–1.77) 1.7 (0–19.5) 0.01

Data are shown as median (minimum–maximum) of relative quantity (RQ) of gene expression calculated with regard to the reference gene (GAPDH) and
calibrator.
∗P values calculated by Mann-Whitney U test followed by the Bonferroni adjustment.

reflect just a limited burden of immune injury. CD8+ T
lymphocyte activation is tightly regulated, especially during
primary responses elicited following positive and negative
costimulation following BKV infections [20, 21]. In our
study, molecules associated with costimulation were consis-
tently upregulated in kidney tissues of asymptomatic viruria
patients and also in biopsies from patients with confirmed
BKV-associated nephropathy. Therefore, in order to further
identify additional genes associated with protection from
BKV infection, data from our study was further analyzed by
carrying out functional analyses. Since a low number of genes
were assessed compared to the number of genes that could
be analyzed following a microarray analysis, we focused our
research on describing smaller interactional and functional
units using a gene ontology approach and network flux that
corresponds to a part of the pathway.

Flux for CD40/CD40L costimulatory signal was signifi-
cantly upregulated in biopsies from patients who successfully
controlled BKV infection and presented with asymptomatic
viruria. It is well known that activation of CD40 on antigen
presenting cells following ligation of CD40L (expressed
mainly on CD4+ T lymphocytes) contributes to proinflam-
matory responses necessary for eradication of infections
caused by certain types of pathogens [22]. Studies focused on
defining cellular immune responses with the potential of
controlling BKV replication determined that the majority of
the BKV-specific T cells expressed CD40L (CD154) [23].

Gene targets uncovered by gene ontology analysis iden-
tified genes typically associated with the elicitation of
immune responses specific to viral infections where the
interplay between B and T cell function and effective cellular
proliferation represents a basic protective strategy.
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Table 5: Biological networks in kidney graft tissues that are associated with BKVN.

GO term Genes annotated P value∗

Negative regulation of transcription GO:0048661 EDN1, TNF 0.003

Positive regulation of NF kappa B transcription GO:0016481 TGFB1, TNF 0.004

Activation of MAPK activity GO:0051092 IKBKB, TGFB1, TNF 0.005

Positive regulation of phosphorylation GO:0000187 IL1B, TNF 0.007

Intracellular signal transduction GO:0001934 IL1B, TNF 0.007

Negative regulation of viral genome replication GO:0007242 CD80, IL8 0.008

Signal transducer activity GO:0045071 CCL5, TNF 0.010

Organ morphogenesis GO:0004871
CCL2, CCL3, CCL5, HMOX1, IL12B, IL13,

IL15, IL18, IL1A, IL1B, STAT3 0.011

Positive regulation of transription, DNA dependent GO:0009887 CCL2, IL7, TGFB1, TNF 0.011

Transcription activator activity GO:0045941 CD80, CD86, TNF 0.011

Exocytosis GO:0016563 CD80, CD86, IKBKB, TGFB1 0.011

Chemoattractant activity GO:0006887 CCL3, CCL5 0.013

Angiogenesis GO:0042056 CCL3, CCL5 0.013

Induction of positive chemotaxis GO:0001525 IL18, IL1B, IL8, VEGF 0.013

Regulation of cell adhesion GO:0050930 IL8, VEGF 0.015

Regulation of isotype switching GO:0030183 IL10, IL4 0.015

Regulation of cell adhesion GO:0045191 IL10, IL4 0.015

Response to oxidative stress GO:0030155 ICAM1, IL18, IL8 0.016

Protein phosphorylation GO:0006979 CCL5, PTGS2 0.016

Positive regulation of T helper 2 cell differentiation GO:0006468 CCL2, IKBKB, TGFB1 0.017

Cellular component movement GO:0045630 CD86, IL6 0.018

Positive regulation of B cell proliferation GO:0006928
ACTB, CCL3, CCL5, CXCR3, IFNG, IL13, IL8,

PTGS2, STAT3 0.019

Cellular calcium ion homeostasis GO:0030890 IL4, IL7, PTPRC 0.019

Chemokine activity GO:0006874 CCL19, CCL2, CCL3, CCL5 0.022

Response to glucocorticoid stimulus GO:0008009
CCL19, CCL2, CCL3, CCL5, CXCL10, CXCL11,

IL8 0.024

Positive regulationof T cell proliferation GO:0051384 IL10, IL6, TNF 0.024

T cell differentiation GO:0042102 CD28, CD3E, IL12A, IL4, PTPRC 0.024

Defense response to virus GO:0030217 IL2, PTPRC 0.025

Induction of apoptosis by extracellular signals GO:0051607 BCL2, PTPRC 0.026

Negative regulation of transcription from RNA
polymerase II promoter

GO:0008624 CD38, FAS, FASLG 0.027

Positive regulation of protein kinase activity GO:0000122 SMAD3, STAT3, TNF 0.030

Response to virus GO:0045860 CD4, PTPRC 0.033

Negative regulation of cytokine secretion involved in
immune response

GO:0009615 CCL19, CCL5, IFNG, TNF 0.033

Negative regulation of interleukin-6 production GO:0002740 IL10, TNF 0.033

Receptor biosynthetic process GO:0032715 IL10, TNF 0.033

Positive regulation of cytokine production GO:0032800 IL10, TNF 0.033

Positive regulation of transcription from RNA
polymerase II promoter

GO:0050715 IL10, TNF 0.033

Positive regulation of isotype switching to IgG isotypes GO:0045944 IL4, IL6, SMAD3, TNF 0.034

Regulation of immune response GO:0048304 IFNG, IL4, TBX21 0.035

Activation of caspase activity GO:0050776 IFNG, IL4, TBX21 0.035

Receptor binding GO:0006919 BAX, SMAD3, TNF 0.035

Antigen processing and presentation GO:0005102 C3, REN 0.038
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Table 5: Continued.

GO term Genes annotated P value∗

Activation a proapoptotic gene products GO:0019882 CD8A, IFNG 0.038

Cell cycle arrest GO:0008633 BCL2, FAS, FASLG 0.039

Protein kinase binding GO:0007050 IFNG, IL12A, IL12B, IL8, SMAD3, TGFB1 0.042

Cell adhesion GO:0019901 CD3E, CD4, PTPRC 0.043

JAK-STAT cascade GO:0007155
CCL2, CCL5, CD34, CD4, CXCR3, FN1, SELE,

SELP 0.044

Plasma membrane GO:0007259 CCL2, CCR2, STAT3 0.046

Neutrophil chemotaxis GO:0005886

ACE, AGTR1, AGTR2, CCR2, CCR4, CCR5,
CCR7, CD19, CD28, CD34, CD38, CD3E, CD4,

CD40, CD40LG, CD80, CD86, CD8A, CSF1,
CXCR3, FAS, FASLG, ICAM1, ICOS, IL2RA,

PTPRC, SELE, SELP, TFRC, TNF, TNFRSF18

0.046

Positive regulation of interleukin-2 biosynthetic process GO:0045086 IFNG, IL1B, IL8 0.046
∗

P values by ANOVA followed by Bonferroni adjustment.

The activation of cellular mechanisms in response to
BKV infections represents an injury-repair immune response
with fibrosis development as a consequence [9]. In the
current study, patients with asymptomatic viruria (who
never developed BKV-associated nephropathy) presented
with normal graft function at the 36-month followup. This
meant that successful immune control of viral infection was
likely associated with limited or transient cytokine upregu-
lation compared to BKV-associated nephropathy where the
burden of injury initiated fibrosis development.

Currently, there is limited information regarding the
molecular processes associated with BKV-associated nephro-
pathy. The upregulation of large number of genes involved
in cell cycle and proliferation was shown in vitro in BKV
infected primary kidney epithelial cells that suggests stim-
ulatory nature of BKV proteins [24]. In vivo, the analysis
of genes upregulated in renal allografts affected by BKV-
associated nephropathy identified proinflammatory genes
(CD8 and related molecules associated with graft fibrosis)
similar to the profile observed during cases of acute rejection;
however, expression levels were larger in magnitude [25]. In
our study, intraparenchymal upregulation of 33 genes was
observed in BKV-associated nephropathy, confirming previ-
ous results [25], as well as demonstrating a similar expression
profile to that observed during acute rejection [25–27].
Moreover, using the functional analysis approach, another
50 biological processes were described in kidneys affected by
BKV-associated nephropathy. Using hierarchical clustering,
gene expression in BKV-associated nephropathy formed
clearly different group.

In this study, the quantitative PCR analysis was per-
formed. Compared to microarray-based analyses, this tech-
nique was fast and quantitative, and the results were more
reliable. More specific tools for the study of specific immune
responses associated with BKV infections would include
ELISPOT and multiparameter flow cytometry analyses [7,
17, 28, 29].

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, this study demonstrated that asymptomatic
BKV viruria reflecting successful immune system control of
viral infections was associated with specific gene transcripts
and immune processes, specifically transcripts associated
with B lymphocyte signaling and costimulation. Further-
more, the degree of associated immune responses was much
higher in patients presenting with BKV-associated nephropa-
thy.
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